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Chapter One

The Richest Man in Arabia

First Arabs made a name for themselves in business; their reputation for religious zeal came later. The Bible has Arabs trading in luxury goods; the Roman Pliny thought Arabs “are the richest nations in the world, seeing that such vast wealth flows in upon them from both the Roman and the Parthian Empires.”

Such memories were erased when Islam burst out of Arabia, out of what seemed a giant void, in the shape of invaders who spread despair over the end of an established order and fear of a new one dominated by religion and war. The Arabs from then on were seen as warriors rather than traders, and the trait that once had been commonplace was overlooked until the nineteenth-century orientalist Aloys Sprenger pointed out Arabs were “inventors of world trade.” The origins of Arab culture in commerce then came into focus.

Muhammad ibn Abdullah, Islam’s founder, was proud of his descent from Arabia’s most respected tribe, the Quraysh, who owed their standing to success in business rather than in battle. Muhammad even at the peak of his career was pleased when he heard praise for his own financial accomplishments; he smiled when his deputy Abu Sufyan ibn Harb complimented him, “you have become the most wealthy of the Quraysh!” Abu Sufyan’s fawning accolade was not empty flattery, far from it, because Muhammad by then earned annual rents exceeding ten thousand ounces of gold (in today’s terms, commensurate with several million dollars). Muhammad was the richest Arab of his time.

Long before Muhammad was born in Mecca (in 570), Arabs had been trading between Europe, India, and China, manning trade expeditions that were big (up to 2,500 camels) and went far (caravans mostly went to Gaza, ships sailed as far as Korea). Such ventures involved considerable logistical challenges: readying goods, selecting staff, equipping camels and ships. But
they also required complex financial arrangements: trade expeditions had to be funded, and caravan managers and investors wished to know in advance how to share profits. Meccan traders operated firms with terms that let investors spread their risks and gave managers pre-agreed bonus shares. These companies were structured like venture capital companies and Muhammad had intimate knowledge of how they were set up and worked—his wife Khadija bint Khuwaylid was Mecca’s most prominent venture capitalist. In fact, Khadija first met Muhammad when she invested in a caravan he managed, and Khadija after they married continued managing her investment portfolio while Muhammad set up in the leather trade; the couple owned a home in Mecca’s most desirable neighborhood. Muhammad for twenty-five years of married life had daily insight into the practical challenges of running a business.

Khadija was the first convert to Islam. The majority of merchants in Mecca, on the other hand, were hostile to the new creed. The city each year hosted pilgrims of some two hundred denominations and if, as Muhammad wished, worship were reserved for Allah they were liable to stay away. Islam constituted a threat to Mecca’s business model. The business community first tried to bribe Muhammad to moderate his demands (they offered to make him the richest man in town) but when that failed, boycotted him and drove him out of the city. Muhammad emigrated to Medina and Mecca was left in control by his adversary Abu Sufyan ibn Harb.

In Medina Muhammad shaped two institutions that became in every Islamic city the hubs of civic life: the mosque and the market. Muhammad put several decades of commercial experience into effect by issuing a range of fiscal and commercial provisions; he declared trade on the Medina market exempt from tax and introduced taxes to fund social security payments. He also set a host of commercial incentives: he improved consumer protection; gave guidelines on how commercial contracts were to be drafted; and banned insider trading. The list could go on. But Muhammad’s flair for commerce in early Islam was not unique; his first three successors all were former professional merchants who adapted commercial conventions as the realm of Islam scaled up from a small-scale civic community to an empire.

The Islamic Empire was successively ruled from three capitals: Medina, Damascus, and Baghdad—and evolved into a trade zone bounded by China and the Atlantic where senior officials were appointed without regard to their religious affiliation. In Medina, formerly Byzantine officials introduced a government budget that entitled each Muslim to a fixed annual stipend: this was the world’s first government pension plan. In Damascus, Christian tax officials were instrumental in launching the Islamic gold dinar: a single currency for a single market. In Baghdad, by the early tenth century a fully fledged banking sector had come into being: exchanging gold and silver coins and lending money to government and to merchants who were able to
pay money into accounts in one city and draw money in another. These drafts had several names—one of them was the Persian word čak that has come down to us as check.

The money being made in Baghdad was staggering; the caliph Muqtadir’s favorite bauble was a silver bird made of 50,000 ounces of silver. But wealth percolating into Baghdad society bred a taste for spending money intelligently. The caliph al Mamun founded a House of Wisdom that gathered and translated works written by Greek philosophers (but for this initiative these works would have been lost to posterity). Muslims also looked East; they explored the religions of India and advanced the study of medicine, mathematics, and geography. To a society that grew rich from trading with distant lands, geography was plainly useful, as was mathematics because counting was very important to run a business. The world’s first accounts that show how to work out compound interest appear in tenth-century Baghdad.

**BEGINNINGS**

Islamic elites very early achieved enormous wealth and knew what to do with it. Washington Irving, the nineteenth-century novelist whose biography of Muhammad even today does not read dated, noted

One almost regards with incredulity the stories of immense sums passing from hand to hand among these Arab conquerors, as freely as bags of dates in their native deserts; but it must be recollected they had the plundering of the rich Empires of the East, and as yet were flush with the spoils of recent conquests.  

Irving was right, but only in parts. Victory spoils were one of the sources of Muslim wealth, but not the only one. Early Islam’s capacity for wealth creation was remarkable. The Islamic single market promoted entrepreneurship, global trade, and new forms of corporate enterprise. Economic innovations abound: they include a new monetary regime, the invention of charitable trusts, offshore trade centers, and venture capital partnerships. Islam promoted property rights of women, of religious minorities, and of foreigners. Rules for fair trade promoted consumer protection and banned monopolies.

Arabs within decades after Muhammad’s death ousted Persian and Byzantine rule from the Middle East and Egypt. Explanations for this sweeping victory variously adduce some mix of martial vigor, avarice, and plain luck. Even assuming these factors fully explain why Arabs could make a success of invasions, they fall short of showing why their rule proved durable, let alone help deduce how Islamic societies within a short span of time launched a trajectory of economic growth sustained for centuries. From the start, an attitude enabling economic growth was evident in Islam. Max Weber, the
sociologist of religion, pointed out Islam’s conspicuous emphasis on material gratification, encouraging the acquisition of “wealth, power, and honour.” Pursuing prosperity, and knowing how to do so, accompanied the drive for supremacy and glory.

An Arab entrepreneur was the model for one of world literature’s most famous protagonists. The Arabian Nights introduce Sindbad the Sailor who described what drove him to forgo the comfort of his familiar surroundings and again and again seek the thrill of taking risks:

> It was while my life was at its most pleasant that I felt a pernicious urge to travel to foreign parts, to associate with different races and to trade and make a profit. Having thought this over, I bought more valuable goods, suitable for a voyage, than I had ever taken before, packing them into bales. When I had gone down from Baghdad to Basra I loaded them on a ship, taking with me a number of the leading Basran merchants. We put out.

Sindbad embodies the quintessential Arabian entrepreneur, an intrepid adventurer who leaves the comforts of his home to set sail to foreign climes. He soon rues his decision when disaster strikes and he loses his money and very nearly his life, but then, fortune reverses and he returns, healthy, wealthy—but none the wiser. Sindbad finds domestic tranquillity so boring he soon needs to set out again and then the plot repeats. Arab merchants honed the quintessential skill of entrepreneurs, weighing risks. The jahiliyya poet Shansara celebrated the entrepreneurial temper, because “riches are only in reach of someone who has no fear of danger or exile.” Rewards came at extraordinary risk and could be lost in a flash. The Arab word for these risks, azar, has come down to us as hazard. Real-world Sindbads ran risks to earn extraordinary returns. Arabia’s mercantile class was multi-ethnic: Sindbad’s name points to his origin in Sind (today in Pakistan).

Islam originated in Mecca, a city with a long tradition as a center of religious devotion and of trade. In most societies, markets have been shaped by government, but in Mecca, government was shaped by markets. Entrepreneurs had shaped the city that raised Muhammad, and Muhammad’s distinguished ancestral dynasty of entrepreneurs is repeatedly mentioned in the Koran. Muhammad was a prophet who brought to his vocation some thirty years of business experience. To most religious leaders, such as Abraham, Jesus, or Buddha, economics mattered little. Muhammad, by contrast, along with shaping every other aspect of the Muslim way of life, cast rules for trade and tax, in the process preserving or reforming many pre-Islamic commercial practices. Through adapting these rules to an economic sphere that was enlarged by conquests, early Islamic societies became the most innovative economies of their age.

The orientalist Aloys Sprenger tracked back to the dynamic of the Arabian economy before Islam was born. Accordingly, Arab trade created a link
between Europe and Asia. Arabs had not only spotted the business opportunity of connecting distant markets, but also the profit potential of supplying those goods that had the highest profit margins: jewels, pearls, ivory, incense, and gold. Arabs looked back on a long track record of successful commercial venturing, were commercially astute and had a grasp of the mechanics of cross-border trade, gold mining, agriculture, and trading. Muhammad harnessed these competitive strengths. For nearly two centuries Muhammad’s hometown, Mecca, had been the focal point of religious devotion and, as a spin-off benefit, of trade. The Meccan economy had working relationships with partners in Europe and Asia long before Muhammad was born.

**THE DESCENT OF MARKETS**

The defining characteristic of Arabia’s shapeless pre-Islamic society was commercial acumen, and early Islamic institutions set free market dynamics throughout Islam’s realm and in neighboring countries. Just how stark was this contrast between Islamic societies and their Christian neighbors became apparent when in the Middle East crusaders arrived in numbers. The Islamic Empire’s single market had spin-off benefits for Europe: Islam and Christendom were enemies in politics but partners in commerce. Europe’s nascent capitalism emerged once Europeans imported this know-how and replicated Islamic economic institutions.

The dynamic of Islam’s approach to economics is thrown into relief by comparison with the state of economies in Europe, where a thousand years had lapsed without progress in material culture. Although intuition suggests markets would have flourished alongside the states that housed them, facts do not bear out this assumption: empires in Europe expanded but markets stagnated. Europeans were slow to discover how trade creates wealth. The first European to describe how a market comes into being was the inquisitive ancient Greek traveler and historian Herodotus. He told of Carthaginians sailing along the African coast where they deposited goods on a beach, then after retreating to their boats by smoke signal invited customers to come forward and inspect the goods. Prospective buyers placed an amount of gold next to offered goods showing how much they were prepared to pay and then in turn withdrew. Then, bargaining began. If Carthaginians considered the bid fair, they collected the gold and departed, else returned aboard and gave their customers time to raise their bid. Bargains were struck through wordless communication. Herodotus identified three elements that constitute a market: buyers and sellers are assured of personal safety (they never come face to face); cheating is policed (nobody would ever again trade with a thief); and prices are agreed through bargaining. Herodotus showed the precise
moment from which markets issue—the discovery how to set prices through bargaining. Herodotus anticipated insights of the economist Friedrich von Hayek, who pointed out where to look for the wellspring of economic activity: “The price system is just one of those formations which man has learned to use . . . after he had stumbled upon it without understanding it . . . man has been able to develop that division of labour on which civilization is based because he happened to stumble upon a method which made it possible.”

Herodotus also had a collateral insight that pre-empted Hayek: not only did merchants, rather than governments, create markets, but Herodotus also asserted governments may even prevent markets. In the Persian Empire, Herodotus wrote, markets were “a custom unknown to the Persians, who never make purchases in open markets, and indeed do not have a single marketplace in their whole country.” Contempt for commerce also pervaded the upper classes of the Roman Empire who were barred from pursuing careers in business. Rome’s anticommercial bias is thrown into relief by comparing Herodotus’s description of a silent market with that by Pliny:

It was to the effect that the merchandise on sale was left by them upon the opposite bank of a river on their coast, and it was then removed by the natives, if they thought proper to deal on terms of exchange. On no grounds ought luxury with greater reason to be detested by us, than if we only transport our thoughts to these scenes, and then reflect, what are its demands, to what distant spots it sends in order to satisfy them, and for how mean and how unworthy an end!

Herodotus’s intuition how markets emerge did not have an impact on ancient Greece or Rome. Antiquity’s most constructive economic policymaker may have been Alexander the Great, who founded Alexandria and populated the city with a multicultural mix of Egyptians, Greeks, and Jews and vested in it a large degree of municipal autonomy. Alexandria was a separate fiscal entity to the rest of Egypt and in effect became an offshore trade center. Antiquity’s largest city and political capital was Rome; Alexandria, politically inconsequential but mercantile, was the second largest city and the capital of trade. Alexandria was living proof that for prosperity, trade mattered more than power. But the insights and initiatives of Herodotus and Alexander the Great remained isolated exceptions. Ancient Greece and Rome bequeathed no economic literature of consequence; by the end of the Middle Ages Europe’s standard of living was only marginally higher than at the beginning. Great empires rose and fell for thousands of years without advancing our knowledge how markets come about and how to run them. It is astonishing that in Europe Herodotus’s inquiry into how markets evolve remained the last word on the subject for over 2,500 years. Adam Smith, for example, who thought deeply about the workings of markets, is silent on how they began.
Analyses of the dynamics that actuate markets emerged notably in the work of Friedrich Engels and Max Weber. Engels, like Herodotus, asserted commercial middlemen are crucial for markets at the origin and mapped out a subsequent pathway for the evolution of markets and, as a second round effect, of states:

Now for the first time a class appears which, without in any way participating in production, captures the direction of production as a whole and economically subjugates the producers; which makes itself an indispensable middleman between two producers and exploits them both. Under the pretext that they save the producers the trouble and risk of exchange, extend the sale of their products to distant markets and are therefore the most useful class of the population, a class of parasites comes into being, genuine social sycophants, who, as a reward for their actually very insignificant services, skim all the cream off production at home and abroad, rapidly amass enormous wealth and a corresponding social influence, and for that reason receive under civilisation ever higher honours and ever greater control of production.  

Engels’s argumentation has flaws. Accordingly, merchants link distant markets, in the process amass wealth and come to dominate society (for doing very little). However, Engels did not elaborate, for example, why producers acquiesce to overpay commercial middlemen; why competitors do not come forward and whittle away their profits; and crucially, Engels was silent on how merchants came by the information that set them in motion in the first place. Engels leaves in the dark how the first market came into being.

Max Weber challenged Engels. Markets, according to Weber, incubate in a particular mental predisposition of certain individuals who care little about short-term comfort and adjust their actions to earn long-term material gain. Individuals with this value set existed in all eras, but their way of life came to dominate social norms through the advent of Protestantism that made commercial enterprise ethically meritorious. Weber’s theory that capitalism results from specific behaviors and attitudes has remained dominant. But his assertion that Protestantism was midwife to nascent capitalism was overturned by a review of empirical facts. Werner Sombart pointed out Europe’s economic growth trends had begun curving up prior to the advent of Protestantism, specifically in medieval Italian mercantile republics such as Venice and Genoa. There, growth ensued from discoveries of how to pool investment capital, to set up trading ventures, to send money abroad, and to exchange foreign currency, and from these communities, ruled by businessmen rather than princes or priests, entrepreneurial energy rippled across Europe, became self-sustaining, and permeated society and culture more widely. A spirit of innovation gathered strength throughout Europe—in England, where jurists developed the Common Law, in Iberia, where navigators set forth to
find promising trade routes to Asia and America, in Germany, where unshackled intellectual inquiry led to the Reformation. Werner Sombart left unresolved why capitalism, a particular frame of mind congenial with Protestantism, emerged in Italy, a country where Catholicism set the gaze of adherents on the next world. The trigger that stirred market forces dormant in Europe for so long, this book argues, was the adaptation of Islamic institutional templates.

THE CULTURE OF COMMERCE IN ITALY

“Traffic” is a familiar term in the English language but not a native one. The term was imported from Italy where merchants to describe commercial dealing coined the term *trafico*, a concept originating in the Arabic word *tafrig* that connotes distribution. Arabs supplied a host of other common terms in trade and finance, such as *tariff*, *check*, or *carat*. Another familiar word, *hazard*, derives from the Arab term to describe the risk of caravan travel, *azar*; *razzia* comes from the Arab word for raids, *ghazi* (“gh” is sounded as “r”). Novel commercial terms and concepts arrived through Italians because they were close to Islamic markets. The Mediterranean Sea was an extraterritorial expanse as lawless and dangerous as were the deserts of Arabia. The prospect of rapid profit tempted Arab pirates to negotiate its waters to prey on cities along the French and Italian coastlines, but gradually, however, it transpired recurring business promised greater gain than one-off raids. The lesson that commerce is more lucrative than theft was learned and unlearned over and over—the process from which market conventions issued suffered many reversals and took centuries. But when entrepreneurs supplanted pirates, trade between Muslims and Christians became a conduit for importing into Europe new approaches to commercial institutions and frameworks. Capitalism in Europe through this process came into being.

The trajectory of a tiny city south of Naples, Amalfi, demonstrated how a community could progress from banditry to the position of partner of the most powerful authorities of the time. Many Italian cities, even Rome, had suffered Muslim raids, but Amalfi, although in easy striking distance from Muslim Sicily, was left untouched, and for this reason: Amalfitans, rather than oppose Muslim pirates, joined up with them—to the exasperation of the Vatican that promised Amalfitans favorable trade terms on condition they renounce their support for infidels sacking Rome’s churches. The Vatican’s offer fell on deaf ears; piracy was more lucrative than anything the pope could offer. But eventually, Amalfi’s merchants abandoned piracy in favor of a more stable business model: to their trading post in Constantinople (to which as subjects of the Byzantine emperor they were entitled) they added another one in Cairo (a concession granted by Egypt’s Fatimid rulers), and
rounded off their portfolio of outposts with a hospital in Jerusalem. Amalfi enjoyed first mover advantage in a three-way traffic between Italy, the Byzantine and Muslim Empires. The city’s merchants, once they became prosperous, demonstrated their commercial success through generous benefactions, including to churches in the city their ancestors helped raid, Rome. Loyalties were as elastic as business flows.

Amalfi’s success attracted competitors. Pisa, Genoa, and Venice fought each other over markets as fiercely as did crusaders and Muslims over battlefields, in the process blurring the distinction between commerce and piracy. Amalfi’s harbor was spared by Arabs but torched by Pisans. Venetians, sailing to Palestine for the first crusade, fought their first military engagement against Pisans to exclude them from the race to claim stakes in the Holy Land. Venice, Genoa, and Pisa controlled swathes of cities in Palestine that were exempt from tax; effectively, these were tax havens. Venetians perfected a business model whereby they conveyed crusaders and pilgrims to Palestine (for a fee) and provided military assets to crusaders (in return for tax concessions in occupied territories). Venice, a nominal subject of the Byzantine emperor, in 1204 directed a crusade to Constantinople and there installed a political puppet on the Byzantine throne. Venice’s apogee consisted of a reverse takeover of her sovereign.

The crusades did not upset the balance of power in the Mediterranean. The Arab military occupied North Africa and large swathes of Spain, Southern Italy, and Sicily. Muslims and Christians pursued a twin track policy: in politics bellicose, pacific in commerce. Muslim authorities never embargoed trade with Italy (nor, for that matter, with Constantinople), and commercial relations between Italian and Levantine communities continued seamlessly after the last Byzantine soldier departed from the region. Venetian patricians evolved the same business model as Meccan plutocrats—convoys issued across seas, as did caravans across deserts. Venture capital companies funded convoys whose fixed departure dates set the city’s annual rhythm of financial and mercantile life.

Italian mercantile republics were one of several conduits into Europe of goods imported from the Islamic realm and, of no less importance, of ideas. Another important avenue was via the presence Europeans established in the Middle East. In the midst of many Muslim cities, Muslim authorities licensed European merchants to open self-contained, walled trading outposts, called funduqs, affording incoming merchants accommodation and storage areas. Funduqs were dotted across the maps of the Middle East and North Africa. Muslims enjoyed reciprocal arrangements in Europe, albeit on a smaller scale. Constantinople in the eighth century licensed a Muslim trading post in (and attached to), a mosque; Venice in the late Middle Ages licensed a Fondaco dei Turchi.
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Commercial knowhow gained through dealing with Islamic business partners by the thirteenth century was a catalyst for original European contributions to the study of law and economics. The Pisan Leonardo Fibonacci in 1202 wrote a book, the *Liber Abaci*, which was the first of a new genre of business manual showing how commercial arithmetic is key to making money. (Herewith an example: “A man went on business to Lucca, next to Florence, and then back to Pisa, and he made double in each city, and in each city he spent 12 denari, and in the end, nothing was left for him. It is sought how much he had at the beginning.”) Fibonacci’s book was a success because he wrote for readers eager to improve their numeracy, which demonstrates the remarkable progress in commercial culture over the previous two centuries. In tenth-century Venice, commercial documents show that few merchants at that time could even provide a signature, let alone perform calculations in writing. Literacy and numeracy had progressed by 1204 such that Venice, on imposing her mastery on Constantinople, declared herself “ruler over 3/8 of the Byzantine Empire.” A new mentality gained ground, one that calculated and evaluated costs and benefits, efficiencies and improvements, and when applied to spheres such as architecture and painting enabled Renaissance rationalism.

While Fibonacci broke new ground in the study of how to accumulate goods, his contemporary Francis of Assisi brought into focus a complementary question, namely what constitutes an ethical approach to fair distribution of goods. Fibonacci and Francis occupied opposite poles of medieval law and economics, but for both Islamic approaches to law and economics were formative. The influence was direct on Fibonacci, who in his autobiography thanked his Arab teachers for training him. In Francis’s case, the creative adaptation of Islamic institutional templates occurred over a longer period of time and was mediated through Franciscan friars.

The lifestyle of Franciscan friars, one of voluntary poverty, posed a dilemma for jurists. On the one hand, Franciscans abjured possession of material objects, but on the other hand, they inhabited buildings that constituted a form of property. It was difficult to reconcile the contradiction, until at last the Vatican cast a suitable legal construct, an entity with a distinct legal personality but distinct from its members—a fictive abstract person called *universitas*. The concept had ramifications beyond settling the legal status of Franciscan property holdings; scholars invoked it to constitute institutions of higher learning (and in due course, it provided the basis for evolution of the corporation). The fine distinction between owning and using a property had a precedent, however, in Islamic law, where benefactions were channelled into so-called *waqfs*. Islamic precedent also foreshadowed another institutional innovation of the time, English institutions of higher learning. The organizational structure of Merton College in Oxford and of Peterhouse in Cambridge replicated Islamic self-governing schools of jurisprudence, *madrasas*, which
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were endowed with benefactions managed at arm’s length from donors. A third significant innovation of the time occurred in Genoa with the launch of a gold currency. Islamic precedents foreshadowed innovations in commercial, legal, academic, and monetary spheres. Capitalist society in Europe emerged from a confluence of strands that originated in early Islam: beginnings were discernible when in Medina Muhammad deregulated prices.

“PRICES ARE IN THE HAND OF GOD”

Muhammad grew up in a society where many economic conventions had gone unquestioned from Babylonian times. Throughout the Middle East, markets for daily necessities, such as food, were strictly regulated: prices were set by market supervisors rather than by vendors. There were variants how far regulation extended; Judaic law, for example, even capped a trader’s profit margin (at one sixth of production costs). If sellers raised prices above official rates, say, to take advantage of food shortages during famines, customers were entitled to file complaints and to demand market supervisors intervene. Muhammad’s capacity to instigate radical reform is thrown into relief against this backdrop of market conventions by his decision to disband regulation of food prices.

Traditions relate the circumstances of this event. A famine bore down on the community and rising food prices exacerbated hardship. In keeping with standard practice for seeking redress, Muhammad was petitioned to intervene and set a price cap. This request, however, met with Muhammad’s refusal—for his adherents, an incomprehensible decision. Not only was this decision at odds with established trade conventions, it also seemed incompatible with Muhammad’s reputation as compassionate guardian of the indigent. Just how contentious was this decision is shown by what happened next: Muhammad’s decisions were rarely challenged, but on this occasion there appeared opposition and his adherents deputed a speaker to prevail once more on him to reverse his decision. Muhammad sensed he could not enforce his decision through personal authority alone and thereupon withdrew to solitude, to seek in communion with Allah whether he should revoke his non-interventionist stance. On his return, however, he faced his adherents and declared that his prayers for authority to set prices had gone unanswered. Therefore, to intervene in prices, he declared, by implication was not in his gift: “Prices,” Muhammad proclaimed, “are in the hand of God.”

On first blush, deregulating prices in a seventh-century Arabian market for food staples may appear a matter of little consequence. But the economist Friedrich von Hayek would disagree. If the price mechanism “were the result of deliberate human design,” Hayek averred, “it would have been acclaimed as one of the greatest triumphs of the human mind.” 13 When an economy
Driven by markets rather than by governments comes into being, the ramifications are endless, because taking price-setting out of the hand of government and giving it to the invisible hand of markets has ripple effects on economic incentives—when entrepreneurs rather than officials determine how to allocate resources, economic rationality permeates all spheres of economic life. Herodotus, Muhammad, and Hayek recognized the importance of the price mechanism to economic activity.

Sources

A word on sources. The extent of information passed down on Muhammad is immense. These stories, called hadith, were an inexhaustible trove for Islamic histories and lore, religious and legal literature; they run into tens of thousands of anecdotes, ranging from poignant evocations of profound emotion to unabashedly preposterous yarns. Islamic scholars gathered every scrap of information, however minute, about Muhammad, his successors, and many other personalities and events of the early Islamic era. No other religion’s origins, Muslims asserted, was as thoroughly evidenced as those of Islam.  

Doubts have been raised whether Islamic sources are reliable, however, for the following reason: Muhammad’s first biography was not written until over a century after his death and because accounts until then were passed on orally, Islamic historians lacked the means to sift distortions and fabrications promulgated by interested parties in the intervening period. Islamic historiography from the outset, therefore, unavoidably mingled fact and fiction. However, Aloys Sprenger disposed of these contentions and his refutation bears repeating.  

Muhammad indeed was adamant the written word was the exclusive preserve of the Koran. His confidant and successor Umar recalled the Prophet had passed a ban on written documentation and censored him for copying a book (“The prophet got very angry, so much so that he got quite red.”) Muhammad’s aversion against any document other than the Koran kept in writing, as Max Weber pointed out, accords with his status as a prophet, because prophets receive divine revelation through oral communion and in turn pass on their teaching personally rather than through paper or parchment. (Jesus, for comparison, acted likewise.) Umar, once elected as Muhammad’s successor, was urged to lift the ban on written accounts. Umar was a decisive personality and displayed hesitation only in exceptional circumstances. However, on this occasion he deliberated an entire month, which evinces the fact views differed widely and Muhammad’s injunction must have been observed in the breach. Finally, Umar confirmed Muhammad’s ban because “the nations who have been before you, have written...
books, and trusted upon them, and left the book of God." But Umar was unable to enforce a proscription that had already been flouted when Muhammad was alive; Sprenger infers Muhammad’s and Umar’s injunctions were openly ignored from around the fortieth year after Muhammad’s emigration to Medina because relatively few testimonies have been left by companions of Muhammad who died theretofore. Therefore, discounting Islamic historiography based on the alleged absence of written sources does not seem persuasive until facts that stand in opposition to Sprenger’s refutation have been produced. (For the sake of comparison, the gospels have been dated to some sixty years after the crucifixion.)

Early Islamic historians had at their disposal a colossal accumulation of narratives; sifting them was a challenge for them (and us). A single example may suffice as illustration. The traditionist Bukhari relates a hadith that Muhammad had sex with each of his eleven wives in a single day. This extravagant claim produces a gasp of surprise in any reader. Even the most credulous readers will hardly concede the veracity of this assertion; but not a few will be inclined to sense its truth in parts; and almost all will be persuaded no such story ever could have circulated unless Muhammad in fact would have been known as a man of extraordinary energies. To anyone willing to read between the lines, Arab lore and the hadiths on which they are based are invaluable testimonies. Islam affected the way of life of all levels of society, and the world of commerce was no exception. The pattern as much as the particulars of individual stories open to view how Muhammad and his successors set free a commercial revolution whose benefits are still felt today.

NOTES

2. Sprenger, Die alte Geographie Arabiens, 299.
6. Well, Die poetische Literatur der Araber, 12.
12. Fibonacci, Liber Abaci, 460.
15. Sprenger asked, “Had Ibn Ishaq merely oral sources of the biography of Mohammed or written ones? It is necessary to show whether the Moslims, during the first century after the Hijrah, did write books at all” (“Origin and Progress,” 304). He set out his findings in Life of Mohammed, 66–68; “Origin and Progress of Writing Down Historical Facts,” 380–81; “Alfred
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Chapter Two

Markets without Government

Business as usual would resume in Arabia once short-lived disturbances in Medina had run their course—such might have been the forecast in the world’s principal capitals when in 632 news arrived of the passing of Muhammad ibn Abdullah, an Arab potentate who several years earlier had demanded world leaders acknowledge his status as Apostle of Allah and submit to Islam. To issue an ultimatum to a Byzantine emperor may have seemed an overconfident gesture. But the correspondence as such, on the other hand, was by no means a breach of diplomatic protocol, quite the opposite. In Muhammad’s family, corresponding with heads of state went back several generations and diplomacy and trade ran in the family. Hashim ibn Abd Manaf, Muhammad’s great-grandfather, had concluded international trade treaties, and Abd al Mutallib, his grandfather, was so conspicuously wealthy that three kilograms of gold were afforded for his burial garment. Muhammad, too, originally followed family tradition and pursued a career in business before he broke with family tradition when he found his vocation in religion rather than in trade. The Byzantine emperor did not take Muhammad’s fiery letter lightly and thought it prudent to gather intelligence about him. Abu Sufyan ibn Harb, Muhammad’s main Arabian adversary, briefed Byzantine authorities that, yes, Muhammad attracted many followers, but his fledgling religion appealed mainly to the lower classes, the ranks of the young, the poor, and women. The wily Abu Sufyan left it to his listeners to infer that a religion professed by such inconsequential constituencies most likely was a passing phenomenon. Abu Sufyan’s assessment, however, was difficult to reconcile with Muhammad’s remarkable career, and Byzantines had every reason to keep a watching brief on Muhammad ibn Abdullah, at the very least for reasons of trade diplomacy—this scion of a dynasty of entrepreneurs was the richest man in Arabia.
Muhammad’s wealth late in life did not come from trade. The once successful entrepreneur had been effectively bankrupted when his Meccan compatriots imposed a boycott on his business and drove him out of Mecca. However, Muhammad went on to earn an even larger fortune from his position as Messenger of Allah, which together with military and political prerogatives included the right to lay rules for tax in times of war and peace. In war, the lion’s share of victory spoils went to Muhammad, in peace, he collected tax on wealth; this revenue he managed as he saw fit. This fiscal framework threatened to unravel after Muhammad’s death. Communities all over Arabia gave notice they now considered tax treaties defunct and Medina itself threatened to split into a confederation of two separate communities, Muslims and non-Muslims, each electing their own chiefs. Most alarming was that at this moment of crisis, Muhammad’s closest circle was torn because Muhammad had died without appointing a successor and it was unclear who could claim inheritance to his power, his property, or both. All three trouble spots—across Arabia, within Medina, and among Muhammad’s inner circle—needed to be resolved promptly, if Islam were not to expire along with its Apostle. Observers looking ahead at the moment of Muhammad’s death might have forecast Muhammad would be remembered, if at all, as a failure who should have stuck to his business career.

This was not the first time Islam faced extinction. Ten years earlier, Muhammad had escaped from Mecca on the run from assassins and was lucky to be alive. Muhammad’s preaching had alienated Mecca’s leading merchants who boycotted his business and ruined his social standing, and the once successful businessman at the low point of his career arrived in Medina as an impoverished refugee. But from that point, Muhammad embarked on a success story as a religious leader, political force, and ruler of his hometown and most of Arabia. To achieve Arabia’s political unification within a decade was remarkable, even more so that unity against all odds proved durable. Muhammad’s refugee community in Medina was the nucleus of an empire that within a century reached from China to the Atlantic. Religion held this community together. One of Muhammad’s immediate actions on arrival in Medina was to site a mosque; but almost concurrently, however, another story began to unfold: Muhammad soon after siting a mosque established a market and then proceeded to lay rules for fair trade. Muhammad gave his community along with a new religion a framework for its economy. Muhammad’s economic policy promoted entrepreneurial initiative, efficient distribution of resources, and wealth creation, a framework for creating wealth that lasted centuries. To Muhammad’s followers his attention to the practicalities of business and to regulations for trading and tax came as no surprise; they would have expected no less from a successful businessman who came from a family with a long tradition of entrepreneurial drive. At the moment of Muhammad’s death, however, his community was without a leader and Is-
Islam’s fate once again hung in the balance. Rebels aimed to overturn the imposition of a new single faith, leader, and tax regime. Muhammad’s successor Abu Bakr, elected in haste, faced insurrections all over Arabia, and but for his success in overcoming them, Islam’s history may have followed a familiar sequence in Arab history—religious fervor erupting into political turmoil and fizzling out as quickly as it began. But against all odds, Islam survived. Business would never be the same again, not in Arabia, not elsewhere.

Muhammad’s career, his family heritage, and his familiarity with Arabia’s commercial conventions equipped him to frame the economy he was to build. Muhammad’s early followers in Mecca had given up everything to follow their leader into exile in Medina, but they knew they had embarked on a venture promising extraordinary rewards. Muhammad was optimistic they would survive and prosper. When he heard his adherent Suheib had left behind substantial property in Mecca to follow his leader into exile, Muhammad said: “Suheib, verily has made a profitable bargain.” The assets Muhammad brought with him to build a new community in Medina consisted of his self-belief and his business experience, and Muhammad was not the only early Muslim to die a rich man. Many of his close companions were set soon to accumulate considerable wealth, if they had not done so already. Casting a light on the economist Muhammad’s success story requires tracking back to what went before.

**ARABIA’S ECONOMY**

Arabia’s skies and soil are hostile to farmers and Arabs ever understood their hopes of prosperity hinged on finding trade partners abroad. The mainstay of Arab exports was staples, such as leather and textiles, and luxury goods sourced from remote frontiers—from Yemen came frankincense, a fragrance essential for dignifying pagan and Christian rituals; from the waters around Bahrain, pearls; and from mines throughout Arabia the most valuable commodity of all, gold, which was valued so highly by foreign dignitaries that King Solomon built a naval base on the Red Sea to facilitate imports. Getting hold of pearls and gold was grueling, but worth the effort because luxury goods were less bulky to transport and earned higher profit margins.

Arab trade was conducted in size. Caravans issuing from Mecca comprised up to 2,500 camels, and Mecca’s leading merchant would be in charge of coordinating and equipping these large enterprises. Caravan managers faced exacting demands. Physical stamina was essential; Abdullah, Muhammad’s father, succumbed on a caravan journey and his fate was hardly exceptional. Additionally, managers needed commercial nous. Caravans provided safety in numbers and economies of scale, but commercial risks, on the other
hand, were borne by individuals. Substantial rewards beckoned those who
could overcome the chief obstacles, distance and danger; investors and pro-
ducers pooled funds and wares, and offered caravan managers a share in
profits. Abu Sufyan, who led caravans in Muhammad’s day, boasted his
ventures were backed by all sections of society: “I swear, I didn’t know
anyone in Mecca, man or woman, who did not consign goods to me.” The
monetary value of Mecca’s caravans was huge. A caravan of one thousand
camels, leaving before the Battle of Badr, “contained significant wealth, for
there was not a man or woman from the Quraysh in Mecca who had some
wealth accruing, but it was sent in the caravan. Even the woman who had a
paltry sum sent it. Some said that it contained fifty thousand dinar, though
others said there was less.”

Overland caravans heading west constituted one leg of Arab trade; an-
other was seaborne trade to the east. Arabs sailed to India, Indonesia, China
and Korea, and in some Asian locations settled in numbers. Arab merchants
returned from China with a Chinese monopoly product, silk, coveted already
by ancient Romans; the Roman emperor Marcus Aurelius considered the
import of silk sufficiently important to warrant sending a Roman trade dele-
gation to China. Most silk traveled from China to Europe by land and by sea
along the overland Silk Road controlled by Persians who imposed tariffs on
caravans passing through. Arab entrepreneurs, however, opted for an alterna-
tive route, by sea, which although more dangerous, had the advantage of
avoiding Persian sales taxes. Arabs ran risks and backed their commercial
judgment to overcome the chief barriers to trade, distance and danger, and
further expanded their market share when they came to control lands border-
ing on the Indian Ocean. Umar founded Basra as a gateway to trade with
Asia, and Chinese records in 651 noted their emperor received a delegation
from the Han mi no ni, a Chinese version of the Emir al-muminin, Com-
mander of the Faithful.

HOW NEIGHBORS SAW ARABS

Foreigners did not know what to make of Arabs. The high quality of goods
issuing from Arabia was difficult to reconcile with the forbidding landscape
whence they came and the frugal appearance of the people who lived there.
Outsiders rarely ventured into Arabia’s deserts, rarely met Arabs, and for the
most part based their views on second hand accounts from neighboring Israe-
lites or Syrians. Information on Arabs was scarce, but the Bible and Greek
and Roman authors gave reports on how they made a living. The Bible noted
Arab exports to Egypt (likely to have included slaves) and that they sold
Israelites “spices, precious stones, and gold.” Making up for lack of first-
hand knowledge, hearsay was exaggerated. A Greek geographer, a certain
Agatharchides, claimed Arabs mined gold nuggets the size of olives and that trade with India had made Arabs one of the richest people in the world. But it remained a mystery how this wealth came about. Pliny the Elder thought Arabs equally suited to business and brigandage and was irked Arabs extracted extravagant profit margins from wares “which are sold among us at fully one hundred times their prime cost.” Diodorus Siculus, another Roman, thought making money from exports accounted for the wealth of Arabs: “Commercial pursuits are the chief cause of their greater prosperity. For many of the tribe follow the business of transporting frankincense, myrrh, and other costly spices to the Mediterranean.” The wealth of Arabs, Romans knew, came from trade.

Neighbors were tempted to take control of trade routes through Arabia but had little to show for their efforts. A Roman seaborne invasion, for example, was so ineffectual it left no trace in Arab records. Persians and Byzantines would have liked to prevent Arabs from outflanking their trade routes and undercutting prices for silk but their diplomacy never advanced beyond establishing client relationships with tribes across their empires’ borders. The only foothold established inside Arabia was that of the Abyssinian king who temporarily controlled Yemen, but otherwise, no foreign power ever succeeded in installing a compliant regional puppet inside Arabia. However, one other salient fact about Arabs trickled out to the outside world: religious devotion seemed central in their communal life. Herodotus had heard of a deity, by the name of Alilat, whose religious rituals, somehow, seemed to involve stones.

THE CHRONICLES OF MECCA

Mecca in Muhammad’s day had perhaps 15,000 inhabitants. At the time Herodotus wrote down what he had heard, any community settling there must have been far smaller. Between the lives of Herodotus and Muhammad, a millennium elapsed, and most of the intervening period is opaque. However, the medieval Chronicles of Mecca showed how early Islamic historians tried to shed light on how by insensible steps Mecca emerged from myth into history. Accordingly, Adam after his expulsion from Eden built a temple in the valley of Becca using as its cornerstone a black rock. When, much later, Abraham and his son Ishmael strayed into Becca, they found this rock and incorporated it in a square structure, the Kaaba (meaning square or cube). Abraham introduced the custom of circumambulating the Kaaba as an act of devotion, and the angel Gabriel providentially directed Abraham also to dig a hollow inside the sacred precinct for storing gifts and valuables. Soon the Kaaba attracted nomads who joined the descendants of Ishmael to worship
there. Although the Kaaba was distinctive because no other site in Arabia could trace its origins back to Adam and Abraham, idolatry emerged, for the following reason. One of the tribes inhabiting Becca, the Chuza, wherever they traveled would take along a black rock as a reminder of the Kaaba and perform a ritual circumambulation on each night of their journey. Over time, they became indifferent whether they were worshipping the original or the copy, and of a time they were on a trade mission to Mesopotamia they asked their hosts to gift them a statue of a local deity, Hubal, which on their return they set up next to the Kaaba. The entry of Hubal into the precinct of the Kaaba set a precedent: other tribes henceforth brought statues of their own particular deities, and over time no other site in Arabia came to host so many faiths. Religious differences did not spark rivalries, and every tribe had free choice among deities; the Quraysh chose for their patron a deity named Hubal, the Thakif chose another, El-lat.

Becca valley, a landscape so forbidding nobody actually settled there, had as its single natural asset that attracted nomads the Kaaba. Roaming tribes shared access to the Kaaba, camping in the vicinity on whatever spot their camels could find grass; they would congregate during the day and at dusk repair to their herds and their tents. That pattern changed when Kossai ibn Kalib, leader of the Quraysh, became guardian of the Kaaba and secured permanent control by the Quraysh by erecting homes surrounding the Kaaba. Becca valley, hitherto uninhabited, now had a city, Mecca, and the Kaaba was guarded by the Quraysh.

The skill of the Quraysh at cutting advantageous deals came to be proverbial in Arabia. An Arab saying for someone who has suffered a great commercial loss, namely “losing more than Abu Gubchan,” according to the Arab author Masudi, was inspired by Kossai, who acquired the right to guard the Kaaba from a certain Gubchan in exchange for a camel and a goatskin of wine. Kossai’s gain from trading with the hapless Gubchan was extraordinary, but he failed to extend his advantages, however, when he asked his fellow tribesmen to grant him a monopoly for selling ritual garments to pilgrims. That demand was rebuffed, as was Kossai’s wish for a prerogative for his sons to succeed him. The Quraysh were proud of their deal-making skills; they alternately explained their name derived from a successful caravan leader, or from tacarassha, meaning “to gather trade goods for sale from every direction.”

Kossai’s descendants branched into several clans, of which the most important were the Hashimites and Omayyads. Their relationship alternated between amity and rancor; the Omayya twice challenged the Hashimites to concede to them social precedence and both occasions led to the expulsion from Mecca of the head of the Omayya.
Arabs built trade routes that spanned the globe but at home did not evolve a central political authority. The heterogeneous lifestyles of Arab tribes—some nomadic, some settled—were not easy to fit into a single state. However, the Arab way of life had little need for one. The desert and the sea protected them from foreign invasions and families and tribes managed their affairs without reference to a superior authority. The only purposes for which Arabs would congregate were for worship or for trade, and conventions were held in locations across Arabia where they came together to barter, settle pending negotiations, pay debts, arrange marriages, exchange hostages, settle reparations for crimes or raise any other issue requiring arbitration or advice. Large gatherings offered opportunities for performances by entertainers, storytellers and poets, and the best ones earned lucrative and prestigious awards. In Mecca, for example, prize-winning poems were affixed to the Kaaba. These conventions, evolving their individual spontaneous orders, fulfilled two needs, to trade or to pay homage to religious idols. (One such market was held at Ukaz and Muhammad during his early years of preaching Islam came forward there.) Durable state structures only emerged in agricultural areas or in ports, such as Yemen or Aden. Even without overarching institutions, Arabs shared a sense their values and character set them apart from foreigners.

Conventions afforded gains from trade all round. The celebration of religious rites offered pilgrims coincidental opportunities to trade goods, and locals made a living by supplying pilgrims with provisions and other necessities. A virtuous cycle set in once communities became aware that good infrastructure facilitated pilgrim and commercial traffic and therefore was a good investment. Mecca’s business model, a symbiosis of religion and commerce, was not unique. Other towns also developed a franchise as a religious as well as a commercial center, and the fate of one of these, Najran, held out a lesson in how conspicuous success could provoke animosity and envy, and showed the path to success was fraught with peril.

NAJRAN

Najran, located at the intersection of two trade routes, was a natural trade hub where the number of visitors swelled further when Najran’s Christian community there built a church attracting pilgrims. Everyone in Najran was enriched by the increase in traffic, most of all local Christians, and eventually business in Najran came under Christian control. In principle, this caused no umbrage because Arabs tolerated any religious persuasion—unless religion happened to interfere with trade. That, however, was the case here, and
proved Najran’s undoing. King Dhu Nawwas in neighboring Yemen was vexed that trade flows were leaking away from his own realm and believed, with some justification, that Najran’s Christian shrine enhanced the city’s competitive advantage. Seeking to restore a level competitive field, he demanded on pain of force Najranis raze their church. Najran’s merchants understood the implications that lay in store. The church was Najran’s unique selling point; without it, pilgrim traffic would contract, trade would diminish, and Christians could hardly expect to retain control over whatever commercial activity would be left. Najranis rejected Dhu Nawwas’s ultimatum but paid a high price. Dhu Nawwas marched on the city, torched the church, and exterminated most of the town’s Christians. The Najran massacre took place half a century before Muhammad was born, around 520, and in Mecca, anxieties about how a flourishing business community might come to an end through religious intolerance were acute. The Koran allayed such fears by condemning the attack on Najran: “Cursed be the diggers of the trench, who lighted the consuming fire and sat around to watch the faithful being put to the torture. Nor did they torture them for any reason save that they believed in God” (Sura 85:3). Mecca was only one of several pilgrim destinations in Arabia, but unlike other shrines competing for pilgrim traffic, worship at the Kaaba did not give precedence to any single denomination, and this proved a catalyst for an influx of pilgrims that became increasingly great. The more diverse the agglomeration of pilgrims, the longer they tarried. By Muhammad’s day, the pilgrim season lasted four months. This pilgrim population needed housing, food, and daily necessities; their Meccan hosts had to ensure pilgrims were adequately provisioned, maintain public order, and set rules for performing worship. Personal security was paramount; all pilgrims were enjoined to abstain from acts of violence within a certain periphery around the Kaaba. This safe haven, the haram, became a place pilgrims could display wares for sale, and the haram graduated into a market. Trade followed religion.

NOTES

2. 1 Kings IX: 26–28, 2 Chronicles VIII: 17
9. *The Chronicles of Mecca* were edited and translated by Ferdinand Wüstenfeld.
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Family Matters

Worship at the *Kaaba* was the only activity of any consequence in Mecca, and codes of conduct set for the *haram* permeated all spheres of social life. Meeting the needs of Mecca’s transient but recurring pilgrim population required investment in infrastructure and provisions, incurring costs borne by Mecca’s most wealthy citizens who found ways to make their investment pay, such as through a rule whereby pilgrims circling the *Kaaba* had to don garments purchased in Mecca. Civic leaders managing the *Kaaba* tended to prosper, and competition for official roles was intense. The inhabitants of Becca valley, originally a loose association of tribes, with every annual pilgrimage cycle could see how the community’s standard of living rose through promoting trust and trade, and they willingly submitted to the necessity for rules that made prosperity possible. Custody of the *Kaaba* therefore brought with it the authority to set informal rules of conduct, and there was little difference between the authority of the Quraysh to impose, as guardians of the *Kaaba*, rules of conduct on pilgrims and Meccans, from that of a formal government. Mecca under leadership of the Quraysh graduated into a commonwealth.

HASHIM IBN ABD MANAF

Hashim was so influential that from him his family took their name, Hashimites. A social reformer and visionary entrepreneur, Hashim was the first to impose in Mecca an income tax (reputedly “100 Greek ducats”) to pay for food imports from Syria that were distributed to the indigent and to pilgrims, a first step toward transferring responsibility for poor relief from families to the community as a whole.¹ Hashim also reformed business practices. Thereafter, anyone in Mecca unable to pay their debt was expelled from the city
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and abandoned to perish in the desert; Hashim rebuked his compatriots “this itifad has nearly destroyed you” and terminated this ghastly custom. Hashim also paired caravan entrepreneurs with paupers and required them to let the latter take a stake either as investors or staff. This arrangement benefited all sections of society: anyone without the means to furnish a camel now could earn a return on investment by joining a larger undertaking, while entrepreneurs achieved greater economies of scale by pooling capital and skills. Hashim also urged merchants to change their marketing. Instead of putting merchandise on display alongside well-traveled roads and waiting for potential customers to pass, merchants ought to venture forth and seek out large markets abroad. To facilitate long-distance travel Hashim negotiated safe passage agreements with Bedouin tribes, the ilaf, who provided for caravans on their outward-bound passage through the desert to collect goods from Bedouins on consignment, sell them at their point of destination, and pay out profits on their way back. These agreements were sufficiently important to merit mention in the Koran, which lauds the ilaf that conferred on the Quraysh “protection in their summer and winter journeyings.” The term ilaf deserves remark. For Masudi, ilaf “meant security, assurance, and safe conduct.” Aloys Sprenger explained the term ilaf has Biblical antecedents: the Book of Genesis used the term to describe the process of bringing into being a community—and in the case of the Quraysh, their identity was constituted by trade. Hashim and his brothers also concluded trade treaties with the Byzantine authorities and with the rulers of Abyssinia, Persia, and Yemen; Tabari recorded they were “the first to obtain for Quraysh guarantees of immunity which allowed them to travel far and wide from the haram.” The ilaf conferred gains on all parties involved; Bedouins gained access to export markets, and caravans were protected from ambush. As a result, Mecca’s trade expanded from the confines of Mecca’s haram into a supra-regional zone. Safe passage helped to ensure regular food supplies, reduce security risks, and increase caravanning turnover and profits. From Hashim’s time on, a Meccan caravan would set out to Abyssinia and to Yemen in the winter and to Syrian markets in the summer. Hashim showed how the haram could grow into larger dimensions. His initiatives—improving social security, introducing taxes, encouraging trade—in many respects foreshadowed those of Muhammad. Hashim was indefatigable to the last; he died on a caravanning journey to Gaza and was buried there. His legacy was remarkable; the Quraysh within three generations had risen from the position of one of several tribes inhabiting the valley of Becca into official representatives of Mecca.
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ABD AL MUTALLIB

History seemed to repeat itself when Najran’s fate threatened to be visited on Mecca’s thriving economy. Abraha, Yemen’s ruler, who had built a Christian church in Sana, was frustrated when it transpired this attraction did not divert pilgrim traffic from Mecca. Thus Abraha demanded Meccans raze the Kaaba and Meccans faced two unpalatable alternatives: either surrender to Abraha and give up Mecca’s distinctive franchise, or refuse and risk destruction. The son of Hashim, Abd al Mutallib, counseled to stand firm and reject the ultimatum of Abraha who thereupon assembled a formidable military force and, riding on an elephant at its head, marched on Mecca. Fate, however, intervened to favor Mecca: an epidemic decimated Abraha’s army and forced his retreat. Mecca’s standing as a religious center now was greater than before, as was the standing of Hashimites who had guided the city through this crisis. Mecca, a city that was agnostic and tolerated a wide range of denominations, seemed to enjoy divine protection. According to Ibn Ishaq, “when Allah turned back the Abyssinians from Mecca, and inflicted upon them his vengeance, the Arabs admired Quraysh and said: ‘they are the people of Allah.’”

Mecca’s defense and deliverance raised the city’s unique aura throughout Arabia, an event of such moment it was noted even by the historian Procopius in distant Constantinople. Abd al-Mutallib did well for himself; he had sufficient means to donate gold to gild the door to the Kaaba, and gold was woven into his burial garment. Another beneficiary of Abraha’s debacle was Abd al Mutallib’s associate Affan ibn Abi al As, who laid the basis to his family’s fortune by plundering the supplies left behind by Abraha’s routed troops and whose son, Osman ibn Affan, was one of Muhammad’s earliest converts and one day would become caliph. The Year of the Elephant, as the trauma and triumph was remembered, was the year claimed as the year of the birth of Muhammad. Mecca’s business model—combining religious agnosticism with promotion of trade within the haram and with partners abroad—now was tried and tested. Kossai, Hashim, and Abd al Mutallib at each stage of Mecca’s ascent had intervened to enhance the welfare of the city. Muhammad ibn Abdullah was known to everyone in Mecca as descendant of a dynasty that had managed Mecca’s economic affairs for over a century and a half. There was another, more ominous legacy of that period, however, that persisted during Mohammad’s lifetime and beyond. The Omayyads and the Hashimites, two branches of Kossai’s descendants, still had not settled disputes over the right to supervise devotions rendered at the Kaaba.

Muhammad’s father and uncles were well-connected sons of a wealthy civic leader who could expect to take their place among Mecca’s social elite and look forward to rewarding careers. Muhammad’s father Abdullah and his uncles—Abu Talib, Abu Lahab, and Al Abbas—all followed family tradition
and set up as caravanning merchants. But social pedigree was no guarantee of business success and their career trajectories diverged widely: Al Abbas became one of Mecca’s plutocrats; Abu Talib defaulted on his debts; Abdullah’s career was cut short when in his mid-twenties he succumbed on a caravan journey. Muhammad grew up in a family where business fortune was parceled out unequally.

Life had started well for Muhammad’s father, Abdullah; in his early twenties he started a family, bought a house in Mecca’s most desirable neighborhood, and he and his wife Amina bint Wahb were looking forward to the birth of their first child. But Abdullah succumbed to a fatal illness when he was only twenty-five years old and he bequeathed to his pregnant widow five camels, a flock of goats, and a housekeeper—a respectable estate, considering Abdullah’s brief career, but by no means enough to let his widow and son live in comfort. Muhammad would have to pay his way in life. Amina entrusted Muhammad to Bedouin foster parents, as was standard practice because infants were thought more likely to survive in desert climes than in unsanitary cities. Muhammad’s toddler years were happy. Some fifty years later, Muhammad by then a feared and formidable warlord, Muslim warriors on one of their raids captured an aged Bedouin woman who remonstrated with her captors and rebuked their insolence—she insisted on being treated with respect because she, after all, was their leader’s sister. Her incredulous captors were unaccustomed to such defiance and thought it prudent to check with Muhammad what to do. Muhammad was curious what drove the shrew to her claim and asked for her to be brought to him. Once admitted to Muhammad’s presence, she pulled up her sleeve and showed him bite marks on her arm that were a vestige of one of Muhammad’s childhood tantrums. Muhammad broke out in laughter, had his cloak spread out as a seat for his captive, and reunited with his foster sister spent the evening sharing childhood stories. Muhammad was fond of recalling his Bedouin years.

Muhammad at the age of four was returned to Amina but did not have much time to bond with his mother. When he was six, Amina died. His grandfather Abd al Mutallib then adopted his orphan grandson and was demonstrative how much he cared about him. During worship at the Kaaba all other family members were seated at a respectful distance from the family’s patriarch, but Muhammad, on the other hand, was singled out to sit alongside his grandfather. One imagines the octogenarian grandfather regaling the sensitive boy with stories of his distinguished ancestry, going back as far as Abraham, and telling him how his forebears had defended and promoted Mecca’s unique mission. A six-year-old orphan need not be very impressionable for such heritage to leave a deep impression. Abd al-Mutallib, before he died two years later, chose as Muhammad’s guardian Abu Talib.
Two phases of Muhammad’s life are richly storied: the first is the period from birth until Abu Talib adopted him at the age of eight, and the second from when he began preaching Islam at the age of forty until his death at the age of sixty-three. The intervening three decades from the age of eight to the age of forty have received much less attention, and how little is known about Muhammad’s early adult life is thrown into relief by the profuse records regarding the periods that went before and after. The sparse facts conventionally agreed upon for a recitation of the span of some thirty years are as follows: Muhammad as a youth eked out a living as a shepherd; at the age of twenty-five married a wealthy businesswoman, Khadija bint Khuwaylid; and around the age of forty found his vocation as Messenger of God.

Muhammad’s biographies tend to focus on his personal and spiritual formation and his professional activities have received less attention. This prioritization is not surprising. Considering Muhammad’s vocation was that of a prophet rather than that of an economic reformer, biographies tend to focus on his spiritual formation rather than on how Muhammad as an adult made a living, because the import of divine revelation overshadows all other aspects of Muhammad’s life and thus only incidents that portend his future vocation merit scrutiny. According to this narrative, Muhammad’s dedication to religion already shone through when as a young man he took a lead role when after a fire the Kaaba was reconstructed; in his thirties, yearning for religious inspiration led him to withdraw for extended periods from Mecca’s bustle to solitary meditation in the surrounding hills; until, at the age of forty, the angel Gabriel conveyed to him his mission as Allah’s Apostle. Following this narrative, one must infer that Muhammad emigrated to Medina at the age of fifty-two with professional experience consisting of shepherding and occasional support roles in caravan expeditions. Following this scenario, although Muhammad had no practical experience of any consequence, at the age of fifty-two he seamlessly assumed day-to-day managerial responsibilities ranging from framing constitutions, to negotiating diplomatic treaties, to introducing tax and commercial codes. How Muhammad could take on so wide a range of managerial responsibilities with such narrow professional experience is left unsaid; as tacit explanation must serve the transformative effect of divine inspiration.

Even accepting this explanation, however, questions remain how the adult Muhammad earned his living before he discovered his vocation. It is not intuitive, for example, why the wealthy businesswoman Khadija, who had many suitors, would have fixed on marrying a penurious, otherworldly, unambitious shepherd, and even if she did, how such a mismatched marriage held together for twenty-four years in what Muhammad always remembered as the happiest time of his life. Another incongruous fact stands out. Muham-
mad in his thirties every year absented himself for several weeks to meditate in solitude, leaving behind his work, his wife and six children. It is difficult to envisage his family making ends meet unless Muhammad had a good income. Allowing for the possibility that Muhammad might have pursued a career in commerce, however, such incongruities dissolve.

Such narrative alternative may be inferred from circumstantial evidence: accordingly, Muhammad at the age of eight soon after his adoption joined his uncle Abu Talib on a caravan, and when he was about twenty-five Abu Talib approached Khadija to suggest she invest in his nephew’s first caravan. Abu Talib as Muhammad’s guardian was responsible for preparing his charge for a career, and it is quite implausible he would have recommended Muhammad to Khadija without beforehand having seen to his nephew’s professional training. It is even less plausible Khadija, a professional investor, would have consented to funding Muhammad’s venture unless he had appropriate credentials. Another testimonial to Muhammad’s involvement in commerce and to the wealth he earned from it is the Koran that says Muhammad was so conspicuously involved in commerce that his detractors cited his very immersion in trade to impugn his credibility. Accordingly, his opponents averred: “How is it that this apostle eats and walks about the market-squares? Why has no angel been sent down with him to give warning? Why has no treasure been given him, no garden to provide his sustenance?”

Prophets of old had either been wealthy (like King David) or tended flocks (like Isaiah). Muhammad, on the other hand, spent too much time in markets to be deemed to fit the traditional mold. Another passage in the Koran attests Muhammad considered his wealth a mark of divine favor: “Did He not find you poor and enrich you?”

Known facts—Muhammad already in childhood took part in a caravan, married into money, and was active in commerce—suggest his exposure to commerce was anything but superficial, and imply, moreover, he likely was a successful and well-versed entrepreneur. Constructing the storyline of Muhammad’s early life in this way, patterns the actions he took to create a viable economy in Medina as an extension of professional experience gained in Mecca. Muhammad, who grew up without means of consequence but came from a distinguished family, through support by his future wife Khadija bint Khuwaylid was able to set up in business: her investment constituted a turning point in Muhammad’s life.

MARRIAGE TO KHADIJA BINT KHUWAYLID

Muhammad was twenty-five years old when his guardian Abu Talib recommended him as a promising investment proposal to the venture capitalist Khadija bint Khuwaylid. Muhammad, looking back, said Khadija stepped in when “others denied me,” so it is possible Muhammad at the time was locked
in negotiations with other investors but did not agree on terms with them. Ibn Sad and Tabari, early historians, described the couple’s negotiations in detail. Khadija offered Muhammad favorable profit-sharing terms (“more than she gave other men,” according to Tabari) in a caravan heading to Syria. Accounts go to some length to emphasize how lucrative was this joint venture; Ibn Sad related Muhammad “sold goods on the market and bought others for her” and Khadija “sold these for twice the normal profit, so she doubled his reward.” Tabari confirmed Muhammad “brought Khadija her property, which she sold for twice the price or nearly so.” Ibn Sad and Tabari may have exaggerated Muhammad’s salary and Khadija’s profits (Muhammad’s first commercial venture consisted of two camels). But the outlines of the business model as such are clear: Muhammad and Khadija engaged in a two-way import and export business.

Khadija was richer, older, and also better educated than her husband—Khadija, unlike Muhammad, could write. Their professional relationship grew into a personal one, and the couple soon married. Muhammad’s wife was heiress to a substantial fortune—indeed Tabari and Ibn Sad claimed she was the wealthiest woman in Mecca, with relatives who were prosperous and lived in attractive properties. Her nephew owned a house facing the Kaaba, and one day the caliph Muawiyah would buy Khadija’s property for 100,000 dirhams and pay the same price for her nephew’s house. Round figures, one suspects, are placeholders for an approximation, but are there to project the properties were expensive. Khadija’s nephew must have been a man of means, because he donated the proceeds from the sale of his house to charity.

Khadija managed her wealth personally; Tabari says Khadija “used to employ men to engage in trade with her property and gave them a share in the profits, for Quraysh were trading people.” “Trading people,” equity investors such as Khadija, were critical to funding Mecca’s caravan trade. Once married to Khadija, Muhammad had ready access to funds to expand his business; there are testimonials of further caravan journeys, but his principal occupation seems to have been managing a tannery together with a partner. Muhammad’s financial status was transformed through marriage to Khadija. Muhammad grew up with little money of his own, but after marriage took up residence close to the Kaaba in Mecca’s most desirable neighborhood in a home that afforded a garden and was near to Muhammad’s warehouse. Muhammad adopted two children in addition to the six he fathered with Khadija, managed a leather business, and set aside sufficient means to invest in Abu Sufyan’s caravans. Muhammad led the life of a successful businessman and enjoyed the trappings of wealth—he competed in horse races, donned silk garments, and could afford spending money on perfume. The couple’s children intermarried with Mecca’s social elite; two daughters married two sons of Abu Lahab, and Khadija’s son from a previous marriage married one of Abu Lahab’s daughters. Muhammad and his
family were doing well. The happy marriage of Khadija and Muhammad lasted twenty-four years; the couple had six children and adopted two more. But for Khadija, who set Muhammad up in business and then asked him to marry her, his business career may never have progressed. It must have been a dreadful blow to Muhammad when in 619 Khadija died.

**CONFLICT WITH ABU SUFYAN**

Muhammad was around the age of forty when he envisioned the angel Gabriel bestowing on him the task of preaching submission to Islam. He conveyed to Khadija what had passed after returning from solitary meditation, and for her there could have been no doubt Muhammad’s vocation would change her life as much as it would change his: Khadija came from a family deeply immersed in Mecca’s inseparable nexus of commerce, religion, and politics. Only recently had she witnessed how Othman ibn al Huwayrith, a member of her family, had come to a dismal end through an audacious coup to renew Mecca’s religious life. The sequence of events leading to this ignominious outcome began when Othman had negotiated an agreement with Byzantine diplomats, whereby Meccans were offered trade concessions and military protection, in exchange for converting to Christianity, and, as a key clause of the pact, acknowledging Othman as monarch of Mecca. Under the terms of this agreement, Byzantines stood to gain political influence, Meccans commercial privileges, and Othman a throne. On Abu Sufyan’s advice, however, Meccans rebuffed Othman’s bid and the failed pretender fled to Syria, where he made a fatal mistake by persuading his Byzantine sponsors to imprison visiting Quraysh merchants as a show of force. This attempt at breaking Meccan resistance hardened opposition against the putative Byzantine puppet; assassins were sent out who killed Othman. Othman’s bid to introduce Christianity in Mecca likely took place close to the time Muhammad experienced his first visions, and his fate would have been before Khadija’s eyes when she learned of her husband’s plans to preach a new creed.  

Khadija understood the consequences of Muhammad’s vocation for his family were momentous and fraught with danger, but she was resolute, unswerving, and no doubt entered her mind Muhammad would succeed. Khadija became the first adherent to Islam, and thus a couple who had everything—wealth and social standing, successful careers, and children settled in good marriages—set out to risk all. Muhammad would never forget the debt he owed Khadija. His poignant attachment to her long after she died was plain even in public when after the Battle of Badr he encountered among his prisoners two family members, his uncle Al Abbas and his son-in-law. The contrast between their treatments is striking. From his uncle Al Abbas, Muhammad exacted a maximum ransom; but when his daughter Zaynab sent
him as ransom for her husband an onyx necklace that had been her wedding gift from Khadija, Muhammad was overcome with emotion at the sight of the jewelry once worn by Khadija and returned his captive and the family heirloom to Zaynab.  

Muhammad and Khadija moved in circles “searching for a new religion, because the current was for nought.” A cousin of Khadija, a certain Waraka, converted to Christianity and may have translated sections of the gospel into Arabic. Support for Muhammad within his household was unquestioning and steadfast. His slave Zayd ibn Harithah, who previously had adopted Judaism, was one of his first converts, and when Muhammad offered him freedom and an option to return to his family, he declined it. A son of Abu Talib, Ali, was another early partisan of Islam. However, Muhammad long struggled to raise awareness of Islam outside his immediate family circle. Five years into his prophetic office, Muhammad may have gathered no more than fifty adherents, dismissed by Abu Sufyan as the “weak, poor, young boys, and women” rather than those who “have years and honour.” However, this small group contained the first four caliphs who one day would rule the Islamic Empire. Abu Sufyan and his peers might have felt they could afford to ignore Muhammad’s activities as long as his following remained small and hence inconsequential, but once his congregation grew, potential adverse implications for Mecca’s business model must have become apparent. Monotheism, were it to prevail in Mecca, constituted a threat to Mecca’s multidenominational pilgrim traffic, and that implication was something the business community could not be expected to condone. At that point, Abu Sufyan had no reason to fear he might not thwart Muhammad’s aspirations; the backers of Othman had been incomparably more influential than Muhammad’s, and a creed that appealed only to the lower classes seemed a poor business proposition and bound to fade away.

Islam, however, gathered more and more adherents as time went on and tensions escalated. Eventually, Abu Sufyan sought to come to terms with Muhammad by proposing to buy him out: Abu Sufyan offered Islam would be tolerated in Mecca, provided Islam in return tolerated polytheism. This pragmatic suggestion was perfectly sensible from Abu Sufyan’s point of view, because it offered Muhammad co-existence of his creed with those already established in Mecca; were he to accept these terms, business in Mecca would go on as before. Abu Sufyan even held out another inducement that the shrewd negotiator must have expected could not fail to secure an agreement, namely an offer to Muhammad of “so much wealth that he would become the richest man in Mecca.” (This offer further corroborates the inference that Muhammad was known to be well versed in commercial matters—Abu Sufyan would not have proffered money to someone who did not care for any.) These proposals, however, Muhammad refused; once conciliation failed, conflict was inevitable and Abu Sufyan now switched his ap-
approach to one of confrontation. All members of the Hashimite family were subjected to a commercial boycott, perhaps with the expectation that a ban blanketing all Hashimites, not only those who were Muslims, would induce Muhammad’s family to silence their intransigent relative. Once more, however, Muhammad’s enemies miscalculated. The boycott lasted three years, but Muhammad had the backing of Abu Talib, head of the Hashimite clan, and family solidarity with Muhammad did not break. That support was vital, as Muhammad often suffered abuse but never a physical attack. Other Muslims, on the other hand, who could not rely on influential relatives, such as the African slave Bilal ibn Rabah, for example, had to endure extreme torture and would have succumbed had not Abu Bakr bought out his owner (in all, Abu Bakr spent almost his entire capital, some 35,000 dirhams, on freeing slaves who converted to Islam).

The boycott, however, devastated the Hashimites’ trade and income; Ibn Kathir recorded their “markets had been cut off; no food was allowed into Mecca for them, and all their business dealings were interrupted.”

The standoff between Muhammad and Abu Sufyan ended after Abu Talib and Khadija died in short succession and Muhammad thereby lost his main backers. The new head of the Hashimite family, Abu Lahab, refused to rally behind Muhammad who now was utterly isolated. Facing defeat and anticipating an assassination, Muhammad under cover of darkness escaped to Medina, and at that moment had given up his possessions, his career, and his contacts.

NOTES

17. Caetani noted Arab historians recorded at least five long-distance journeys during Muhammad’s early years and surmised Muhammad often attended markets nearby, such as Ukaz. Caetani, *Annali dell’Islam*, 1, §153.
Chapter Four

A Mosque, a Market, and a War

Looking back, it is odd Muhammad seems to have left Mecca without any money, whereas Abu Bakr, who escaped with him, left town with 5,000 dirhams on his person.¹ No doubt Muhammad must have run down his savings during the three years of boycott, and given his last days in Mecca were fraught with tension (he was aware there was a contract on his head), perhaps he kept valuables in the Kaaba’s Treasury that he could not withdraw without a rousing suspicion. But Muhammad, notwithstanding his precarious financial position and fear for his life, was punctilious in settling liabilities: Ibn Kathir recorded that Muhammad escaped but “Ali ibn Abi Talib remained in Mecca for three days and nights until he had handed back the deposits made with the Messenger of God.”² Muhammad’s principal asset at that time consisted of his home, which was taken over by a cousin. (Muhammad did not demand restitution when he returned to Mecca, to the chagrin of other emigrants to Medina who had sold their homes to Abu Sufyan before leaving Mecca in what must have been forced sales since on return to Mecca they demanded restoration of their properties.³ Muhammad, however, refused to intervene and to be drawn on the subject.)

Muhammad and all who followed him into exile were welcomed by Medina’s population, which consisted of several independent Jewish communities. Muhammad’s followers, the muhajidun, for the most part were critically reliant on their host community’s hospitality and goodwill; Abu Bakr was one of the few in possession of money or valuables. Muhammad took on executive responsibilities and demonstrated his approach to leadership from the moment he arrived in Medina. Early relations between residents and newcomers were amicable, and Muhammad regulated relations with the ansar, as local supporters were called, through a Constitution of Medina. This new world was egalitarian of necessity; there was no prospect of survival.
without reciprocal support. A shapeless group of religious sectarian was graduated into a community, the umma, with social relations defined by religion rather than by a family or tribe, and family loyalties began to give way to an ethos of solidarity between Muslims. The immediate priority pressing on Muhammad was to locate a place where his adherents could convene, and map a path toward earning a sustainable living.

Muhammad soon took steps to build a mosque, Islam’s first. Abu Bakr paid ten gold dinars for a suitable building site, although there are some traditions that claimed the owners of the land refused to accept money for a property dedicated to worship. There was little money to spend on the structure and according to Baladhuri building materials were scarce: “By the Prophet’s orders, bricks were prepared and used for building the mosque. Its foundations were laid with stones; its roof was covered with palm branches; and its columns were made of trunks of trees.”

Medina’s mosque presented a quaint appearance but it afforded a full range of social services. At the mosque everyone could mingle by day, and the homeless (who passed the time sitting on a bench called a sofa) by night were offered food and shelter. The mosque was where issues of common concern were discussed, important announcements made, and court proceedings took place. Abu Sufyan returned from a visit to Muhammad to report he “had never seen a king among his subjects, like Muhammad among his companions.” Muhammad applied whatever discretionary spending that became available to enhance the appeal of the mosque—he spared no expense, for example, on liberal use of frankincense. The budget for Muhammad’s own home, on the other hand, was modest. Muhammad never aspired to building a palace or to conduct official business in a dedicated government building. Muhammad’s authority derived from leadership in the mosque, and through Muhammad’s precedent, the mosque was made Islam’s true seat of government.

The seating protocol in the mosque projected Muhammad’s status as a leader. It had been customary in Arabia for leaders to be placed at eye level with their followers, and a story was told to show how jealous were Arabs of nuances of status. Accordingly, an Arab chieftain was chided for the implied presumption of trying to rise above his peers by sitting down on a stool and had to use his advanced age as an excuse—taking place on a chair was a sign of weakness rather than of superior rank. Muhammad, too, respected conventions and took his place on a leather rug in the midst of his adherents and would lean against the trunk of a palm tree. But he made subtle changes to seating protocol once success strengthened his position; first, he raised himself above the heads of his community by sitting on a tree trunk, and later, once he had become an aspirant to lead all of Arabia, he rose to an even higher level by installing a minbar, a chair reached by ascending three steps.
Medina’s residents had supported Muhammad’s aspiration to build a mosque, but he precipitated confrontation with them when he established a second hub of communal life, a market. Medina already had four markets and there was no ostensible need for a fifth. When Muhammad set up the first Islamic market, inside a tent, the chief of the Jewish community, Kab ibn al Ashraf, brought it down by cutting its ropes. This action enraged Muhammad who searched for a new site and selected a large open area sized such that a camel’s saddle placed in the center was visible from the market’s perimeter. It is not clear why Muhammad now opted for a venue with much larger capacity than a tent; one reason may have been that it would be impossible to interfere with an open-air market; alternatively, he may have brought forward plans originally envisaged for a later stage. The new market Muhammad inaugurated with words to the effect: “This is your market. Do not set up sections in it and do not impose taxes on it.”

Muhammad stipulated his market be tax free—by inference the other markets were taxed, which may explain Kab ibn al Ashraf’s opposition to a market where tax exemption would divert trade from existing markets. Muhammad also stipulated rules for conduct of trade. All trade had to take place in public view; when he caught sight of a tent pitched on the market, he torched it. The Prophet’s injunctions his successors followed to the letter: Umar banned a smith who set up a furnace in the market; Ali did not let traders keep their stalls in place overnight—first arrivals of the morning could place their stall wherever they wished but by dusk had to take it down. Ali gave out the following rule: “For the Moslems, the market is similar to the place of worship: he who arrives first can hold his seat all day until he leaves it.” A large open area, unlike a tent, could accommodate caravans; indeed one of Muhammad’s companions, Abd ar Rahman, on arrival in Medina had asked for directions to the market where he soon accumulated sufficient capital from trade to set up as a caravan merchant. Long-distance trade ventures soon issued from Medina. A prominent companion, Talha, embarked on a caravan mission to Syria two years into the community’s life; Abd ar Rahman, within several years of settling in Medina, led caravans of 700 camels.

RAIDS AND RANSOMS

Muhammad shortly after arriving in Medina gave instructions to embark on an activity that would constitute the main source of income for his community: ghazis, raids on unsuspecting parties. Raids issued from Medina almost every month; Muhammad launched over sixty ghazis, personally leading at least twenty-six. These raids began as hit-and-run ambushes but grew into a scale that finally throughout Arabia all opposition to Islam was crushed. Notwithstanding ghazis made Muslims notorious and loathsome to their...
neighbors, Muhammad was unapologetic and declared such raids were not merely dictated by the necessity of earning an income for a community facing destitution, but *jihad* was integral to the mission of promulgating Islam. The unbridled rapacity on display during campaigns directed against caravans, mines, and settlements jars with Muhammad’s declared dedication to practicing piety, and Muhammad’s lack of compunction against condoning banditry seemed to accord with Pliny’s characterization of Arabs as a people equally suited to business and to brigandage. Pliny, however, may not have been conscious his ostensibly disparaging remark contained a deeper insight into the peculiar mix of amity and anarchy that in most of the Middle East permeated unsettled regions, where from time immemorial anyone who strayed outside the boundaries of his community was considered an outlaw who could be ambushed with impunity. Conventions that protected trade passing through Arabia no longer bound Muhammad, who had been forced out of Mecca and become an outcast from Mecca’s trade community. Muhammad through launching *ghazis* served notice he would not be content with leading a renegade community in Medina surviving on Mecca’s suffering, and to Muhammad’s adversaries in Mecca, who had first boycotted his business and then banned him, *ghazis* sent a message he would retaliate by disrupting the trade from which issued Mecca’s standing and wealth: Muhammad through his raids declared a war on Mecca’s trade.

Muhammad’s *ghazis* as such were not exceptional in Arabia, where many chieftains derived income from raiding parties. Muhammad, however, succeeded on a larger scale than other chieftains through his flair for managing logistics, setting incentives, and conducting negotiations. Muhammad’s planning was deliberate and circumspect: he protected against the risk of infiltration by spies by routinely spreading misinformation about the destination of raids, and on such occasions when he deputed leadership of a raid to a lieutenant, handed out sealed instructions to be opened only after departure from Medina. Muhammad set fiscal incentives to attract recruits. In Arabia, a raid’s leader had a customary entitlement to booty of a quarter of the total; Muhammad, however, reduced his share to one fifth. Incentives had the desired effect; recruits streamed to his banner. At the Battle of Badr, which took place in 624, Muhammad commanded some 300 warriors; his attack force on Khaybar four years later numbered 1,500; and in 630 at the battle of Hunayn he commanded some 12,000. The deployment of cavalry was crucial to the effectiveness of Muhammad’s fighting force, and between 626 and 630 the number of horses in Muhammad’s cavalry increased from 10 to 300. This build up also followed from judicious setting of fiscal incentives, because the profit share of warriors supplying a horse was three times the standard rate, a measure where the early Islamic jurist Abu Yusuf explained the economic rationale at work: “The reason for allowing two shares for a horse is to encourage the use of horses in God’s causes, which use, however,
entails more expenses.”

Gains from raids increased exponentially: for example, a caravan raided in 624 at Buwat brought in 2,500 camels; and Muhammad’s victory at Hunayn yielded 6,000 prisoners, 24,000 camels, 40,000 sheep and goats, and 4,000 ounces of silver. Raids yielded riches for warriors, but for Muhammad, the principal objective was to acquire assets to scale up operations, such as arms, horses, as well as gold and silver bullion. Muhammad raided a mine at Buhran, and on another occasion a caravan “bearing a large quantity of silver which was the greater part of their merchandise.” Another caravan ambushed near Uhud brought in silver coins and vessels valued at 100,000 dirhams.

Muhammad was indifferent to material gains as such; an occasion when Muhammad had captured a large number of prisoners who were to be sold as slaves provided Waqidi with a contrast between the attitude of Muhammad with that of his companions. Osman ibn Affan and Abd al Rahman bought out half of Muhammad’s share and then looked to make a profit from selling their captives to third parties, but Muhammad, on the other hand, after he had disposed of half of his captives, straightaway despatched the other half to Syria in exchange for weapons and horses. Muhammad used booty as a source of investment to expand his sphere of operations.

The Battle of Badr brought Muhammad his first military victory over a Meccan armed force and on that occasion he took seventy prisoners. Deliberations in Muhammad’s executive counsel about what to do with them revealed divergent approaches on how to advance the cause of Islam. One of Muhammad’s senior advisers, Umar ibn Chattab, proposed summary execution of all prisoners on the grounds that, if released, they would plot revenge. (Umar’s forecast would prove correct.) Muhammad, however, overruled Umar. To put his prisoners to death would have forfeited a lucrative commercial opportunity in the shape of ransoms charged for their release. Thus Muhammad overruled Umar, and faced Mecca’s chief negotiator, Abu Sufyan, for the first time from a position of strength. Waqidi and Tabari gave accounts of the conduct of negotiations that evinced Muhammad’s bargaining skills, because the progress of negotiations showed the balance of power between Muhammad and Abu Sufyan was changing.

Muhammad’s first step was to set a high benchmark for financial demands, to avoid the mistake of underpricing ransoms. Thus he opened bargaining by choosing as his first candidate for release someone unlikely to balk at a high demand for ransom, and his choice fell on a prisoner who, he explained, had “an elegant son in Mecca who has money, and he will exceed his ransom.” Muhammad demanded 4,000 dirhams for this and for every other prisoner. Of course, Muhammad must have been conscious that only wealthy prisoners could raise such sums, but to pitch a high reference price still left ample room for concessions later. Abu Sufyan, for his part, also was a shrewd negotiator. When Muhammad’s demand was communicated to him,
his reaction was to play for time to avoid prejudicing the benchmark for subsequent ransoms because otherwise, he pointed out, “Muhammad will see how much we desire ‘our prisoners’ and increase the ransom against us.”

Abu Sufyan thus rejected Muhammad’s opening offer and held out for improved terms. Muhammad, however, may have anticipated Abu Sufyan might have difficulty enforcing a common stance among families anxious for the lives of their captive relatives, and his intuition was vindicated when the prisoner’s son broke ranks and left Mecca under cover of night to deliver the required sum. When Abu Sufyan discovered the young man had lost his nerve and left for Medina, he was furious—he rebuked the “young and opinionated boy” who had spoiled his negotiating tactic. Muhammad then tested Abu Sufyan again, issuing a demand for the release of Abu Sufyan’s own son, which, however, Abu Sufyan brushed off with the gruff remark “they can keep him as long as they like.”

Abu Sufyan was loath to be outfoxed and instead made a counteroffer: Abu Sufyan kidnapped a Muslim and offered his release in exchange for his son. Muhammad agreed to this barter transaction that saved Abu Sufyan from losing face. Muhammad, for his part, conducted ransom negotiations unaffected by family sentiments. Among Muhammad’s captives was his uncle Al Abbas whose expectations of preferential treatment he summarily dismissed. Al Abbas, a wealthy man, had lost twenty ounces of gold that had been confiscated by raiders, and which, he argued, should be credited toward his ransom payment. But Al Abbas pleaded in vain; Muhammad pointed out loss of possessions did not count toward ransoms, and moreover, as it was known Al Abbas kept substantial amounts of gold at home in Mecca he could well afford to pay his ransom. In the end, Al Abbas paid ransoms for himself as well as for three others.

Muhammad now could afford to make concessions. Reduced ransoms and flexible payment terms were charged for other prisoners on a case-by-case basis; for example, prisoners were offered an option to buy back their freedom by giving tuition in writing in Medina. From a protracted negotiating process, Muhammad emerged with a reputation for generosity to captives because, as Waqidi put it, “the Prophet was kind to them.”

The Battle of Badr was a stark demonstration for Mecca’s ruling elite that Muhammad was in command of a formidable military force, and that Medina, located to the north of Mecca, was ideally located for intercepting caravans on their way to and from Gaza. This threat Meccans realized they could not afford to sit out, and there was no alternative to running the gauntlet, because “if we stay,” it was argued during consultations in Mecca, “we eat up our capital.”

A Meccan punitive expedition set out and vanquished Muhammad in the Battle of Uhud, but fell short of its ultimate objective of overrunning Medina. A brittle stalemate prevailed for several years; Muham-
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Mad alternately raided and then retreated, but over the course of several years he steadily consolidated his power base and successively evicted or eliminated neighbors and rivals in Medina. A new phase in Muhammad’s campaigning began in 628 when Muhammad commanded an expeditionary force of some 1,500 warriors to march on Khaybar, a fertile agricultural area ringed by substantial fortifications, and there broke resistance after a successful siege and assault. The conquest of Khaybar (and of adjacent settlements in Fadak and Katiba) transformed Muhammad’s power base and had the collateral consequence of making Muhammad the richest man in Arabia. The conquest of Khaybar also had ramifications for Muhammad’s management of community finances. Theretofore, all of Muhammad’s military exploits had been hit-and-run missions that yielded one-time windfalls distributed on the spot, and there were conventions for partitioning troves of movable assets. The disposal of occupied lands surrounding Khaybar, on the other hand, posed a new challenge, namely how to treat land and the inhabitants who worked it.

Precedents set by the partition of Khaybar had far-reaching import. Muhammad set aside as his personal entitlement one fifth of Khaybar and then designated eighteen beneficiaries to share the remaining four fifths. His own share Muhammad allocated to his wives and personal favorites, and in some cases—and this would give rise to legal disputes continuing for generations—Muhammad granted an endowment subject to certain conditions, such as using agricultural yields for poor relief. In effect, concessions were granted in trust for designated beneficiaries. Muhammad’s precedents in Khaybar later were applied more widely to taxation of lands in conquered countries, and, as a secondary effect, to the creation of charitable endowments, called waqfs.

Muhammad’s position by 628 had become unassailable, and Abu Sufyan was a pragmatist who recognized he needed to seek terms. If Mecca’s business model would survive only if he made concessions regarding religious practices, Abu Sufyan would be open to proposals. Muhammad, for his part, was watchful for an opportunity to reach an agreement, and such occurred when in 628 Muhammad issued from Medina to lead a train of pilgrims to Mecca. Meccans, fearing a full-scale invasion, readied troops to defend the city and blocked Muhammad’s progress when he reached the border of the haram at Hudaybiyyah. Muhammad acquiesced to this blockade, to the surprise of his adherents who anticipated this interruption were only a momentary lull until he would command them to attack and rout their enemies, and crafted an agreement that let Abu Sufyan save face but that conceded to Muhammad the right to enter Mecca, albeit unarmed and only after a delay of one year. Many of Muhammad’s partisans would have preferred him to settle his feud through battle and felt their leader had been too conciliatory, but Muhammad took the long view—he had no need to fight for a prize that was
his for the taking if only he were patient. Muhammad did not want to destroy his adversaries, he aimed to win them over, and by signaling he was not vindictive Muhammad allayed lurking fears Mecca’s idolaters might endure the same ordeal of Najran’s Christians. A year later, Muhammad entered Mecca in a peaceful takeover, the terms of which included a general amnesty to all converts to Islam (save for a small minority). Abu Sufyan, the very foe who once had hired assassins to kill Muhammad, was appointed Muhammad’s deputy in Mecca, and Abu Sufyan’s son Muawiyah as Muhammad’s private secretary. The tradition of Hashimite and Omayyad power sharing had been revived, and the rivalry between Hashimites and Omayyads laid to rest, it seemed. The outbreak of peace was cause for celebration. Muhammad made his way to the Kaaba and destroyed the idolatrous images and figures. Polytheism was banished but certain rites and practices retained, such as ritual circling around the Kaaba. The end of polytheism also had ramifications for doing business in Mecca; within a year, it was decreed only Muslims could worship at the Kaaba, which implied non-Muslims no longer had admittance to the haram and thus coincidentally were excluded from any trade transacted there. Market entry had become a Muslim monopoly and to stay in business in Mecca, a merchant had to convert to Islam.

Muhammad in his early sixties began to show his age. His hair had turned gray and he walked with a stoop. A sudden and short terminal illness struck him down at the age of sixty-three; its onset was marked by severe headaches that forced Muhammad to take to bed, and he deteriorated within days to the point that his uncle Al Abbas after visiting him said he “recognised death in the Messenger of God’s face.” Muhammad’s wife, Aisha, remembered Muhammad telling her he had “been given the choice between this world and that which is with God, and he has chosen the latter,” and that at that moment she knew her husband would go no further. Muhammad’s terminal illness lasted fifteen days. He passed away without leaving a will and appointing a successor, which seems out of character considering he had always planned ahead and made clear what he expected his followers to do. This failure to act has nourished suspicions of meddling by interested parties who wished to claim his position and his wealth.

NOTES
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Chapter Five

Muhammad’s Household Finances

A consideration of Muhammad’s approach to economic policies would be incomplete if it did not take note of his own and his family’s personal finances. Across a distance of nearly 1,500 years it is infeasible to make comparisons between income levels then and now, but it is possible, however, to advance a notion how Muhammad’s income developed from the time when the Koran stated in Mecca he was “walking about the market-squares”; during his early years in Medina; and after conquering Khaybar in the final phase of his life. There are known facts and figures about Arab commerce that allow drawing inferences regarding Muhammad’s income. Abu Sufyan had paid a compliment to Muhammad about his riches (which, one suspects, was more heartfelt than his profession of faith). According to Waqidi, Muhammad on a campaign “had plundered much silver; four thousand measures. The plunder was gathered in front of the Prophet. Abu Sufyan ibn Harb came, and before him was the silver. He said: ‘O Messenger of God, you have become the most wealthy of the Quraysh!’ The Messenger of God smiled.’ 1 Muhammad had every reason to smile. The Italian orientalist Leone Caetani confirmed Abu Sufyan was right: Muhammad by the end of his life was the richest Arab of his time. Caetani assessed Muhammad’s income following the conquest of Khaybar and calculated his annual income came to 1,500,000 gold franks. 2

Muhammad in his youth could not possibly have imagined ever to become so rich. Muhammad’s father did not leave a large estate, and as a teenager he eked out a living as a shepherd. Muhammad’s first opening to establish himself as an entrepreneur occurred when he embarked on his first caravan expedition, journeying with two camels and selling merchandise on both legs of his journey. One can derive a notion of Muhammad’s income at the early stages of his business career from Aloys Sprenger’s estimates of the
revenues from selling a camel load of leather; accordingly, a camel load of leather goods was priced at 70 dinars; a dinar weighed 4.25 grams of gold; and profit margins were 100 percent. Since the means of payment in Arab commerce of the time was in gold, accordingly, the profit earned per camel might have been five ounces of gold. Inferences how such figures translate into present-day conditions are spurious. But even allowing for drastic downward revisions, it is not implausible to infer profits from caravan trade were substantial. Adding as a further defensible assumption that Muhammad over time was likely to have increased his earnings, these figures militate against the assertion Muhammad’s income during his years in Mecca always was inconsequential.

Later in his career, Muhammad together with a partner managed a warehouse in leather goods, but his business must have suffered when his adversaries imposed a three-year boycott on him. When Muhammad arrived in Medina, at any rate, he was destitute and his standard of living did not improve for years. Abu Horaira said, “a fire would not be kindled in any one of his houses for one or two months; when their subsistence would be on dates and water.” Just how much his standard of living had dropped is thrown into relief by a comparison between the banquet served at Muhammad’s wedding with Khadija in Mecca, which included wine and rich servings of meat, with the dishes at his daughter Fatima’s wedding to Ali in Medina, where wedding guests were served dates and olives. Muhammad’s home in Medina was made of unbaked brick with leather curtains for doors, did not contain valuable furniture, and he had no room of his own. His personal possessions were few, consisting mainly of diplomatic gifts, such as a crystal goblet sent from Egypt; among his personal effects, the sole conspicuous object was a signet ring. Muhammad mended his clothes and shoes and took his meals together with his family and his slaves. His favorite dishes were meat cooked with bread; dates soaked in milk; and honey. Muhammad even at the low point of his fortunes sent food from his table to the poor camping nearby at the mosque’s entrance.

However, Muhammad never complained about his reduced circumstances and did not change his spending habits when his fortunes turned up. The sole exception seems to have been expenditure on his personal appearance, since he liberally spent money on perfume and on eye make-up. One suspects this mattered because Muhammad was mindful of how he appeared in public; that same motivation would explain why he spared no expense for buying frankincense for use in the mosque. Muhammad was tolerant of flamboyance in others—his close advisers donned shirts made of silk, and his wife Aisha was partial to wearing garments that were dyed in bright red. But in general, Muhammad frowned on material ostentation. The wives of Muhammad, unlike the wives of successful warriors who often were gifted jewelry, had to sell any jewelry that came their way and donate proceeds to charity. Exces-
sive demands for financial assistance Muhammad would dismiss without ado. One of his adherents, Abu Hadrad, on one occasion asked Muhammad (by this time secure in his position as Medina’s ruler) to contribute to his dowry payment, but when Muhammad asked what amount he had in mind and heard the sum came to 200 dirhams, exclaimed: “Goodness gracious, I swear by God, if you were just picking up the money from a valley floor, you couldn’t have paid more. I swear, I don’t have enough to help you.” This restrained, almost austere lifestyle irked his wives who could not help notice their standard of living was falling behind that of their neighbors. But Muhammad inclined to a demonstratively simple standard of living and rebuked them: “Stay in your homes and do not display your finery as women used to do in the days of the jahiliyya.”

Muhammad’s finances were transformed after the conquest of Khaybar. When Fadak and Katiba, communities neighboring Khaybar, opted to head off an assault and voluntarily submitted to Muhammad, his personal estate was enlarged further, because in the latter takeovers no military force had been required and so in these instances he was not bound to share booty. Muhammad’s annual income from crops, consisting mainly of dates and grain, now was immense. Tenants were required to pay over 50 percent of their harvests, and Muhammad’s personal share enabled him to provide for the nutritional needs of some 4,000 beneficiaries. Caetani, in 1907, converted Muhammad’s revenue into 1,500,000 gold franks. In today’s environment, that figure would be a multiple of millions of dollars. Money as a means to improve his personal standard of living, however, meant little to Muhammad; his estate included seven properties in Medina bequeathed to him by a local admirer, Muqairiq, and according to Ibn Ishaq, Muhammad “took over his property and all the alms he distributed in Medina came from it.” However, following the conquest of Khaybar, Muhammad by any standard was a business magnate, and his family and friends must have been aware that whoever would inherit Muhammad’s estate one day would be very rich, and very powerful.

FAMILY LIFE AND FINANCES

Muhammad at the time of his death was married to eleven wives, and Muhammad’s family life opens to view aspects of the economic status of women in early Islam. Khadija, Muhammad’s first wife, was a venture capitalist, but as such was not unique. Hind bin Utbah, the wife of Abu Sufyan, also set up as a merchant after she and her husband had divorced. Nor was Khadija the only female entrepreneur in Muhammad’s family. The wife of his great-grandfather Hashim, Selma, also was a merchant. The couple had met when Hashim, passing through Medina on business, there noticed “in the crowd of
vendros and purchasers a woman of distinctive skill and beauty.”

Thus Hashim caught sight of his future wife Selma, trading through agents; she was a divorced woman with two sons from a previous marriage. Selma accepted Hashim’s marriage proposal on condition she could continue her career and she moved back to Medina after Hashim died. There are noticeable parallels between the careers of Selma and Khadija: both were women of independent means, had been previously married, and continued their career after they married. One is tempted to suspect storytellers shaped Selma’s biography to suggest Hashim’s marriage portended Muhammad’s marriage to Khadija.

Anecdotes abound about Muhammad’s domestic life from the moment he had become a public figure. Muhammad and Khadija had six children; he was a supportive father who twice adopted sons: Ali ibn Abi Talib, who became an early loyalist and married his daughter Fatima, and Zayd ibn Harithah, a slave in his household. Muhammad let Zayd choose whether he wished to return to his natural parents, but when Zayd preferred to remain with Muhammad, he adopted him. Tiffs between Muhammad’s wives seem to have exasperated him—such, at least, is the inference from his advice to his wife Safiya when she asked him to stop other wives from taunting her on account of her Jewish background, and he recommended she stand her ground with words to the effect that “Aaron is my father, Moses is my uncle, and Muhammad is my husband.” But there also were rows between Aisha and Muhammad, such as when Aisha called Khadija a “toothless old woman,” a jealous taunt from a teenage wife resenting her husband’s affections for a mature rival. Muhammad rebuked Aisha for her outburst and told her how much Khadija’s support had meant to him: “She believed in me when the people disbelieved, and trusted me when they distrusted. She shared her wealth with me when others denied me.”

That exchange is revealing. Even Aisha, his favorite wife, did not provide the emotional companionship Muhammad had found in Khadija. Nor would this expectation have been realistic. Khadija was a mature, resolute and well-educated woman, with a career of her own. Aisha, on the other hand, had been betrothed to Muhammad when she was eight years old; she remembered Muhammad gifted her toys in her early years of marriage and could hardly expect to grow up to be an equal of a husband who was over fifty years old when they married. Neither Aisha nor any other of Muhammad’s later spouses ever took Khadija’s place in his affections. Aisha may have sensed Muhammad mourned the loss of emotional fulfillment he had found in his first marriage, and that must have frustrated her as much as it did him and all his other wives. Very late in life, Muhammad and his wife Mariam fathered a son and he was inconsolable when the toddler died before his second birthday. It seems Muhammad, in spite of an increasing number of doting wives, often felt profoundly lonely.
It deserves remark that while Muhammad’s polygamy has always excited attention, it would have been even more surprising had he stayed monogamous. Polygamy, at the time, was the norm, and indeed Muhammad traced his family lineage to Abraham, who had fathered his sons Isaac with his wife Sara and Ishmael with his concubine Hagar. The number of wives tended to correlate with social status. (King Solomon, for example, was said to have had seven hundred wives and three hundred concubines.) Thus Muhammad’s marriages to eleven wives were unusual but not unique; in fact, Muhammad’s injunction restricting the number of spouses to four in some cases compelled new converts to Islam to divorce supernumerary spouses. Leaving Muhammad’s high-handed disregard for marital decorum aside as a private matter, the aspect of his polygamy most relevant for a consideration of Muhammad’s character as a manager is not the number of his wives, but his reasons for choosing them: sex alone does not explain all of Muhammad’s marital choices.

In early Islam, politics was a family affair. Muhammad’s union with Khadija had taught him how marrying well would advance his career, and that lesson was not lost on him. Muhammad’s marriages helped him create a cluster of interrelated families that boosted his career and in due course provided the power elite of early Islam. His first two successors, Abu Bakr and Umar, were his fathers-in-law; his third and fourth successors, Osman and Ali, were his sons-in-law. Muhammad’s marriages often presaged political alliances and their political intent was transparent. During the delicate phase when Muhammad was looking to ease tensions with his Meccan adversaries Abu Sufyan and Al Abbas, Muhammad married Abu Sufyan’s daughter Omm Habiba and Al Abbas’s sister-in-law Maimuna. His fresh in-laws took the hint. When Abu Sufyan heard his long-standing adversary had become his relative through marriage, he quoted an Arab proverb “some camels are impossible to rein back,” a compliment to the vigor of a man who refused to take no for an answer.

Muhammad through legal injunctions improved the status of women overall. One example was his cap on the number of wives (previously, there was none); another is that he laid down property rights for widows (again, a first); and he prohibited forcing slaves into prostitution. A fundamental reform was his proscription of a custom that inflicted appalling grief on Arab parents, the infanticide of female babies. The caliph Umar, notorious for his grim self-denial, only once was seen shedding tears in public, namely when his baby daughter touched his beard while he buried her. That this anecdote should have been attributed to Umar shows how deep was the trauma this custom inflicted on young parents.

Arabian women, unlike women in Europe of the time, were entitled to personal property. Bridal money—a payment by a husband at marriage—was vested to a wife and handed over in case of divorce or on the husband’s
death. Muhammad’s bridal payments give an insight into his and his wives’ increasing prosperity. In the early years of his exile, Muhammad paid 10 ounces of gold when he married Juwayra, and 12½ ounces when he married Zaynab. He had become a rich man by the time he married Omm Habiba, and on that occasion, possibly with a view to impressing his future father-in-law Abu Sufyan, he paid 400 ounces of gold.

Women’s right to property were not curtailed after Muhammad died. In fact, his widows received pensions that were higher than the salaries of the first caliphs. After Muhammad died, his widows engaged in property transactions and often made astute investments. Muhammad’s home had been modest and it seems his wives would have wished for more spacious lodgings. Such is suggested by the fact that Muhammad’s wife Omm Salma once seized the opportunity of his absence from Medina to add an extension to her room, which precipitated a row when Muhammad returned. “The most unprofitable thing that eats up the wealth of the Believer,” he upbraided her, “is building.” After Muhammad died, however, his widows were free to enlarge their constrained quarters and became active property managers. Hafsa paid Abu Bakr 40,000 dirhams for a house next to the mosque—one suspects she moved into larger accommodations. Omm Habiba did not stay in Medina; she moved to Damascus where her brother Muawiyah was the governor and thus in a position to offer her a more comfortable home. Muawiyah also acquired two apartments in Muhammad’s home, those of Safiya and of Aisha, paying 180,000 dirhams for each (a comparison of the prices paid by Hafsa for a house and by Muawiyah for an apartment shows the property market was booming). Aisha also had more room after Sauda bequeathed her her own apartment, and she sold both apartments to Muawiyah on condition of continued residence there for life. 15 Aisha was conspicuously wealthy: her pension was higher than the salary of the caliph; sold her property but continued to use it; and additionally received from Muhammad’s companion Talha a stipend of 10,000 dirhams. Safiya, another widow, also lived in comfortable circumstances; she left an estate of 100,000 dirhams.

NOTES

3. Sprenger, *Das Leben und die Lehre des Mohammad*, Vol. 3, 95. This price is for Khorasan, and I am assuming a dinar weighed one mithqal (i.e., 4.25 grams).
9. See Caetani, whose figures were reviewed by Altheim, *Finanzgeschichte der Spästantike*, 134.
13. Aisha was a daughter of Abu Bakr, Hafsa of Umar. Osman married Muhammad’s daughters Rockaya and Omm Kulthum, Ali his daughter Fatima.
Chapter Six

Muhammad’s Executive Office

Eight years after escaping an assassin’s dagger, Muhammad returned to Mecca, welcomed by the very enemies who once had tried to kill him. Clearly, Muhammad had been a shrewd negotiator and astute military campaigner with an uncommon ability to look beyond current conditions to the long term and prepare for them. But to put into effect the unification of Arabs within a single state—a goal theretofore beyond the grasp of any pretender—Muhammad in addition to his personal capabilities needed an effective executive office.

Muhammad’s congregation in Medina in the beginning did not call for a large administration and he managed his administration in its early stages along informal reporting lines. Muhammad every day conferred with his closest advisers about business arising; Abu Bakr, Umar and Ali all had their homes nearby. Members of the congregation could approach Muhammad directly and raise issues in plenary sessions at the mosque. Dedicated administrative support, however, was needed to handle correspondence with other tribes, and Muhammad at first had to resort to recruiting a secretary from outside his congregation because he could not find someone among his adherents capable of reading and writing. Muhammad’s congregation had very low standards of literacy; the Islamic historian Baladhuri listed the names of seventeen men capable of writing at the time Muhammad settled in Medina, and he would not have deemed this number worth noting unless it illustrated a contrast with later conditions. Standards of literacy in Muhammad’s own households in Mecca and in Medina, on the other hand, were exceptionally high: Khadija and his adopted son Ali could write; so could two of his wives, Hafsa and Omm Kulthum; Aisha could not write but knew how to read. Muhammad promoted literacy—prisoners of war could attain their release if they agreed to teach writing skills—and progress must have occurred quickly.
because the Koran recommended using scribes to witness business transactions ("When you contract a debt for a fixed period, put it in writing. Let a scribe write it down for you with fairness.") Muhammad wished staff to acquire new skills; for example, he instructed his secretary Ziyad to speak and write Hebrew. Promotion was rapid for officials with demonstrable competencies. During the conquest of Iraq, Ziyad, although even then still "but a lad with curls," as Baladhuri pointed out "presided over the division of this spoil; and was paid two dirhams a day." In all, Muhammad made use of ten different scribes over the course of ten years.

Muhammad throughout his career continuously widened the reach of his address and paid attention how it should be delivered; he crafts his public image and reputation with care and employed two full-time members of staff with responsibility for projecting messages to wider constituencies, Bilal ibn Rabah and Hassan ibn Thabit. Muhammad soon after arriving in Medina appointed Bilal to the office of a muezzin with responsibility for summoning the congregation to the mosque. But Bilal had additional responsibilities: he also acted as Muhammad’s herald, head of protocol, and private secretary. When Muhammad on important occasions proceeded through Medina, Bilal would hold a canopy over him and convey into the mosque symbols of authority, a baton and a short lance; once inside the mosque, Bilal would stand guard while Muhammad delivered a sermon. When foreign dignitaries came to Medina on official visits, Bilal’s ceremonial duties included presentation of gifts. Bilal’s routine duties included running errands for Muhammad and settling his personal expenses. (Muhammad paid Bilal well—he retired a rich man to Damascus where his grave was still tended in the nineteenth century.)

Muhammad from an early age was acutely aware how public opinion in Arabia was shaped by poets. As a young man he had attended market days at Ukaz and there competed against storytellers and poets for the attention of crowds. Delivery of public communication was a key plank of Muhammad’s management approach and he courted poets who spoke well of him: to Tumathir, a female poet who lauded him, he paid compliments; whereas Asma, a poet who ridiculed him, he moved to have assassinated. Abu Sufyan shared Muhammad’s sense of the influence poets had on shaping public opinion; he offered the poet Ascha one hundred camels, were he to suppress a poem extolling Muhammad. Hassan ibn Thabit was a professional poet, whose brief was to write laudatory accounts of Muhammad’s deeds for circulation across Arabia. Hassan also regaled tribal leaders on official visits to Medina; one delegation wavering whether to embrace Islam was persuaded by one such encomium to convert. Muhammad accorded Hassan great respect; Hassan married a sister of Mariam, mother of a son of Muhammad, and through that marriage, Muhammad and Hassan effectively became in-laws.
That Muhammad’s vision for Islam’s expansion from the very start reached beyond Arabia, later was claimed by Muslim rulers who found themselves masters of an expanse bounded by the borders of China and the Atlantic. As a key piece of evidence for this claim was adduced an address Muhammad issued to foreign heads of states demanding submission to Islam. But this claim has been deemed a transparent boast put into circulation to supply retroactive legitimacy for the Islamic Empire’s conquests, because no such document was ever found. Weighing circumstantial evidence, however, the claim that Muhammad might have issued correspondence to foreign heads of state was not implausible. On the contrary, since a pattern of projecting messages to an ever-widening constituency had taken shape from the earliest phases of Muhammad’s career, for Muhammad to address foreign heads of state would have been a logical extension of a long-term communication strategy.

There would have been present to Muhammad’s mind a precedent from his own family in that Hashim, his great-grandfather, had signed trade agreements with foreign heads of state and thereby raised the prestige of the Quraysh; according to Tabari these agreements prompted Arabs to bestow on the Quraysh the title *al-mujabbirun*, “those who make mighty.” For Hashim’s lineal descendant Muhammad, issuing correspondence to foreign heads of state would have accorded with his bid to speak on behalf of all Arabs. Accordingly, Muhammad wrote in his capacity as Apostle of God to the rulers of Byzantium, Persia, Yemen, Abyssinia, and Egypt, and through this correspondence gave out key messages to constituencies within Arabia as well as beyond Arabia’s borders. To Arabs, Muhammad’s letters signaled Hashim’s mantle now was borne by him; to the world outside Arabia, Muhammad let it be known that he, rather than any other authority, was representative of a wider community. Although Muhammad’s demands were rejected, nonetheless he would have booked an important result: the leading powers of the world had taken note of Muhammad and what he stood for.

This begs the question of where and how correspondence was stored, since Muhammad did not build a town hall and his home did not contain space dedicated to official business. Participation in *ghazis* was voluntary and accurate logs had to be kept to pre-empt disputes over entitlements to booty. For exploits of great moment, such as the Battle of Badr, lists of veterans were kept for centuries. Plausibly, the mosque served as depository, given the precedent whereby in Mecca important documents as well as valuables were stored in the *Kaaba’s* precincts. Muhammad also had no need for a community treasury, because public and private revenue consisted mainly of booty distributed immediately after a raid. Such booty, even when it became too large to be distributed on the day of arrival, was kept in the open rather than stored out of sight in a dedicated strong room. Such was the practice even years after Muhammad had died; Muhammad’s first successor,
Abu Bakr, stored incoming revenue in his own home and relied on a female assistant to weigh incoming tributes and without affording a guard for it; Umar on receipt of tribute from Persia remarked: “No roof except the sky shall cover it till I distribute it among the people.” But even without the need for a government treasury, prize monies over time swelled cash in circulation and with it arose a need to provide storage space for valuables.

NOTES

Chapter Seven

Muhammadan Taxation

Ghazis swept riches to Medina, but riches did not reach every household. Raiding was rewarding but dangerous; survivors reaped rewards, while the risks of raids showed up in an increasing number of widows, orphans, and cripples. There also were some who lacked the ability to carve out a living and stayed as poor as they had been on arrival. Poor relief theretofore was a discretionary matter for families and tribes, and Muhammad practiced personal charity by habitually sharing food from his table with the indigent. However, to mitigate poverty more had to be done, and Mohammad and his successors put poor relief on a systematic footing through introducing taxes on agriculture, commerce, and mining. Step by step, Muhammad introduced a tax system with differential rates for Muslims and for religious minorities. The highest rate of taxation, however, Muhammad applied to himself.

TAXING MUSLIMS: ZAKAT

For the introduction of poor relief Muhammad could look to two policy precedents. His great-grandfather Hashim was the first in Mecca who had imposed on every Meccan a levy to support destitute pilgrims, and in Medina Muhammad had before his eyes poor relief as practiced by Medina’s Jewish community, called sadaka. The levy imposed by Hashim applied to everyone in Mecca, while sadaka, on the other hand, was voluntary. The Islamic variant of poor relief, called zakat, combined elements of both approaches. Zakat was a flat tax; it was assessed at 2½ percent of a taxpayer’s wealth (with the exception of 20 percent in the case of mining). Over thirty Koranic verses exhort Muslims to contribute zakat and to consider poor relief a supreme social virtue. Anecdotes illustrated Muhammad’s closest advisers strove to set an example of civic solidarity and vied with one another to
donate zakat. Thus Umar on one occasion placed in Muhammad’s hands half of his savings and was disappointed when Muhammad told him that Abu Bakr earlier had donated his savings in full. Such anecdotes, one suspects, may have been intended as veiled messages to rulers not to scrimp with welfare provision.

TAXING NON-MUSLIMS: JIZA

On non-Muslims was imposed a separate tax, jiza. Non-Muslims were not allowed to bear arms but were entitled to practice their religion and they and their property were afforded defense by Muslim authorities. As such, jiza was protection money and, in effect, a performance-related payment. Baladhuri recorded that Muslim forces in border regions reimbursed taxes when they were forced to retreat ahead of a Byzantine incursion. Tax rates for jiza were progressive; a standard rate applied to peasants and artisans, double rate to middle incomes, and quadruple rate to high earners (such as doctors and merchants). Some groups were exempted from tax, namely women, children, the disabled, and clerics. Religious minorities could impose communal taxes at their discretion to fund upkeep of churches or administration of their judicial system. Non-Muslims comprised the vast majority of the population once Islam grew into an empire and through jiza became key contributors to government income.

TAXING TRIBES ACROSS ARABIA

Tribes in Arabia that converted to Islam became liable for zakat. When visiting tribal emissaries complained to Muhammad about their tax rates, he told them one day the benefits of paying taxes would be plain to see: overland travel in Arabia would have become safe even for women and besides, one day Muslims would come to possess the treasures of the Persian king and then they would look back on payments as a mere pittance. Arabs once combined in a single state, such were his visitors to infer, would have more money, much more money. Muhammad pressed forward with his fiscal policy, making use of entreaties and concessions, and collection of revenue became an important instrument of Muhammadan statecraft. But flexibility was called for because collecting taxes was a delicate task. Muhammad briefed his tax collector Muadz ibn Jabal, “Deal gently with the people and be not harsh. Scare them not, but rather cheer.” In Bahrain, zakat payments were not contentious as long as these were distributed entirely within the local community, but Bahrainis balked at paying zakat once payments were transferred to Medina. Indeed, after Muhammad’s death, tax treaties were revoked in Bahrain, Oman, and elsewhere. Some tax collectors were killed, but oth-
ers, such as Muadz, became exceedingly wealthy men. Tributary tribes retained autonomy in most matters, but the prerogative of finance inspectors to audit tribal accounts gave Muhammad a lever to dispense and withhold favors, and as such, through fiscal administration Muhammad achieved what had ever been beyond the reach of armies: the integration of a pan-Arabian state.

TAXING MUHAMMAD

Muhammad’s personal taxes deserve remark because he paid a tax rate much higher than that which he imposed on everyone else. Muhammad’s income was divided in fixed proportions between five different groups—of which his immediate family was only one. Thus, Muhammad claimed 20 percent of all booty but his effective tax rate was 80 percent (against a standard rate of zakat at 2½ percent). Of course, his extraordinary income let him bear that rate with ease. But Muhammad settled most of his properties on friends and family and gave over all of his income from property rents in Medina to welfare, and the disparity between Muhammad’s comparatively frugal standard of living and what he might have been able to command for his and his family’s personal needs shows Muhammad applied his egalitarian social philosophy to himself as he did to everyone else. Government finances, such as they were, were managed by Muhammad; he negotiated tax and trade treaties, and dispensed monies to support the poor and equip soldiers for jihad.

NOTES

Chapter Eight

Succession

Muhammad left no instructions who should succeed him after he died and what should happen with his property. This omission is puzzling. Conceivably, however, he expected his circle of advisers to settle these issues because in Arabia leaders traditionally were not thought to have a right to appoint a successor, an issue decided by the community at large. Muhammad’s silence under the circumstances thus may have accorded with conventions. Choosing Muhammad’s successor was fraught, since he had ruled in his capacity as Apostle of God and only Mohammad’s secular power could be passed on, whereas his prophetic office, on the other hand, had died with him. Two challenges were commingled in the issue of succession: who should be the new leader, and also on what basis would rest his authority. In the immediate aftermath of Muhammad’s death there emerged precedents for establishing political legitimacy and the right to own property.

Planning succession to Muhammad was an issue that sparked contention during his final days. According to Abdullah al Abbas, a thirteen-year-old boy present at the time, Muhammad wanted to draft a will but was prevented by his wives Aisha and Hafsa, the daughters of Abu Bakr and Umar. Accordingly, Muhammad “asked for Ali, but Aisha said, ‘I wish you had asked for Abu Bakr!’ Hafsa said, ‘I wish you had asked for Umar!’”1 Al Abbas did not pass on how Muhammad, weakened by his illness, responded, but did recall that Muhammad on his deathbed issued three express instructions; Al Abbas said he remembered two of them but had forgotten the third.

Succession needed to be settled promptly, if the umma was to survive. Medina threatened to break up into two separate communities, because within hours of Muhammad’s death, there were demands that Medina’s communities, muhajirun and ansar, should each elect their own leader. Muhammad’s close advisers also must have been alive to the prospect that many
tributaries throughout Arabia would consider Muhammad’s death terminated their alliance (and tax obligations). At the moment of Muhammad’s passing, Ali, husband to Muhammad’s daughter Fatima and father of Muhammad’s grandchildren Hussayn and Hassan, would have seemed to be Muhammad’s obvious successor. Indeed Ali seems to have taken it for granted succession would fall to him, but events proved him wrong.

The sequence of events that placed Abu Bakr in power followed from a minute change to protocol when Muhammad, after he became too weak to lead prayers, had asked Abu Bakr to take his place at the mosque. This transfer of authority was only momentary, but its consequences were lasting. For once Muhammad had ceded to Abu Bakr his place in the mosque, however briefly, no rival candidate for supreme authority could produce a more compelling endorsement. Immediately after Muhammad’s passing, Abu Bakr and Umar made haste to intervene in discussions to whom leadership should fall; Umar carried the day by offering homage to Abu Bakr and by his example swayed the entire assembly to acquiesce to his election, and his intervention cut short wrangling over succession and pre-empted Muhammad’s polity from unraveling. Abu Bakr’s accession confronted Ali with a fait accompli, and he was not alone in being taken by surprise by this turn of events. Abu Sufyan in Mecca, ever mindful of social pedigree, archly remarked that one would not have expected a leader to emerge from one of the less prestigious Quraysh clans. To some, the manner of Abu Bakr’s accession smacked of a coup.

The first task confronting Abu Bakr was to decide what should happen with Muhammad’s estate, an issue as divisive as the transfer of political authority. Abu Bakr had to determine the status of Muhammad’s property—specifically, whether it had been possessed by Muhammad personally or in his capacity as leader. In the first case, Muhammad’s property would go to his closest relatives; in the second case, it would devolve on his successor. When Fatima presented Abu Bakr her claim to Muhammad’s properties a day after her father died, Abu Bakr asked her for proof Muhammad actually intended to leave her these. Testimonials duly supplied, consisting of statements by her husband Ali and a female slave, Abu Bakr insisted he needed to call further witnesses. Next, Abu Bakr summoned Muhammad’s widow Aisha to testify, who flatly contradicted Fatima by stating she remembered Muhammad said there had never been a prophet who owned property. The implication of Aisha’s account was Muhammad had been only the nominal owner of his vast land holding, and therefore his community of adherents, rather than his family, were his true heir. Basing his ruling on Aisha’s testimony, Abu Bakr rejected Fatima’s claim.

Ali filed an appeal. He countered Aisha’s reference to Biblical prophets and likewise adduced precedent from the Bible. Muhammad had been not only a prophet, said Ali, but also a ruler. The single Biblical prophet who was
an apt comparison with Muhammad was King David, and he had passed his property and throne to his son Solomon. Biblical precedent, Ali averred, contradicted Aisha’s reasoning, and he implied Muhammad’s property should stay in the family. Ali’s argumentation escalated the dispute, because had Abu Bakr conceded Ali stood in relation to Muhammad as King Solomon had stood to King David, then Ali after succeeding to Muhammad’s property could file an ulterior claim, namely to Muhammad’s position as ruler. Abu Bakr could hardly have granted Ali’s claim to property without jeopardizing his own position as caliph: Ali’s appeal failed.

To Fatima, this decision came as a shock. She suspected Abu Bakr of bias: Aisha, after all, was his daughter, and Aisha, for her part, was known to harbor grudges against Ali. Indeed the inconsistencies in Aisha’s account were glaring. First, it was odd nobody stepped forward to corroborate Aisha’s testimony. Further, Aisha although she claimed Muhammad possessed no property, took no steps to move out of her marital home. Altercations and ill will festered for generations. Umar modified Abu Bakr’s judgment and released the portion stemming from Muqairiq’s bequest to Ali. The Omayyads, after they vanquished Ali, again confiscated the property, and the Abbasids, after defeating the Omayyads, reinstated Ali’s descendants. The long drawn out property saga ended in the late eighth century with final confiscation by the caliph Al Mansur.

Ali and Fatima thus had lost their claim to power and property within days of Muhammad’s death. Fatima felt duped and never again spoke to Abu Bakr, and only after she died six months later did Ali pledge allegiance to him. In fairness to Abu Bakr, however, it should be noted he did not take personal advantage of succeeding to Muhammad’s property; his lifestyle, in fact, was ascetic to the point he even milked his own goats. But recriminations and allegations over manipulation of Muhammad’s succession have never gone away, and contentions over a ruler’s right to rule remained unresolved and resurfaced at each transition of leadership.

Abu Bakr had overcome his first challenge, but still faced many more, of which the most formidable was to demonstrate he could hold together the polity brought into being by his predecessor. Muhammad in exile at first had led a small, low-income community, and he then proceeded to put in place a framework for a society that would get bigger and richer in the long run. Muhammad had been a de facto head of state, who crafted legislation, managed finance, and commanded an army. He bequeathed to his successors a realm that encompassed a mainly rural, sparsely populated region; non-Muslims there were in the minority. Muhammad’s successors proceeded to scale Islamic institutions to suit the dimensions of an empire inhabited by a multitude of peoples, religions, and urban cultures as diverse as Damascus, Jerusalem, and Alexandria; non-Muslims there were in the majority. The expansion
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of Islam had been rapid during the last decade of Muhammad’s life, but after he died, the growth trajectory steepened.

NOTE

Chapter Nine

Rise of the Rashidun Caliphs

The first four successors of Muhammad are known by their collective title, *rashidun caliphs*, the Righteous Caliphs. The first four successors, Al Fahkri wrote, had been so close to Muhammad their subjects were moved to feel even if the Prophet no longer was present in person, in them breathed his very spirit; indeed the *rashidun* “in all things seemed more a spiritual than a worldly authority.” The triumphs and travails of the *rashidun* provided countless anecdotes for literary classics, such as the *Arabian Nights* or the *Meadows of Gold*, and also served as case studies for jurists and economists from Abu Yusuf to Ibn Khaldun. In the remembering, the actions they took and the words they spoke may have been embroidered, but in the telling, these memories took on a glow of nostalgia for an era that built an empire. The actual events, however, that took place during their reign hardly were the material from which historical romance could be wrought. The *rashidun* oversaw huge territorial expansion and a spectacular economic boom, but their tenure was ridden with internal conflicts that were visceral and violent. Only the first of the *rashidun* died a natural death; his three successors succumbed to assassins (which term is Arabic). An estimate of the *rashidun* divides attention between the four individuals who shaped the office of caliph: Abu Bakr as Siddiq, Umar ibn Chattab, Osman ibn Affan, and Ali ibn Abi Talib. Each *rashidun* was shaped by his individual personal history, and contended with the challenges he faced differently. From the turmoil following the death of the Prophet emerged as his first successor Abu Bakr.

ABU BAKR AS SIDDIQ

Abu Bakr (ruled 632 to 634) backed Muhammad with his money and his life. In Mecca he had run down nearly all of his savings—35,000 out of 40,000
dirhams—to ransom slaves who wished to convert to Islam. He tied the fate of his family to Muhammad when he arranged for Muhammad, a widower after the death of Khadija, to marry his daughter Aisha, and he bound his own life to that of Muhammad when together they escaped from Mecca and hid in a cave from a posse of pursuers. Abu Bakr passed on the moment when the pursuers could be heard drawing near the mouth of the cave and he gasped under his breath to Muhammad two men on their own cowering in a cave had no hope of survival, but Muhammad had the presence of mind at that moment to whisper “no, Abu Bakr, in this cave we are three: you, I, and Allah.” When after a time the pursuers turned their steps away and retreated to Mecca, Muhammad and Abu Bakr crawled out of their hideaway and set out for Medina where Abu Bakr, after a time, bid for a plot of land using what meager savings he had left, and on it was built the mosque.

Abu Bakr took his duties as caliph seriously. He retired from business to devote all his energies to his official duties; was content with a comparatively modest annual salary of 6,000 dirhams; did not enlarge his house; and personally visited families fallen on hard times to see how he could help. Abu Bakr had a gift of inspiring loyalty. During the critical days Abu Bakr and Muhammad spent in hiding after escaping from Mecca, members of his household slipped out in secret from Mecca to bring them food and water, risking their own lives when rewards beckoned to anyone betraying the whereabouts of the fugitives. However, there was another side to Abu Bakr’s godfatherly character—he exacted unqualified compliance to his directives and was capable of merciless vengeance in persecuting any perceived lack of loyalty. Just how grave Abu Bakr would deem any lapse became apparent from his treatment of a certain tax collector, Malik ibn Nuwayra, who was on his way to Medina to deliver his tribe’s tax payments when he heard the news of Muhammad’s death and thereupon turned back and reimbursed his tribesmen’s taxes. Malik ibn Nuwayra may have acted on impulse—the assumption that Muhammad’s death voided tributary obligations was plausible—but had no notion what ferocious backlash his insubordination would unleash: Abu Bakr had Malik ibn Nuwayra put to death.

As if to emphasize taxes were non-negotiable, payment of zakat became mandatory rather than voluntary. Payments for the most part were made in kind; cattle owners, for example, would pay one suckling camel for 25 camels, one calf for 30 cows, and so on. (Calculation of tax dues had the collateral benefit of promoting one of the key advances of Arab mathematicians, calculating fractions.) Although tributary revenues flowing into the caliph’s coffers during Abu Bakr’s short reign were comparatively modest, some 200,000 dirhams, the trajectory was steep; Bahrain’s taxes doubled from one year to the next. Abu Bakr had been in office for two years when he died, and his humility set an exacting standard for any successor who would rule a society that was rapidly getting richer.
Umar was conscious many resented his rise to the caliphate (he ruled from 634 to 644). But for the advent of Islam, Umar could never have aspired to a comparable position—his father did not belong to Mecca’s upper class and his mother had been an African slave. Many shared the sentiment of Abu Sufyan, scion of Mecca’s aristocracy, who let it be known it grated on him to find someone from a lowly social background rank ahead of him. Ali empathized with Umar’s concerns and advised him after his election: “If you want to reach the position of your friend, your predecessor, you should personally patch your shirt, reverse your robe, repair your sandals and boots, curtail your aspirations and eat moderately.”

Umar took the hint and agreed to a pay cut (his salary was 5,000 dirhams, Abu Bakr’s was 6,000 dirhams). The need to placate critics became more urgent with every increase of assets passing into the caliph’s possession. Al Fahkri related Umar once was noticed wearing a garment woven of cloth that had been part of a tributary payment, and a member of the community confronted Umar, saying a man of his height (Umar was a very tall man) could not have had such garment tailored without having appropriated more than was his due. The anecdote showed how sensitive Umar was to criticism—he felt obliged to have his son testify he had let his father have his own share.

Abu Yusuf related when Umar set his eyes on booty of “pearls and diamonds, gold and silver, no eye had seen before,” he broke into tears because “God does not bestow this on people without planting among them enmity and hatred.” Umar warned his family that “the people look at you as birds look at flesh” and threatened any infraction they committed would prompt twice the punishment inflicted on anyone else. Umar was true to his words: a son convicted of drinking alcohol he flogged in public.

Umar imposed his standards on senior officials who were required to disclose their assets before taking up appointment and account for increases in their wealth while holding office. Officials even at the highest level of government were subjected to Umar’s inquisitive audits. Thus Amr ibn al As, the conqueror of Egypt, was forced to sell a residence he had acquired
there on the grounds he already owned a property in Medina and did not need a second home. Umar visited a swingeing humiliation on Khalid al Walid, the army’s commander-in-chief, when he was found to have spent government money on personal entertainments: Umar fired him; Khalid died a poor man.

UMAR’S REFORMS

The Islamic Empire had taken shape in an instant. Muslim hit-and-run raids on Byzantine border settlements were followed by deeper incursions, then by full-scale invasions, and within a decade of Muhammad’s death a vast area had come under Muslim permanent control. During Umar’s tenure were conquered Iraq, Syria, Palestine, and Egypt. Military success produced elation but on Arab society it also put immense stress. Persian or Byzantine retaliation constituted potential external threats and insurrections posed internal security risks. The Muslim armed forces were overextended; Arabs were outnumbered by their subjects but withdrawal was not an option. The only other empire assembled at similar speed, that of Alexander the Great, had dissolved at the instant of his death. If the legacy of Muhammad were not to be as fleeting as that of Alexander, Umar knew, an empire could not be ruled through arms alone: he needed to win over the empire’s diverse subjects, or at the very least, give them an incentive not to conspire. Arab conquests had evinced an uncommon capability for planning military strikes, but Arabs had scarce experience in managing administrative machinery. If the successors of Muhammad were to overcome the challenge that had defeated the successors of Alexander, Umar had to build an efficacious civil administration.

Umar introduced sweeping administrative reforms. Umar daily convened his executive committee that included representation from Medina’s Muslim as well as non-Muslim communities; every member of the community could freely approach him during his daily visits to the mosque. But in an expanding empire, the agenda of this central executive lengthened, as did lines of communication. Consequently, Umar installed provincial administrations and appointed salaried governors with delegated authority for raising taxes and for the judiciary. Umar also reformed the penal system; punishment until then consisted only of flogging, but henceforth convictions could lead to prison sentences. Tax evasion was made an offense and treasury and policing functions often were combined; the governor’s residence in Basra kept under lock and key cash as well as prisoners.

Umar had at his disposal a single source of administrative expertise, the civil servants who had previously administered the Persian and Byzantine Empires. Working through these, Umar devised three fiscal innovations of great moment: a land tax; a public treasury; and a government pension plan.
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Byzantine practices inspired the land tax *kharaj*; from Persia likely came the government treasury, the *diwan*. The first two measures, a land tax and a treasury, evinced Umar’s capacity to assimilate foreign expertise, but Umar’s crowning achievement was an innovation without precedent prior to the advent of Islam: the world’s first government pension plan.

**Kharaj**

In conquered territories, owners of land retained possession of their farms and had to pay land taxes designated as *kharaj*. The Arab term *kharaj* was an adaptation of the Byzantine term for land taxes, *chrysargion*, a portmanteau for the Greek words for gold and silver (*chrysos* and *argos*). Gold was the currency base in former Byzantine regions, silver in Persian. For the first time, taxes were levied that were not derived from the Koran. There now existed two distinct tax liabilities on non-Muslims and landowners: the personal income tax *jiza* and the land tax *kharaj*. The distinction between the two in practice was often blurred and given the diversity of territories within the empire, regional variations were inevitable. But taxpayers discovered a tax loophole. Since *jiza* and *kharaj* were imposed only on non-believers, anyone who converted to Islam could apply for exemption. Tax authorities plugged this loophole with a new tax; converts instead of paying *kharaj* had to pay *ushr*, charged, to their chagrin, at comparable rates.

Umar needed to audit how much land was liable for tax. To that end, he established land registries, but since there was no Arabic precedent for land registries and staff shortages were pressing, Umar recruited Persian, Greek, and Coptic personnel who drew up registers in their native language. Non-Muslims of necessity were promoted to upper administrative echelons where they worked closely with Muslim rulers, and Islamic statecraft performed a significant shift when non-Muslims came to be drafted to senior official positions.

**The Diwan**

Umar was unprepared for the swelling flood of cash flowing into the government’s coffers. Abu Hurairah was fond of relating the story how long it took Umar to find his bearings when he heard the tribute from Bahrain amounted to 500,000. Umar demanded Abu Hurairah repeat what he had said to make sure he had heard correctly, and it took some time, said Abu Hurairah, until Umar grasped the import of what he had told him, because Abu Hurairah had to break down the sum into portions, slowly enumerating them one by one: “100,000 and 100,000—and I counted to five.”* It seems, Umar still per-
formed calculations using his fingers, which would explain why coming to terms with such staggering amounts must have been a challenge.

Muslims came to control large expanses of land through their conquests of most of the Middle East and Egypt. In the past, spoils had consisted of movable goods and these were distributed and disposed of on the spot. Now that booty consisted of conquered land, this practice was obsolete. Umar was entitled to one fifth of incoming tribute and converted his share into a permanent trust, the *sawafi*, which by the end of his reign included some 40,000 heads of cattle; the annual income of the *sawafi*, according to Yahya ibn Adam, ranged between four and seven million dirhams. This income, Umar felt, was property of the people, rather than his own, and he solicited advice from his counselors on how to use it. Umar rejected the option of letting soldiers take possession of individual parcels of land. He feared soldiers who settled into farming would lose their commitment to military service, and Muhammad had warned against weakening Islam’s martial culture: “The stability of my congregation rests upon the hoofs of their horses and the point of their lances, so long as they do not work the land; whenever they do that they become like the rest of men.” But Umar also objected on the grounds of intergenerational and social fairness: “What about the future generations of Muslims who will find that all the lands with the tenants on them are already distributed, occupied and inherited? . . . And who will care for the children and widows?”

Ali and Osman suggested that if soldiers should not own land direct, the revenue accruing from land taxes ought to be shared out. Al Mughirah suggested drawing up a log of every soldier’s salary because, he said, that was how the Byzantines had managed their payrolls and that approach seemed to have worked well. Umar followed that recommendation and tasked Al Mughirah with drawing up accounts to track salaries for Muslim warriors billeted abroad. Umar put government accounts on a new footing through setting up a financial clearinghouse that became the *diwan*, a term originally signifying a file or ledger, but that came to refer to government offices and treasury more widely. Several sources claimed the term *diwan* originated in Persia where, according to Ibn Khaldun, a Persian king touring his administration’s fiscal office was moved by the sight of so many scribbling officials to exclaim “*diwaneh*”—Persian for crazy. (Joking about tax officials was a staple of Arab humor.) Treasuries in provinces had delegated authority to set income and spending targets, and to transfer to Medina only the surplus. Umar also introduced fiscal transfers between provinces: complaints had been received from Basra that agricultural yields in that region were lower than around Kufa with corresponding implications for government spending, and consequently a portion of Kufa’s annual transfer to Medina therefore was directed to Basra. Scrutiny of provincial treasuries was strict. Treasuries were located
close by mosques, so it was difficult to enter undetected. The treasury chest in some cities, such as Damascus, was placed inside the courtyard of the mosque—"raised on eight columns"—out of reach of burglars and constantly in sight of the congregation.\(^{14}\)

**GOVERNMENT PENSION PLAN**

To introduce a third fiscal innovation, the world’s first government pension plan, Umar carried out a census and used this information to set a financial allowance for every member of the community. Soldiers, veterans, civilians, women, and children—everyone henceforth received an annual pension, scaled by timing of conversion, or of contribution to the promotion of Islam, or social status. At the head of the income scale were the widows of Muhammad: his favorite wife Aisha drew 12,000 dirhams and every other wife 10,000 dirhams. The second highest category were war veterans: 4,000 dirhams for participants of the Battle of Badr; 2,000 dirhams for those of important battles in Iraq and Syria; and there were discretionary bonuses for bravery. The third category comprised the original and later converts and emigrants to Medina (3,000 dirhams and 2,000 dirhams, respectively). Everyone else received the standard pension of 1,500 dirhams. Umar also introduced a child allowance; on every baby were settled 10 dinars, increasing to 100 dinars after the baby had been weaned.

However beneficent a measure, a government pension had the effect of turning citizens into salaried dependents of the state which, some feared, might entail adverse consequences, because a government benefit system could conceivably weaken incentives to earn a living through personal effort. That was the very concern of the pragmatist Abu Sufyan, who warned Umar: “If you award pensions to the people, they will live off the diwan and neglect business.”\(^{15}\) Indeed Umar became aware how welfare recipients soon adjusted their behavior to increase income, when he discovered mothers to qualify for higher benefits weaned babies prematurely; he adjusted the child benefit accordingly.

**BOOMTOWN MEDINA**

Muhammad had helped many of his companions prosper. Abu Bakr, Umar, Osman, and Ali were awarded substantial land grants, and Muhammad granted Az Zobayr, another close relation, as much unsettled land around Medina as he could cover on horseback in a day.\(^{16}\) Az Zobayr made his fortune from investing in properties and caravans, and he became a leading business magnate when he spotted a business opportunity in Medina’s rapidly swelling flood of booty: he began accepting deposits from fellow citizens.
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and invested them in caravan ventures, and bequeathed to his son Abdallah az Zobayr one of Medina’s largest estates and a social position from which he would mount a challenge for the caliphate.

Commercial euphoria infected all layers of society. The arrival of a caravan in Medina was an event of such moment that even Muhammad could not stop his congregation from precipitately leaving the mosque as they flocked to witness its entrance to the city (and, presumably, strike bargains). So pronounced was this urge that drew them away from their devotions that a stern rebuke was issued by the Koran: “Yet no sooner do they see some commerce or merriment afoot than they flock eagerly to it, leaving you standing all alone. Say: ‘That which God has in store is far better than any merriment or any commerce. God is the Most Munificent Giver.’”

Az Zobayr may have made more money than anyone else, but others were not far behind. Abd ar Rahman on arrival in Medina asked for the way to the market, there struck his first bargains, and soon had earned enough money to establish his own household. Abd ar Rahman, according to Ahmad ibn Hanbal, had a reputation for finding money under every rock he turned over. Masudi in The Meadows of Gold relished enumerating the inventory of estates left by the magnates of Medina: Abd ar Rahman’s estate consisted of 1,000 camels, 3,000 sheep, and 100 horses, and each of his four widows inherited 100,000 dinars. Talha and Osman each left 30 million dirhams. Osman in addition owned seven properties and 1,000 camels. The list of possessions—slaves and houses, cash and cattle—in many other instances could go on and on. Rounded numbers imply, clearly, that figures are estimates. But to warrant such enthusiastic attention, in any event these estates must have been very big.

Bounty from conquests indeed was staggering. The raid of the Persian royal palace in Ctesiphon alone yielded 12,000 dirhams for each of the 60,000 Muslim soldiers. Umar sold off a cache of jewels captured in Hamadan and raised 4,000,000 dirhams, which irrespective of the accuracy of that figure, shows Medina’s consumers commanded the spending power to buy out a Persian royal treasure. Even discounting exaggerations, rewards must have been extraordinary, and they boosted consumer spending as they trickled down through all layers of society. A flood of money turned Medina into a boomtown and property prices exploded. Az Zobayr was said to have bought a plot of land for 17,000 dirhams and sold it for 1.7 million dirhams. Most likely this particular figure was claimed for rhetorical effect (or was a scribe’s slip of the pen) but it brings across mark-ups were substantial. Has san ibn Thabit sold a property to Muawiya, and when his friends wondered why he parted from what must have been an attractive possession, he countered: “Why should I not trade a bushel of dates for a bushel of dirhams?” Muawiya acquired prestige properties and upgraded them, using burnt bricks and plaster to present a more appealing appearance. Imported marble
brightened the drab facades of Mecca and Medina and mosaics were afforded for interiors. Osman’s residence was made of stone and cement with doors of teak and cypress; Talha, another magnate, for his Medina residence used bricks, teak, and stucco. Az Zobayr owned homes in Kufa, Fustat, and Alexandria, and in Basra built a residence that was large enough later to serve as a hotel for “merchants, bankers, and traders from Bahrain and other countries.”

To anyone with a flair for commerce, the swelling flood of money circulating through society offered ample opportunities to thrive, but inevitably, some benefited more than others, in fact, much more, and in Medina’s boom a sense of camaraderie bred in Islam’s early years of shared hardships fell away. A new plutocrat class flaunted their wealth, and changed spending patterns affected lifestyles and attitudes.

Islam had never proscribed luxury, and luxury goods—gold, silver, and silk—had already been available in Muhammad’s day. Muhammad’s sword had a silver knob on its handle and silver covered the lower half of its sheath. There were many who already in Muhammad’s day owned jewelry; of a time Muhammad asked for voluntary donations, the women of Medina contributed “bracelets, bangles, anklets, earrings, and rings.” Moreover, standards of workmanship already then were high; prosthetic devices for injured warriors on occasion were wrought of gold. But luxury goods, such as there were, were displayed in moderation. Muhammad, who enjoyed wearing silk when he lived in Mecca, was never again seen wearing silk in Medina, and his companions who liked to wear silk had to find excuses when he upbraided them for such indulgence (Abd ar Rahman came up with the far-fetched pretext he needed to wear silk shirts because they did not scratch, which gave him an edge in combat—one can see his reputation for bargaining skills was well deserved.) The contrast was stark between Muhammad’s home, built with unburnt brick and using leather curtains for doors, and the opulent residences of Medina’s nouveaux riches.

Since Muhammad had died, Medina’s way of life had changed beyond recognition. The elite enjoyed a life of ease, and from that charmed circle of plutocrats riches trickled down to all layers of society. The government pension scheme and zakat ensured financial security for everyone, cushioned vulnerable sections of society, and boosted consumer spending. According to Samhudi, the disposable income spent on gold and silver in Medina at the time gave employment to three hundred goldsmiths. Osman had braces for his teeth made of gold wire; silver was used to make tableware; and gold and silver to embellish warriors’ cuirasses. An erstwhile refugee camp had become a boomtown. The temperate ways of Muhammad’s era were made to seem parochial by comparison, and there was mounting uneasiness over the direction Islam was taking. The true spirit of Islam, such was averred, was a spirit that placed submission to Allah ahead of material gratification, and
Conspicuous consumption alienated sections of society who found the ostentatious display of luxury goods and finery increasingly repugnant. A society that had grown rich began to debate how to deal with wealth—debates that, ultimately, escalated to civil war.

**NOTES**

7. Suyuti, *History of the Khalifahs*, 139.
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Decline of the Rashidun Caliphs

Masudi, in *The Meadows of Gold*, related many wondered how it could be Umar had had at his disposal such immense wealth when his predecessor had had so little—surely Allah had bestowed this wealth to test Umar—and by common consent Umar had passed Allah’s challenge. Masudi’s anecdote contained a subtext: wrapped into praise for Umar was the implied rebuke to successors who failed to emulate Umar’s probity. The first two caliphs, Abu Bakr, who had struggled to protect cash flows, and Umar, who had contended with channeling a flood of riches, bequeathed an embarrassment of riches. However, the caliphates of their two successors, Osman ibn Affan and Ali ibn Abi Talib, were marred by fractious dissent because social consensus unraveled. The election of Osman ibn Affan (who ruled from 644 to 656) passed power into the hands of plutocrats. Osman ibn Affan had grown up with privileged family connections, unlike the first two caliphs who had come from families that prior to the advent of Islam could never have aspired to prominence. Osman’s father, Affan, had been one of Abd al Mutallib’s advisers during negotiations to avert Abraha’s attack on the Kaaba in the Year of the Elephant and was said to have made his fortune when he plundered the spoils left behind by Abraha’s retreating army.

Osman was an astute businessman known to return from a successful day of trading to boast he “made a profit of a dinar for a dinar” (doubling one’s stake was a colloquial expression to say as much as “having done well”). 1 He added to the family fortune by investing in caravans and for one of Muhammad’s last raids “spent a huge sum, more than anyone had ever done,” which according to Tabari was “enough to equip a third of the army.” 2 Osman lived in a grand manner already before he came to office, conducted government policy as if he were managing a family firm, and was indifferent to the indignation his ostentation provoked. Whereas Umar had kept separate ac-
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counts for personal and official business, Osman, on the other hand, blurred the demarcation lines between private and official accounts because, he argued, the caliph was the incarnation of the government of Islam and accounting formalities did not bind him. Umar had been respected because he was tough but fair; Osman, on the other hand, was reviled for his abuse of power and nepotism.

INVESTING IN INFRASTRUCTURE

Medina was the richest city in Arabia, but paradoxically, was at risk of famine whenever crops were poor. A barren environment and lack of infrastructure combined to exacerbate the impact of droughts and epidemics. Medina’s sanitary standards were inadequate; the city’s population was growing rapidly, domestic lavatories were a Byzantine innovation that had yet to reach Medina, and public hygiene in the empire’s rapidly expanding capital must have been abysmal. The need for improved infrastructure was acute. Umar built a canal connecting the Nile to the Red Sea and port facilities on the Arab coast, and in this way facilitated import of grain from Egypt. He also secured the supply of fresh water to Basra through a nine-mile canal connecting the city to the river Tigris. Osman improved roads and wells on the Basra/Mecca route and recruited guards to police overland travel safety. The role of government expanded, and a new driver of economic growth, central government, step by step began to overlay the Arabic tradition of self-reliance with minimal oversight by public authorities.

Umar flanked government spending on infrastructure with measures to promote private investment in agriculture. Land grants were awarded to anyone prepared to develop uncultivated land, which coincidentally modified Muhammad’s ban on ownership of land by Muslims. The new class of property magnates invested in upgrading the productivity of their estate and hired foreign experts to advise on raising agricultural yields. Osman and Talha invested in irrigation projects and land reclamation around Medina; Muawiyah recruited a Greek estate manager to look after his holdings in and around Medina and there deployed 3,000 slaves on irrigation projects. But many magnates by and by sold their estates in Arabia and reinvested in properties in Syria and Iraq; those who chose to consolidate their largest landholdings in Arabia, Ali and Az Zobayr, were to become inveterate adversaries of the Omayyads.

Public spending also was channeled into upgrading mosques. Umar had enlarged the mosque in Medina, and Osman replaced the original columns in the mosque, cut from tree trunks, with new ones of stone, and he also refurbished the Kaaba. Muawiyah bought up properties in Mecca, including the home of Khadija that he converted into a mosque. But these gestures failed to
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silence critics who doubted Osman’s true motives; in fact, his lavish improvements were the very reason he alienated his critics further. Muhammad’s home had been demolished in the process of enlarging the mosque, which did little to win over Osman’s detractors who suspected he wanted to prevent Muslims from drawing unfavorable comparisons between his own opulent residence and the modest abode that had been sufficient for Muhammad. Osman’s fundamental flaw was not that he made mistakes, but worse: he did not seem to care. The Arabian Nights gave a candid assessment of Osman’s managerial ethics (and by implication of any other ruler acting like him):

When the tax money was placed before Osman his son came and took a dirham from it. Ziyad burst into tears and Osman asked him why. “I brought the tax money to Umar ibn al Chattab,” he said, “and his son took a dirham. His father ordered that it be snatched from his hand, but when your son does the same, I don’t see anyone saying anything or taking it away from him.” “And where can you find another Umar?” asked Osman.3

There were many examples of Osman’s flagrant conflicts of interest: he provoked malcontents when he granted state lands in Syria to Muawiyah; ceded the state’s claim on lands conquered in North Africa to his personal favorite al Hakam; and he inflamed public opinion when he appropriated to his personal estate the Islamic Empire’s prize booty, the Persian emperor’s personal treasury.

Senior officials found it increasingly difficult to work for a leader who flouted procedures. The chief of the Medina Treasury, Abdullah ibn Arqam, spoke out against making payments from the public treasury to Osman’s personal favorites, and when Osman scolded him for speaking out, Abdullah retorted he considered himself a servant of the people rather than of the caliph, handed in his resignation, and snubbed his master by refusing to return the keys to the treasury to Osman and instead took them to the mosque where he hung them in public view from the minbar. The regime’s excessive extravagance made even Medina’s plutocrats feel uncomfortable. When Osman bought one of Talha’s properties for 700,000 dirhams and paid in ready cash, Talha was heard to say no man should have that much money in hand and distributed the proceeds in alms. Osman’s support even among the elite was ebbing away; a signal that advertised ripening discontent was the frank dissent of Abu Dharr.

ABU DHARR

Financial integrity to Muhammad had been a religious obligation. He refused to attend funerals of Muslims who had neglected settling their debts before
they died unless it could be shown the deceased had been insolvent, in which

case Muhammad personally took on their liabilities. Indeed one of the last
(actions Muhammad undertook before his own demise was to settle an out-
standing debt to pre-empt Allah’s wrath in the afterlife. His successor Abu
Bakr, from a wish to exclude even the slightest suspicion of illicit enrich-
ment, left instructions before he died to sell his property to repay the salary
he had drawn during his two years as caliph. That same sentiment that moved
Abu Bakr to eschew personal enrichment for fear of incurring Allah’s wrath
shone through in verses he wrote with death at his elbow:

    You now own flocks but must yield them to an heir
    In time your spoils will slip from your grasp
    Wherever you go you arrive whence you came
    But once from the path that ends when you expire.4

Umar’s rigorous sense of duty inspired many stories in the Arabian
Nights that issued a veiled rebuke to later caliphs who abused their position
to reap immense personal gains. The Arabian Nights have Umar on his
deathbed telling his sons: “Your father has two choices—either that you
should be rich and he enter hellfire, or that you should be poor and he enter
Paradise. This latter matters more than that you should be rich. Rise, then;
may God protect you, for it is to him that I have entrusted the matter.”5

Ali forcefully asserted that striving for Allah’s favor was incomparably
more important than accumulating worldly goods and that welfare derived
from Allah’s beneficence rather than from wealth: “If destiny grants you a
tomorrow, God will provide for your survival. Know that everything you
acquire over and above your needs is only stored up by you for the use of
someone else.”6 Such poignant sentiments evoked a dormant undercurrent of
fatalism, and Ali sharpened that perception with his principled disdain for
avarice: “The world is made of carrion and if you want to claim a part of it
you must put up with the company of dogs.”7 Of course anyone who inclined
to Ali’s attitudes would discern in them incitements directed against the
lifestyle embraced by Osman and his coterie.

Abu Dharr had impeccable credentials as a spokesman for opposition to
Osman: he had been one of Muhammad’s first converts, but unlike many of
Muhammad’s companions, never exploited his close relations with Muham-
mad to seek preferment. For that reason alone, his criticism of pervasive
excess was all the more trenchant. Abu Dharr condoned striving for material
wealth, but only up to the point it helped prepare for the afterlife, whereas
plutocratic ostentation, he implied, was not only in poor taste but also pro-
foundly irreligious. Abu Dharr reminded anyone who would listen Muham-
mad once told him after looking at Mount Uhud: “If I came to own a block of
gold the size of this mountain, I would give it away and only keep three
dinar.”8 Nobody could verify whether Muhammad actually ever said that,
but what mattered was that Abu Dharr’s frank but blunt assessment voiced discontent felt by many. Osman rebuffed Abu Dharr’s invectives, pointing out he paid all taxes demanded by the Koran and it was not unethical to enjoy living life to the fullest. On the contrary, such was his rejoinder to Abu Dharr’s dour moralizing, the Prophet never expected a Muslim to live like a prig. Muawiyah, Syria’s governor in Damascus, put Abu Dharr to a test by gifting him 1,000 dinars and a day later under a pretext demanding he return the gift, hoping Abu Dharr would have squandered the money in the meantime and thus be exposed as a hypocrite. That ploy to embarrass Abu Dharr, however, rebounded. Abu Dharr was unable to return the gift, he admitted, for the simple reason he had spent the entire windfall on alms. For once, Muawiyah stood outsmarted. Abu Dharr not only did not soften his stance, but also attacked Muawiyah for building a sumptuous palace. “If you spent public money on this building,” he accused Muawiyah, “you are a traitor. If you spent your own money, you are a spendthrift.”

Abu Dharr on return to Medina would not be silenced, and finally Osman rid himself of this obdurate critic by banishing him. In the eyes of the people of Medina, who remembered how Osman’s forebears had persecuted Muhammad, suspicions took shape whether Omayyad professions of piety were a veneer for avarice, and rumors spread Osman’s hidden agenda was an Omayyad takeover of Islam. If Osman’s lifestyle made him unpopular, his undisguised favoritism alienated many subjects, and his high-handed management style made him intolerable. For too long Osman ignored his rising unpopularity and ultimately precipitated open revolt and his overthrow: he was besieged in his own residence, and intruders assassinated Osman, who at the moment of his death splattered blood on the Koran he held in his hands.

**ALI IBN ABI TALIB**

Osman’s successor was Ali (ruled from 656 to 661), the first caliph who came to office without prior experience in commerce. Ali had always kept aloof from the rush to accumulate riches, in fact, never concealed his disdain for considering luxury anything other than a temporary delusion. Of a time when Umar sought advice what to do with the most spectacular prize looted from the Persian king’s Ctesiphon palace, a magnificent rug interwoven with gold threads and jewels, some recommended this trophy would make for an impressive display at official functions, but Ali spoke out that a good Muslim considered all worldly goods transient and recommended the carpet be cut up and sold piece by piece. It is a sign of the respect Ali commanded at the time that his advice prevailed; how splendid was the possession that at his behest was dispersed we can infer from the fact that Ali sold his share of the carpet for 20,000 dirhams. Ali imposed his austere lifestyle on his family; Waqidi
wrote he once upbraided his wife Fatima for “wearing a coloured dress and kohl in her eyes,” and Al Fahkri related Ali “raised a large income from his properties all of which he expended on the poor and feeble, while he and his family were content with clothes made of rough cotton cloth, and loaves of barley bread.”

His election held out the promise of a return to the simple but pious ways of Muhammad’s era. On accession, he broke open the treasury and disbursed funds to the poor and revoked all of his predecessor’s appointments. However, all those who stood to lose from his shake up of the highest echelons of government were easily persuaded to support his opponents. Battle lines were drawn between a party of tradition-minded loyalists supporting Ali and the cosmopolitan mercantile class backing Muawiyah. In an ensuing civil war that once again pitted Hashimites against Omayyads, Ali was vanquished. Before narrating how that campaign progressed, preceding remarks should go into the underlying issues that precipitated war. The sore of the body politic of Islam was that there still were contentions over the nature of a caliph’s right to assume authority.

THE TITLES OF THE RASHIDUN CALIPHS

Muhammad’s right to govern derived from his prophetic office. Adherence to Islam encompassed unquestioning recognition of Muhammad’s political authority and Muhammad had made clear that government authority had its fount in the mosque. Muhammad bequeathed formidable military capabilities, comprehensive fiscal arrangements, and the basics of a judiciary. His successors, on the other hand, who could not lay claim to the unimpeachable authority of divine calling, therefore faced twofold challenges: at home, to convince their subjects their governance was doing God’s work; abroad, to adapt Medina’s administrative machinery to fit it to the scale of a far-flung empire.

The Prophet’s death opened at the head of Islam a void that was filled by the election of Abu Bakr. Election to the caliphate in principle was open to all, and candidacies underwent a two-stage process: an inner circle of leading citizens reached consensus on a suitable nominee and his election was ratified by an assembly in the mosque. The caliphate was not hereditary; Ali arguably had better claims to the caliphate than anyone else but was always passed over until all the other main contenders for the caliphate had died. But Abu Bakr’s election had resolved only who should be at the helm of Islam at that particular moment, and the deeper contention on what he should base his authority was left in abeyance.

Abu Bakr projected his conception of his office through his chosen title, *caliph*, meaning successor, which asserted he governed in his capacity as
executor of the will of Muhammad. It is astonishing how in the midst of tumult erupting within hours of Muhammad’s death was conceived a political title that came to last longer than any other in world history; from 632 Islam’s supreme political leaders would style themselves as caliphs until the title together with the Ottoman Empire disappeared in 1924. However, subtle changes to that title by succeeding *rashidun caliphs* showed changes to the way they conceived their authority. Umar eschewed adopting the title of *caliph* because, as he argued, such might encourage the inference he was appointed as deputy of Abu Bakr (rather than of Muhammad), which implied every future succession would mark an incremental remove from the authority held by Muhammad and so erode the power vested in this office. Umar preferred styling his title as *amir al-muminin* (Commander of the Faithful) and projected his authority when he walked about by carrying a whip. When the time came to elect a successor to Umar, however, the issue was still unresolved whether a caliph’s authority derived from succession to Muhammad or to his immediate predecessor. The shortlist of contenders had been whittled down to two contenders, Osman and Ali, when the appointment committee posed to both candidates the identical question: whether the only precedents considered binding were those set by Muhammad, or also those set by Abu Bakr and Umar. Osman answered in the affirmative, Ali did not; Osman’s response decided the contest in his favor, Ali was passed over once more. Osman and Ali projected how they conceived the nature of their office through subtle alterations to the title of *caliph*. Osman styled his office as *chalifat Allah*, implying the caliph deputed for Allah, while Ali changed the title to *chalifat rasul Allah*, restoring his office to that of a deputy of Allah’s Messenger.  

Changes occurred to the process of electing a leader and how he styled his title. But there never was dispute, however, that political legitimacy was not conferred by power brokers or the congregation, but only by the Koran. Any incumbent of Islam’s highest political office had a vital interest to settle potential disputes over what the Koran contained. Nothing could undermine a caliph’s authority more than an imputed disregard or, even worse, lack of knowledge of the Koran, and Osman faced this very allegation when Kufa’s governor Abdullah ibn Masud asserted Osman’s version of the Koran was flawed and circulated a variant. Osman could not afford to ignore this challenge (Abdullah was a former servant of Muhammad who had memorized the entire Koran). A lapse in Osman’s paramount duty as guardian of Muhammad’s revelations in the eyes of the community would have been tantamount to an indictment. Osman, departing from his usual autocratic management style, appointed a committee to sift variant versions of the Koran and to agree on a conformed copy. This agreed recension he dispatched to provincial capitals and variants were destroyed. (The capacity to distribute a conformed copy of the Koran across a vast empire, is testimony how far stan-
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ardens of written communication in early Islamic administration had progressed; according to the Times, the last surviving copy of Osman’s Koran was destroyed by a fire in the Damascus mosque in 1893.\(^{14}\)

The assassination of Osman threatened not only to tear apart Islamic society, but also the religion that held it together. Religion and politics were inseparably linked in the killing of a caliph that constituted one of two—equally fearsome—acts: if the caliph had violated his duties he deserved to die, else the assassins were guilty of a heinous sacrilege. Rioting in Medina made quick election of a caliph to restore law and order paramount, but the calm ensuing from Ali’s election was only temporary. Osman’s relative Muawiya let it be known Ali’s condemnation of Osman’s assassins seemed lax, hinting that as a beneficiary of Osman’s murder he may have tacitly condoned their plot. Muawiya demonstrated the enormity of the crime that had been committed by displaying Osman’s bloodied garments from the minbar of the Damascus mosque. In 656, hostilities erupted and the Islamic project once again tottered on the brink of disaster. But the Omayyads vanquished each standard-bearer of Arabia’s aristocracy—Ali, his sons Hussayn and Hassan, and finally Abdallah az Zobayr—until at last in 691 they became undisputed claimants of the caliphate. The civil wars swept away many of the conventions that had underpinned governance and administration of the umma.

**ALI AND MUAWIYAH**

Ali had incomparably better credentials to serve as caliph than Muawiya. Their biographies shared superficial similarities—both had served as Muhammad’s private secretaries and for decades had been policy insiders. But by personality and social background, they could not have been more different. Ali’s bankrupted father had given him up for adoption as a child; Ali converted to Islam as a teenager at a time when Muhammad’s adherents still numbered only a handful; and his war record was exemplary. His adversary Muawiya, on the other hand, had converted to Islam on the eve of Muhammad’s triumphal return to Mecca; owed his appointment as Muhammad’s secretary to his father’s successful lobbying; and pursued a career in the civil service in Damascus, at a safe distance from Medina’s charged political atmosphere where Ali had been embroiled in countless clashes. But the one-time war hero Ali now was past his prime; Tabari heard him described as “bald, big-bellied, and short.”\(^{15}\) Military campaigning suited Ali, but his supporters must have sensed their leader’s time had passed when after running to ground a prominent foe, Az Zobayr, they presented him with his fallen enemy’s sword, and Ali, remembering the campaigns when he and Az Zobayr had fought side by side, was stirred to the wistful exclamation: “This
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The sword often turned the Prophet’s worries into joy.” The memories that claimed Ali now had a stronger hold on him than prospects of a bright future, darkening the outlook for his prosecution of the war.

The civil war in the beginning went well for Ali; he gained the upper hand in battles but failed to press his advantage. Ali made a strategic mistake by assuming his enemies cared as much for preserving Islam’s past as he did. When he captured Aisha, he exhibited restraint to the point of self-denial. Ali, instead of exacting vengeance from the very foe who had thwarted his claim to Muhammad’s property and succession, had Aisha escorted back to Medina to live out her days in peace. Muawiyah, meanwhile, exploited Ali’s conciliatory approach and played for time. Muawiyah was famous for his presence of mind and quick wit; once a commander sought to impress Muawiyah by boasting he had never given battle without in advance planning an escape route, and Muawiyah retorted he had never given battle when he thought he might need one. Ali’s grit was no match for Muawiyah’s guile, his campaign lost momentum, and in 661, Ali was stabbed by an assassin and succumbed to a glancing cut from the assassin’s poisoned dagger. Sadness in Medina over a death unworthy of a war hero, undefeated in battle, was compounded when lingering hopes were dashed Ali’s sons might avenge their father: Hussayn died in 672, presumed poisoned, and Hassan was killed in battle in 680. Medina, a city imbued with personal memories of Muhammad, was shrouded in grief. Aisha, whose youthful exuberance once had charmed Muhammad, had been widowed at the age of nineteen and nearing her end at the age of sixty-four was heard to yearn she had never been born, and from crying so many tears, they said, had gone blind.

LOOKING BACK AT THE RASHIDUN ERA

Muhammad had promoted enterprise and set taxes to support social welfare, and he also imposed a steeply progressive tax rate on his own income to ensure that he enriched the community rather than himself. Scaling up Muhammad’s public administration had been no less challenging than bringing it into being, and innovations of the rashidun era were catalysts for sustained economic growth: the rashidun hired and trained officials to staff their administration, established a judiciary, imposed new taxes, invested in infrastructure, and created the world’s first government pension plan. Controversies over distribution of income grew more acrimonious when there emerged a plutocrat class with a lifestyle in opposition to Muhammad’s frugal simplicity, and tensions rose once riches flooded into Medina and the caliphs no longer were seen to reconcile the twin goals of creating wealth for individuals along with welfare for all. By and by, as Muhammad’s contemporaries passed away and memories of Muhammad dimmed, the glow of personal
association with the Prophet no longer counted as unassailable qualification for claiming the right to govern, and once Islam had outgrown Arabia, a new generation of leaders ousted the Medina elite from office and moved the seat of government to the new center for economic growth, Damascus.

The *rashidun* transformed the Islamic economy through three key measures. The first was to convert conquered land into a government holding. In Muhammad’s day the status of every citizen was that of a partner in a collective enterprise where profit shares derived from investment in *ghazis*—either by risking life and limb, contributing cavalry, or underwriting funding. That changed once all revenue passed through the caliph’s hand—albeit acting as trustee. The introduction of the *diwan* and of social security plans converted the status of Muslims: ordinary citizens received recurring income from regular operations, and the managing elite paid themselves bonuses from windfalls. The caliph’s financial resources became immense and every Muslim had become a ward of the state.

The second key measure was the establishment of a bureaucracy that managed finances. Creating the *diwan* was a first step in building a large cadre of government accountants who tracked income and spending, built cash reserves and managed cash flows across great distances and budget periods. Arabs dispersed across great distances, and fiscal transfers such as those between Kufa and Basra ensured Muslims were treated equitably. Within individual cities Arabs kept intact their identity, but between regional centers such as Kufa and Basra, there emerged rivalries.

The third measure was the creation of a large trade zone. Now that tax revenue no longer was transferred to royal courts in Constantinople or in Ctesiphon, monies were spent within the Islamic Empire. Improved roads helped goods flow between the new urban centers—Kufa, Basra, and Fustat—located in regions with complementary products. Spending power in these cities grew rapidly. The acquiescence to Muslim rule—no sustained outbreaks of uprisings by the empire’s new subjects occurred—is a sign that the caliphs’ subjects were reconciled to the new regime. The Islamic Empire contained centers manufacturing cotton (Basra, Kirman), linen (the Maghrib), silk (Azerbaijan), damask (a luxury cloth from Damascus), perfume (Persia), and an abundance of fruit and vegetables from the Levant. These individual regional economies were in a position to take advantage of comparative advantages, and Arabs applied their traditional trade expertise in a larger theater of activity. However, Islam’s prosperity undermined Medina’s status as capital of the empire. Muhammad’s administration suited a municipal setting, but would have been inadequate to administer an empire enveloping Iraq, Syria, and Egypt. Consequently, the *rashidun* scaled up Muhammad’s administration, aligned tax regimes and introduced account management systems. But the money spent in Medina had been made elsewhere: Arabia had turned from a producer into a user of wealth. Once new
opportunities beckoned from integrating the economies of Iraq, Syria, Palestine, and Egypt into a single market, Arabia was no longer the economic center of gravity of the Islamic Empire.

The rashidun caliphs had different leadership styles: Abu Bakr was self-effacing, Umar tough, Osman autocratic, and Ali consensual. But for all their differences, they had much in common: their formative years coincided with the period of Islam’s tests and tribulations in Mecca and Medina, and each had staked his career and his very life on supporting the creed that had been placed in their hands to guard and promote. The rashidun were venerated as elders might have been in an extended family, indeed succession was managed as it might have been in a family business. Each of the rashidun was either a son-in-law or father-in-law of Muhammad, and through their relationship with Muhammad they were all related to one another and also intermarried. That did not, however, make them any less competitive. Stories of internecine intrigue abound; Abu Bakr had a son who was in the number of Osman’s assassins; his daughter Aisha rallied troops in battle against Ali; and another daughter, Asma, was mother to Abdallah az Zobayr, who mounted a challenge for the caliphate. Stories of such currents and crosscurrents could easily be multiplied.

The achievements of the rashidun were formidable: Muhammad had turned a refugee camp into a state, and that state his successors expanded into an empire. Muawiyah turned his back on conservatives in Arabia nostalgic for the way of life of Islam’s early, pioneering days. Few ruling elites could have been better suited to merging hitherto separate regions into an enlarged single market than the merchant class of Mecca. Wealth generation had shifted from Arabia to the provinces bordering on the Mediterranean, and this empire needed a new framework for government and its economy a new business model. The new regime had to overhaul and scale up the framework for government and administration to match the new dimensions of the empire. With the transfer of the seat of government to Damascus, a new era began. One of the first challenges facing an empire that housed a vast single market was to create a suitable monetary regime: the single market needed a single currency.

**NOTES**

The Koran in question conceivably was the copy Osman had held in his hands at the moment of his assassination.
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Journey to Jerusalem

Translating the empire’s capital from Arabia to Syria constituted a momentous upheaval; religious and political considerations were inextricably mingled. Traditionalists who no longer moved in the corridors of power when the capital was moved to Damascus frowned on anything that undermined the status of Mecca and Medina. But there were several reasons for the move, one of which would have been considerations of personal security. In Medina, the ruler and his household would be exposed to constant scrutiny of a large number of disaffected rivals and live in the midst of a community constantly drawing comparisons with Muhammad. Medina was a city, said Waqidi, that “could boil like a kettle” and Muawiyah would have been conscious that Umar, Osman, and Ali all had succumbed to assassins. But Damascus also was favored by the dynamics of the empire’s economy. Arabia no longer was the heartland of the emerging cross-border single market, and relocating the capital to Damascus placed it at the heart of the Islamic economy that was getting larger. The Omayyad family had long-standing links to Syria; Muawiyah’s father, Abu Sufyan, owned property there already before the advent of Islam. Arguably, the capital could have moved to Jerusalem, but a city where merchants and officials set the tone would have been more congenial to Omayyads than one frequented by pilgrims and divines.

The start-up phase of the Islamic economy was over the moment the diwan earned more revenue from taxes than from raids. “Tribute is better than booty,” said Umar, “for it continues, whereas spoil vanishes.” Fiscal priorities shifted from seeking out new sources of revenue to improving existing ones. Moreover, a new economy had taken shape beyond Arabia’s borders where in provinces from Mesopotamia to Egypt new wealth was won, whereas Arabia, on the other hand, now consumed rather than produced wealth. A third issue was that the provinces recently incorporated into the
Islamic Empire had as little in common with each other as they had with Arabia, and Arab Muslims dispersed across extensive dominions now were a religious and ethnic minority in the empire they governed. The social and economic constitution of an egalitarian warrior society sprung from Medina’s refugee camp was ill adapted to the demands of governing a far-flung empire.

The Omayyads had been making a living from trade for generations and to them the benefits of integrating Persian, Byzantine, and Egyptian provinces through trade were obvious. Muawiyah and his successors pursued two interdependent policies, designed to establish their credentials as devout stewards of Muhammad’s legacy and to level barriers to trade within the Islamic economy. The cornerstones of Muhammad’s umma, the mosque and the market, through two measures the Omayyads scaled up to fit an empire: they projected their vision of a multicultural Islamic society through commissioning a building program of some of the world’s most spectacular mosques, and they recast the Islamic Empire as a single market through issuance of a single currency. The most significant Omayyad mosque, the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem, was completed in 692. The Omayyad gold dinar, the first gold standard created outside Europe, appeared in its final version in 696. Several decades of sustained effort had preceded these achievements.

CIVIL WAR AGAINST ABDALLAH AZ ZOBAYR

The civil war against Ali had claimed more lives and sacrifices than jihad against enemies abroad, and the struggle over the direction of Islam did not die with Ali. Muawiyah anticipated contentions over the direction of caliphal authority again would burst into bloody conflict when the time would come to choose his successor. Muawiyah aimed to pre-empt civil strife by asking regional power brokers to acknowledge his son Yazid as crown prince, but this step was a miscalculation—little could provoke traditionalists more than the presumption of dynastic prerogative, and moreover, it seemed duplicitous dynastic succession was advanced on behalf of the Omayyads who had been adamant in their opposition to this very principle when the putative incumbent had been Ali. Muawiyah’s bid backfired, civil war recommenced, and ended only thirty years later, in 691, after a conflict that would see Omayyads besiege Mecca and bombard the Kaaba.

The backlash against the Omayyads had its leader in Abdallah az Zobayr (whose father had been a casualty in the campaign against Ali). Abdallah was one of Arabia’s largest landholders and his pedigree was peerless; indeed he was so closely interrelated with the rashidun elite he might have been considered one himself. Abdullah was related to Muhammad (his grandmother’s
nephew); Khadija (his father’s aunt); Abu Bakr (his grandfather); and Aisha (his aunt). Moreover, his stepmother Attika had been married to the sons of Abu Bakr and Umar. Abdallah, in addition to the advantages of money and connections, matched the Omayyad flair for managing public perceptions. Abdallah styled his title as **Guardian of the Kaaba** in Mecca and took up residence there, a stark contrast to Omayyads who based themselves in Damascus. Residing in Mecca had further connotations of legitimacy, since guarding the **Kaaba** had ever been the prerogative and duty of the community’s leader. Abdallah also gained an even greater psychological advantage from basing himself in Mecca, because every pilgrim to Mecca would link Abdallah and the **Kaaba** and every annual round of pilgrimages would undermine Omayyad pretensions to power and burnish the merits of his own. Abdallah could afford to sit back; control over Mecca was all that Abdallah needed to evince the Omayyads had severed their roots. Abdallah was an astute tactician who avoided Ali’s mistake of attacking Omayyad strongholds in Syria and Iraq, and preferred to remain in Mecca, daring the Omayyad forces to attack Islam’s most sacred city.

The Omayyads to prosecute the war had to attack Abdallah’s stronghold Mecca, Islam’s most venerable city. This high-risk strategy called for a commander who would not flinch from offending sensitivities, and the Omayyads had such a commander in Hajjaj ibn Yusuf, who during his siege of Mecca had no qualms against bombarding the **Kaaba** and risking damage to its fabric. Finally, however, he was able to seize the city, a victory that confirmed Hajjaj’s terrifying reputation of having killed more Muslims than anyone before. In Damascus, the reaction was one of relief, coupled with the realization that after bombarding the **Kaaba**, burnishing Omayyad credentials as sincere adherents of Islam was more important than ever.

**THE DOME OF THE ROCK**

*Mirage*, the French word for apparition, came into circulation in the nineteenth century, shortly after French scholars who had accompanied Napoleon on his expedition to Egypt there encountered the Koranic conception of a **miraj**. In the Koran, **miraj** refers to Muhammad’s **Night Journey**, an episode where the Prophet in the course of a single night was transported to a distant temple and thence ascended to heaven. Views differed whether the **miraj** was real or imagined, but by the Omayyad era consensus settled: the temple was that in Jerusalem, the city linked to Abraham and that had transfixed the Muslim imagination from the earliest stage of Islam. When God brought into being the universe, Samhudi wrote, Mecca was created first, then Medina, then Jerusalem, and only then, a thousand years later, the rest of the world. Jerusalem was the direction Muslims faced in prayer, until Muhammad after
a rift with Medina’s Jewish community commanded them to turn toward Mecca. Jerusalem, alongside Mecca and Medina, the Prophet deemed one of three destinations of Muslim pilgrimage. However, no mosque existed to host pilgrims in Jerusalem during Muhammad’s lifetime, but the Omayyads, by building there the Dome of the Rock, made the *miraj* come true.

Jerusalem had been conquered in 635, and many in Medina thought they would never see Umar again when he set forth from Medina to Jerusalem to sign the occupation settlement: they feared Umar would stay there and Medina would cede its position as capital of the Islamic Empire to Jerusalem. That fear, however, was misplaced. Umar surprised followers and foes when he entered Jerusalem not in triumph but clad in the garb of a pilgrim. Umar made a point of exhibiting restraint throughout his visit. Led through the city he had at his mercy, Umar declined the invitation to step into a Christian church because, he explained, were he to enter other Muslims would follow; to all who stood by it was clear Umar did not cross the threshold because he wished to ensure Christian sites remain inviolate. On behalf of Muslims, Umar had but one request: to clear a site for a future mosque. That concession secured and with no more business to attend to, Umar returned to Medina.

Muawiyah, on accession to the caliphate, demonstrated his intent to interpret his office in a new way through the protocol of ceremonies. Whereas hitherto all elections of caliphs had been ratified in the mosque in Medina, Muawiyah proclaimed his caliphate in Jerusalem. And as if to underscore the motivation for choosing a city that was home to communities of Christians and Jews, he proceeded to pay a visit to Gethsemane, a site venerated by Christian pilgrims. Reaching out to Christian and Jewish constituencies that vastly outnumbered the Arab Muslims who ruled them was only opportune, and to address all three religions no city was more apt than Jerusalem. Muawiyah’s inauguration signaled an agenda: to demonstrate respect for the heritage of Jews and Christians and to assert Jerusalem also was a home for Muslims.

The caliph Abd al Malik (645–705) followed Muawiyah’s precedent and he, too, inaugurated his caliphate in Jerusalem. Abd al Malik had grown up in Medina where his father, Marwan, belonged to Osman’s inner circle and already as a youth had learned court intrigue could be lethal. Abd al Malik was a teenager at the time Osman was assassinated; possibly even present in the same building at the very moment the murder took place. The family moved to Damascus where Marwan became caliph but he, too, died suddenly and under suspicious circumstances. (Marwan died in his harem where rumor had it his wives had strangled him.) Abd al Malik apprehended raw power alone could not shield a caliph from the visceral enmities haunting the Arab elite, and what was needed was a means to broaden and deepen support for the ruler of an empire whose compass extended also over Christians and
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Jews. Muhammad had visited Jerusalem on his *miraj*; Umar there had selected the site for a mosque; and Abd al Malik wove Islam into Jerusalem’s religious fabric through construction of the Dome of the Rock.

The rock that gave the mosque its name was linked to the most sacred memories of Judaism and Islam. Judaic tradition held that Abraham on this very spot had offered to sacrifice his son Isaac, and Muslim legends averred Muhammad from it had ascended to heaven. The Dome of the Rock projected links between the three Abrahamic religions through visual messaging: it was situated on the very location of Solomon’s Temple and replicated the ground plan of Jerusalem’s Church of the Holy Sepulchre. The mosque contains 260 meters of Koranic inscriptions, such as: “He is God, the One; God the Eternal; He had not begotten nor was He begotten; and there is none comparable to Him.” Prestige trophies, such as the crown of the vanquished Persian emperor Chosroes that was hung from the ceiling, asserted the caliph’s authority. Moreover, as a reminder Islam also was heir to Abraham, horns of rams from Abraham’s flock were on display.

No expense was spared to ensure the site made up in glamor what it lacked in natural beauty. The Dome of the Rock was built on a derelict urban site covered by debris and land reclamation alone would have been very expensive. Suyuti recorded that building costs consumed seven years’ tax revenue from Egypt, and Muslims sensed Abd al Malik’s ambition to show Islam surpassing the splendor of ancestral religions. The Muslim historian Mukaddasi heard from his uncle: “Abd al Malik seeing the greatness of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre and its magnificence was moved lest it should dazzle the minds of the Muslims and hence erected above the Rock, the Dome which is now seen there.” Even polemics against Islam only worked to enhance the location’s mystique. If St. John of Damascus, for example, cast doubts on mythical accounts Abraham and Isaac had in fact ever been present in Mecca, then by inference it was all the more compelling Jerusalem must have been where Abraham had offered to sacrifice his son Isaac. The Dome of the Rock projected Abrahamic religions as a coherent whole, asserting the claim of Islam, as descendant of Judaism and Christianity, to accede to its ancestral legacy, and coincidentally reminded viewers who had made this vision possible, namely the Omayyad caliphs.

The Dome of the Rock afforded collateral policy benefits. Construction began while the civil war against Abdallah was raging, and it must have occurred to the caliph’s planning staff that, were Arabia to permanently slip from control, Jerusalem might serve as a suitable alternative to Mecca as a destination for pilgrims. Pilgrimage was an important conduit for trade flows and cutting off Arabia would have had adverse economic repercussions. Therefore, to anchor Islam in a city of unequaled religious significance opened up alternative destinations for pilgrim traffic to Arabia and for the business it brought in its wake. Al Yakubi confirmed Omayyads had this
option in mind: “Then Abd al Malik forbade the people of Syria to make the pilgrimage (to Mecca); because Abdallah az Zobayr was liable to seize on pilgrims and force them to pay him allegiance . . . and the people took the custom of circumambulating the Rock, as they did round the Kaaba.” A European pilgrim who visited Jerusalem at the time, a certain Arculf, observed “an immense multitude of people of different nations are used to meet in Jerusalem for the purpose of commerce.” Omayyads were savvy practitioners of Islamic statecraft that ever linked politics, religions, and trade, and Omayyads made an immense financial and political investment in Jerusalem, so Yakubi’s testimony is not implausible. Abd al Malik may have stopped short of making Jerusalem Islam’s principal spiritual home when in 691 his general Hajjaj breached the defenses of Mecca and Abdallah az Zobayr was cornered, killed, and crucified. Now, contingency plans to find an alternative to Mecca could be quietly dropped.

THE MOSQUE OF DAMASCUS

The extraordinary efforts expended by Omayyads to influence public perceptions of Islam accorded with Muhammad’s statecraft. Muhammad initially disposed of a very small budget and had a very small personal staff, but through his court poet Hassan ibn Thabit he propagated messages to the wider public. The Omayyads, with an incomparably bigger budget at their disposal, crafted their image as stewards of Islam through building and improving mosques. The Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem was the most spectacular Ommayad mosque, but only one of many. In Medina, Mecca, Damascus—everywhere Muslims congregated in numbers they had before their eyes mosques luxuriating in fine materials and showcasing the highest standards of workmanship. Particular efforts were expended on building the mosque in the empire’s capital, Damascus.

Damascus had been conquered in 634. However, although Muslims now were undisputed masters of the city, they did not come to an agreement with local Christians who would take control of the city’s most significant building, the cathedral. The compromise reached at last seemed Solomonic: Christians and Muslims agreed to joint use of the cathedral and each denomination worshipped at opposite ends of the building, an arrangement that continued until 705 when the caliph Al Walid demolished the cathedral to make room for a mosque. (He compensated the Christian community through restoration of previously confiscated church assets.)

Damascus had the finest mosque money could buy. Mukaddasi reports Al Walid spent seven years’ Syrian tax revenue on the project; Ibn Jubayr reports the budget was four hundred chests of money containing 28,000 dinars each. The impression created by this building was striking; Yakut
reported a Byzantine envoy to Damascus was overheard, “I had told the assemblies of Byzantium that the Arabs and their power would not last; but now, when I see what they have built, I am certain their rule will be long term.” Indeed the Omayyad investment of effort, time and money in building mosques paid off: in all, fourteen members of the Omayyad family acceded to the caliphate.

NOTES

6. Quoted in Le Strange, *Palestine under the Moslems*, 118.
Chapter Twelve

Islamic Gold Currency

Arabs as a rule left civil administration in conquered countries for the most part untouched. In Egypt, however, Egyptians were confronted with a drastic instance of Muslim intervention even before they knew how to spell Muhammad’s name. In the aftermath of invasion, the Coptic bishop Picendi was shocked: “Arabs take away Egyptian gold coins engraved with the cross and an image of Jesus” and replace these with inscriptions with “the name of their Prophet who they refer to as their imam, and whose precepts they follow religiously. His name is Momadonus.”

This defacement of coinage in Egypt, where Byzantine gold coins had been in circulation from time immemorial, remained an isolated act for the time being. But when Muawiyah instigated fundamental administrative reforms, efforts resumed to reform the Islamic monetary system. Muawiyah split the diwan into a War Office and Treasury, introduced an audit function, and expanded the police and postal services. This last service was particularly sensitive; provincial postmasters were station chiefs of internal security whose confidential reports bypassed the local governor. (Postmasters used pigeons to airmail reports; the caliph Abd al Malik gave instructions that postmasters be admitted without prior appointments, showing short response times were vital to thwarting conspiracies.) Muawiyah deputed non-Muslims to shape government policy, and gave his backing to a worldly, cosmopolitan cadre that kept professional responsibilities separate from private convictions. Uniformity of creed was not imposed on senior officials; one Omayyad tax official who later retired to a monastery, St. John of Damascus, wrote a tract, *Islam as a Heresy*, without precipitating disciplinary action. Muawiyah strengthened his personal control of the economy. He confirmed Osman’s controversial awards of land to personal favorites and coincidentally derived from this measure more advantages than anyone else. Muawiyah, during his tenure as governor of Syria,
had received Osman’s approval to disburse revenue from state lands in Syria as he saw fit (at the time, Muawiyah had explained to Osman he needed discretionary spending authority because governing the country was so expensive), and these extensive land holdings now passed into Muawiyah’s personal estate. Muawiyah thereby became a rich man in his own right.

Abd al Malik continued Omayyad practice of appointing to senior government positions Christians, such as his court poet, doctor and chief treasurer (the latter the father of St. John of Damascus). His brother, who became governor of Egypt, had a Christian tutor. Abd al Malik would have liked to improve promotion prospects for Arabs, however, and changed the official language for business from Greek to Arabic, but was pragmatic enough to hire back Greek personnel due to a staff shortage. The Belgian historian Henri Lammens has provided vivid descriptions of how the Commander of the Faithful and his non-Muslim counselors mingled socially: Abd al Malik showed off his genial relations with Christians by tolerating his court poet Aftal’s banter who explained he was late for a recitation at court because, together with another Christian, the Minister of Finance Sergius, he had been enjoying a glass of wine.²

**BYZANTINE GOLD, ARAB BULLION**

In Damascus, Syrian subjects used Byzantine coins because no other were available. The benefits of a currency issued locally were obvious; it would smooth trading flows in provinces where local business communities had to be won over to the new regime, and moreover, would impress on them that Omayyads were peers of their Byzantine adversaries. However, introducing a new currency was a formidable task that impinged upon international currency arrangements that had been in place for centuries. Islamic currency reform consumed decades of administrative effort, until it came to fruition at last in 696.

The scale of this task was thrown into relief by a comparison between the monetary system of Byzantium, where a robust gold standard had been put in place centuries ago, and the rudimentary state of coinage in Arabia. Constantine, the founder of Constantinople, issued the first Byzantine gold coin, the *solidus*, and for over three hundred years his successors minted gold coins of such purity they were called *hyperper*. Byzantine coins were a tangible symbol of the stability of the empire that issued them, and accordingly Byzantine authorities knew the high price to pay in loss of prestige and diplomatic standing if the quality of the *solidus* ever came into doubt. Byzantine diplomats insisted international treaties contained a clause that gold coinage remained a Byzantine franchise, and Persians even in times of war never ven-
Islamic Gold Currency

In the quest to challenge that monopoly, a prerogative, claimed the Byzantine Procopius, that showed the Byzantine emperor was peerless:

And yet, while the Persian king is accustomed to make silver coins as he likes, still it is not considered right either for him or for any other sovereign in the whole barbarian world to imprint his own likeness on a gold [coin], and that, too, though he has gold in his own kingdom; for they are unable to tender such a coin to those with whom they transact business, even though the parties concerned in the transactions happen to be barbarians.3

The disparity between Byzantine sophistication and Arab underdevelopment in monetary systems was all the more startling considering Arabs, unlike Byzantines, had gold mines in easy reach. When and how Arabs discovered gold and how useful it could be is obscure, but mining at any rate had been undertaken from times immemorial. Mentions of Arabs already in the Bible and by Greek and Roman geographers link them to gold, and the perception that gold in Arabia was pervasive and easy to find persisted into the Middle Ages.4 Rabbi Petachia, a Bavarian visiting Baghdad in the twelfth century, had heard that “in the land of Ishmael the gold grows like herbs. In the night its brightness is seen, when a mark is made with dust or lime. They then come in the morning and gather the herbs upon which the gold is found.”5 But more likely Arabs had to dig deep to source gold; archaeologists have located some 1,000 mining sites in Arabia dating back to the *jahiliyya* with shafts sunk up to seventy meters.6 Arabs were conversant with the extraordinary profitability of gold mining. Muhammad taxed mining profits at 20 percent (much higher than the standard *zakat* of 2½ percent). Disputes over mining rights actuated one of Islamic law’s earliest cases: the sons of Bilal ibn Rabah had sold a parcel of land and the new owner after taking possession had discovered underground ore. Bilal’s sons sued to annul the transaction on the grounds the sale price had not reflected the property’s fair value; they won.7

Although mining in Arabia was very advanced, coinage was rudimentary. In Arabia, absent a government empowered to issue coins, coinage lagged by centuries that of Persia and Byzantium. Arab merchants abroad used whatever happened to be the local currency of choice, and at home valued coins the same way they would gold nuggets—by weight. “The dinars of Heraclius used to be current among the people of Mecca before Muslim times,” said Baladhuri, “but it was not customary to buy and sell with them except by considering the coins as bullion.”8 Such customs remained unchanged from the days of Hashim until Umar. Bahrain’s remarkable tribute passing into possession of Umar was said to have comprised 500,000 coins, but no indication was made of denominations, and Umar apportioned coins by the handful—a patently imprecise approach that shows individual denominations did not matter even in the days of the *rashidun*. Gaps in financial literacy were
wide. Al Fahkri in his account of the Iraq campaign cannot resist telling a joke about a warrior who had no notion that gold was more valuable than silver; accordingly the hapless warrior asked: “Who will take this yellow stuff and give me white?” because he “thought that silver was more valuable than gold.” (In Arab literature, uncharitable jokes about failed traders are as conspicuous as eulogies for successful ones.)

Arabs were unprepared for the deluge of bullion that conquests swept into their hands, and those unsuspecting of sharp business practices often must have let riches slip between their fingers. But moneychangers in Medina, for their part, must have been hard pressed to provide reliable and comprehensive exchange services; volumes were immense and trained staff was lacking. Umar proposed decoupling currency from bullion, by issuing monetary tokens made of camel hide, but his advisers warned of unintended consequences: “Umar ibn al Chattab once said that he wanted to make dirhams out of camel skins, but someone said to him in that case there would be no baby camels, and he gave the idea up.” Umar’s conception of money, as something not necessarily based on bullion, was ahead of his time—paper money came into circulation in China some one hundred and fifty years later. But Umar on this occasion withdrew his proposal and instead introduced copper coins to ease day-to-day shopping. The absence of coinage hardly mattered for markets for daily necessities; but lack of coinage hampered trade once borders disappeared, roads were upgraded, and the flow of goods across distances quickened. Then, every time a merchant entered into a transaction with a customer in a distant location, he had to spend time and effort on valuing coins sent from abroad. But complications also were encountered by other sections of society. Analogous difficulties arose for any tax collector reconciling payments from different provinces; and pensioners suffered the inconvenience of uncertainty what the coins in their hands would be worth. Lack of a currency, in other words, added to transaction costs.

Byzantine gold coins, bearing the image of the Byzantine rulers and overt Christian iconography, continued in circulation in Syria long after the last Byzantine soldier had left there. In the 660s Muawiyah began trialing new coins, but he failed because these coins, while featuring an image of Heraclius, left out an image of the cross and “the populace did not accept it as there was no cross on it.” Syrian were as wary of new coins as had been Bishop Picendi in Egypt thirty years before, indeed they suspected that coins that had no religious symbols were fakes. The next iteration of coins duly reflected users’ preferences. Thus in Persian regions, coins issued by Omayyad moneyers depicted Zoroastrian fire altars. Omayyads had given up attempts to launch an indigenous Islamic currency, it seemed.

When Abd al Malik acceded to the caliphate, he faced enemies on two fronts: the Byzantine emperor Justinian in the north and Abdallah az Zobayr in the south. Abd al Malik could not confront his adversary in Constantinople
until he vanquished his enemy in Mecca, and he bought time by signing a truce with Justinian at the cost of an annual tribute in gold. One day, however, Byzantine diplomats would discover a clause in the treaty’s fine print that would give Abd al Malik a pretext to overturn the Mediterranean trade zone’s monetary order. But before that would come to pass, Abd al Malik scrupulously discharged to the last ounce his liabilities to Justinian and first turned his attention to overcoming his internal foe Abdallah az Zobayr.

Abdallah issued coins as a means to proclaim his fidelity to Islam and broke new ground when he issued coins, according to Baladhuri, “after the model of the Persian coins, with the words ‘Blessing’ and ‘Allah’ upon them.” This step exposed a glaring contrast between Abdallah and the Omayyads: in Arabia, Abdallah was circulating coins with inscriptions lauding Allah at a time when in Syria coins still featured the cross. Mecca not only in a spiritual sense was Islam’s capital, that was obvious already, but also seat of a government that succeeded in areas where Omayyads palpably were failing. The Omayyad deputy Hajjaj ibn Yusuf countered Abdallah’s lead, in that he “inquired after the procedure of the Persians in the matter of coining dirhams, and then erected a mint, and assembled men to do the stamping . . . and kept as profit whatever remained after paying the wages of the workmen and coiners.” These coins bore the inscription *Recite: God is One*. The significance of projecting the caliph’s prestige through coins was not lost on Abd al Malik.

By 691, after Abd al Malik had rid himself of Abdallah az Zobayr, he could afford to take a more assertive stance in his dealings with Justinian. Abd al Malik complied with the terms of his contract and paid in full the tribute, but showed his hand by despatching coins that had been minted in Damascus. In Constantinople, the effect produced by the sight of gold coins issuing from a foreign mint was shock—a nominal tributary had the impudence to usurp a Byzantine prerogative that even Persia’s king had never dared challenge. Byzantine authorities understood Byzantium’s gold monopoly was under attack, and that were they to condone taking receipt of Islamic gold coins a precedent would have been set that would render their monopoly obsolete.

Currency wars were a novel arena of Byzantine and Muslim competition, and from either camp issued perspectives on events as they unfolded. Muslim versions from Baladhuri to Ibn Khaldun can be juxtaposed with one by the Byzantine historian Theophanes the Confessor. These accounts differed in particulars, but they agreed currency competition was a reflection of religious and political controversies. Accordingly, the dispute commenced when Abd al Malik noticed his Egyptian subjects manufactured papyrus for export to Constantinople bearing the motto *Father, Son, and Holy Spirit*. This inscription he ordered substituted with the motto *God is my witness there is but one God*. This new design was brought to the attention of Justinian who filed
a protest; he pointed out the predecessors of Abd al Malik had never taken umbrage at the traditional styling, and surely Abd al Malik would not wish to imply his predecessors had been at fault. Justinian’s logic was unassailable, but Abd al Malik sidestepped being trapped in contradictions and did not deign to respond. Justinian thereupon stepped up pressure, and threatened that unless Abd al Malik changed his mind he would mint coins denigrating Muhammad. Such a threat Abd al Malik would not countenance, and perhaps even welcomed a pretext to escalate the dispute; in any event, Abd al Malik minted gold coins of his own and these he then dispatched to Constantinople to pay the agreed tribute. According to Theophanes, Justinian “refused to accept the minted coin that had been sent by Abd al Malik because it was of a new kind that had not been made before.” For Abd al Malik, now was the moment to remind Justinian of the terms of their contract—no clause stipulated that coins necessarily had to be minted in Constantinople, and further, Abd al Malik argued “inasmuch as gold was paid by weight, the Romans did not suffer any loss from the fact that the Arabs were minting new coin.”

What mattered, in other words, was how much gold a coin contained, not how it looked. Inarguably, Abd al Malik was in compliance with the letter of the agreement, although, as Theophanes adds, he added the provocative statement “Arabs could not suffer the Roman imprint on their own currency.” Considering that this is precisely what Arabs had been doing since time immemorial—Baladhuri conceded “Arabs used to get the dinars from the Greeks”—this disingenuous remark was a calculated affront.

The political and religious dimension of this confrontation now in full view, the Byzantine side advanced theological argumentation to demonstrate the superiority of the solidus; Justinian issued coins bearing an image of Christ with the inscription rex regnantium (king of rulers). The subtext was plain: if kings were ruled by Christ, then by implication someone whose authority was not derived from Christ could not be considered a true king. Abd al Malik retaliated in kind; if Byzantine coins were emphatically Christian, then his would be unequivocally Islamic. The final version of Islamic gold coins had no figurative image and featured an inscription in Arabic: “Declare: Allah is one!” The Byzantine monopoly to mint gold coins now was obsolete.

The Islamic gold dinar went into circulation between 691 and 696 and replaced Byzantine coinage in the Islamic realm through a combination of regulatory provisions and competitive advantages. Byzantine coins were no longer accepted in payment of taxes but there were facilities to switch them into dinars. The weight of the Islamic gold dinar constituted a subtle incentive for conversion. The dinar weighed one mithqal, a customary Arab metric, slightly less than the solidus (4.25 grams rather than 4.55 grams). Thus recasting Byzantine coins as dinars yielded a larger quantity of coins. Circulation of dinars expanded further when Christian clerics, previously tax-
exempt, were made to pay taxes, and since many clerics had meager income they liquidated church treasuries. Additional bullion was supplied by Arabian and Persian mines, and by treasures from Pharaonic graves in Egypt.

The Omayyad monetary system was trimetallic, that is to say, it included coins in gold, silver, and copper. Islamic coinage maintained familiar coinage conventions: the gold dinar took over the name of its Roman ancestor denarius; the silver dirham adapted the name of the Greek silver drachma and weighed precisely the same as their Sassanian predecessors. Copper coins, used as small change, consisted of Byzantine coins with Arabic countermarks. The caliphal administration in Damascus supervised the gold mint, whereas silver coins were minted in several provincial capitals where designs varied and coin clipping was common.

As the monetary base expanded, so did the economy. Repercussions of the new currency rippled across the Islamic Empire and beyond, promoting intraregional as well as intercontinental trade. Islamic dinars circulated throughout Europe and were used as a means of payment in England, the Baltic, and also by the Vatican’s treasury. Gold coins put purchasing power into the hand of Muslims and helped evolve a market that encompassed the realms of Islam and Christendom and introduced what the French historian Maurice Lombard called “l’âge du dinar et de la suprématie économique du monde musulman.”

NOTES
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Chapter Thirteen

Bankers of Baghdad

To celebrate the Abbasids, Masudi used words that invoked renewal and glamor: “Islam, shining with new splendor, eclipsed all other nations.” That Islam had surpassed all peers of the time was not an empty boast. In 762, in the heartland of Mesopotamia, Abbasids founded Baghdad, a new capital of Islam that within a century became the largest city in the world. Building a capital on what had been a greenfield site projected a statement of intent: the Abbasids were determined to shed conventions and apply fresh ideas. Economic growth rippled across Mesopotamia; tenth-century Baghdad had over half a million inhabitants, Basra some 200,000. (To compare, London’s population in the eleventh century was below 20,000.) Few vestiges of Abbasid buildings have survived—many were torched during the Mongol invasion in the thirteenth century—but monuments to a capital of commerce and culture have endured in Arab literature. The Arabian Nights and authors such as Miskawaihi, Masudi, and Tanukhi gave a glimpse how all levels of society were affected by a seminal economic innovation—the emergence of a banking sector.

Several circumstances combined to bring about a new mode of funding government and business. One was that tax income alone never quite seemed to match the cost of pageantry Abbasid caliphs felt their status demanded; Abbasids had a reputation for elegance as well as for extravagance and the need to find new sources of income was perennial. But other factors also mattered. In Baghdad, trade routes overland to Asia and to the Mediterranean intersected with river traffic along the Tigris to the Indian Ocean. Baghdad’s mercantile class applied traditional Arab trade expertise to acquire increasingly great riches and now explored ways to protect and increase its wealth. These two factors in isolation, however, still would not have sparked financial innovation but for combination with a third: the Abbasid caliphs staffed
senior levels of their financial administration with Persian, Jewish, and Christian officials who introduced financial practices that originated in ancient Babylonia. The key innovation of Baghdad’s financial markets—to charge commissions and interest—had Babylonian precedents set out in the world’s oldest legal code, *Codex Hammurabi*. These factors equipped a new professional class, called jahbads, to put government into a position to raise loans; savers to make deposits; and businesses to finance long-distance trade. Babylonian approaches to coining money and taking deposits were blended with trade finance as practiced by Arabs, and from this confluence emerged in Baghdad a banking sector.

The transfer of power from Omayyads to Abbasids had been protracted and painful. Rising prosperity helped the Omayyads keep at bay frictions between the empire’s diverse communities; no insurrection against Omayyad rule ever issued from a religious or ethnic minority. However, Omayyads had been able only to allay but never to suppress a lethal threat posed by their ancestral rivals, the Hashimites, waiting in the wings for the Omayyads to make a fatal blunder. The Abbasids, descendants of Muhammad’s uncle Al Abbas, had to wait patiently for an opening to dislodge the Omayyads, but such occurred after the Omayyads lost their grip on fiscal management. The empire’s tax revenues contracted, paradoxically, just as the ranks of Islam’s adherents swelled, because conversion to Islam released a taxpayer from the liability for the land tax *kharaj*. Every time Islam won a convert, the treasury lost a taxpayer. This tax loophole tax officials plugged by applying a new land tax, *ushr*, but tax officials by solving a fiscal problem had only created a new one. Legal scholars found no justification for differential tax treatment of new and long-standing Muslims, to boot through taxes that in any event had never been mentioned in the Koran. The imputed infraction of Islamic principles set policymakers on a collision course with religious scholars, and disaffected taxpayers swelled the ranks of malcontents who hoped to gain from a regime change. Omayyad support ebbed away and in 750 the Abbasids staged a successful coup. (A sole Omayyad survived the purge. He fled to the opposite end of the Islamic realm, to Spain, and there a new Omayyad dynasty emerged.)

The Abbasid caliph Harun al Rashid, who exchanged embassies with rulers at opposite ends of the known world, the emperors of Germany and of China, reigned over an empire whose trade relations were truly global. We will never know whether the arresting stories in the *Arabian Nights* about Harun are based on fact or hearsay, whether, for example, Harun really excelled at playing polo and chess, and whether he, as the *Meadows of Gold* claimed, “scattered both wealth and the treasure of his justice on all his subjects.” But we know Harun’s fame reached into Christendom where William of Tyre (writing four centuries later) noted Harun’s “liberality, his unusual courtesy, and most excellent character.” These stories may be too
good to be true—but the very fact that they circulated shows contemporaries
sensed uncommon charisma and perceived a scale of opulence that surpassed
anything that went before. Abbasid wealth, even discounting exaggerations,
must have been substantial: Harun al Rashid reportedly bequeathed 48 mil-
lion dinars. Conspicuous wealth must have been on display, for example, for
the Meadows of Gold to record Harun’s wife Umm Jafar Zubaida was “the
first to be served on vessels of gold and silver enriched with precious
stones,”5 traveled in a litter wrought from ebony and silver, and dressed
female pages in turbans and “in close-fitting wide-sleeved robes and wide
belts which showed off their waists and their curves.”6 Such observations
could only issue from a society familiar with affluence, and the Meadows of
Gold affirmed Umm Jafar was a trendsetter who introduced “fashions which
spread to the public.”7 A further clue to high disposable incomes was the
proliferation of libraries and institutions of higher learning. Arab literature
showed how wealth brings out the best and worst in people, and humorous
anecdotes about the extremes Baghdadis went to to prevent burglary evinced
the scale of wealth permeating the middle classes. For example, Baghdadis
must already have had vaults, because Tanukhi told a story about an intrepid
woman who trapped an intruder to her home in a strong room (a room “with
an iron door”) and slammed the door shut behind him to contain the hapless
burglar until the police arrived. Another down-to-earth Tanukhi story is
about a miser who hid his money by dropping gold coins into his toilet to
throw burglars off the scent.8 Such stories could only issue from a society
where gossip revolved around money.

FISCAL REFORM

The Abbasids inherited a fiscal administration substantially unchanged from
the days of Muawiyah. There were two separate government accounts, the
Community Treasury and the caliph’s Privy Purse. The former received the
Koranic income tax zakat, the latter government land rents, inheritance of
intestate estates, and predecessors’ legacies. Each account had distinct bud-
getary responsibilities: the Community Treasury funded poor relief, officials’
salaries, and release of slaves; the caliph, on the other hand, as spiritual head
of Islam was responsible for supporting religious obligations in the wider
sense, such as funding jihad (which included ransoming prisoners of war)
and the hajj to Mecca. Masudi wrote Umm Jafar Zubaida donated 1.7 million
dinars to build a twelve-mile aqueduct to supply water to Mecca and was a
conspicuous patron who “had numerous caravanserais built at Mecca and she
filled this city and the pilgrim road which bears her name with cisterns, wells
and buildings which survive to this day.”9
Chapter 13

The Abbasid caliph Mutadid (857–902) was famous for his attention to
government finances and also because—somewhat out of character for an
Abbasid—he was uncommonly frugal. Mutadid had the ambition to amass
ten million dinars and melt these into a gold cube that he would have put on
display in his palace courtyard. However, he missed his target, if only nar-
rowly, and when he died bequeathed nine million dinars to his son Muqtadir
(895–932) who reverted to family habits and during his reign ran through
seventy million dinars, leaving only half a million dinars when he died.10

Mutadid restructured fiscal management by creating an office to supervise
government expenditure and audit accounts headed by a chancellor, the vizir.

The vizir needed firmness and tact to succeed at reining back government
spending—anyone refusing to indulge the caliph’s whims was liable to pre-
cipitate his master’s ire. The vizir Ali ibn Isa (859–946) “was charged with
parsimony, miserliness, and starving the army. He was however forced to
adopt this course because he found the Sultan’s expenses greatly in excess of
this revenue.”11 Vizirs who combined accounting with diplomatic skills were
remembered as statesmen rather than bureaucrats. A vizir was potentially
more powerful than a caliph, and a wise ruler would appreciate the value of a
sober accountant. One crown prince who swore revenge on a vizir who cut
back his allowance thought better of it once he acceded to the throne. “The
sultan needs him more,” he said when reminded of his earlier threat, “than he
needs me.”12

Rivalries between Abbasid vizirs were as intense as those between mem-
bors of the caliph’s family. The orientalist Eliyahu Ashtor studied the family
trees of Abbasid vizirs and concluded members of only four families held
this office over the course of a century. Recruitment from a limited candidate
pool may explain an endemic defect of Abbasid administration, namely cor-
rupption, because although vizirs ensured professional management of
government cash flows, nobody supervised the vizirs who accumulated vast
fortunes from “secret profits,” a byword for bribes. The threat of confiscation
hung over senior government appointees. Ashtor compiled a table of fines
that shows confiscations in excess of one million dinars were common.13

Harsh penalties were visited on vizirs following exposure; Arab histories
abounded with graphic descriptions of grueling torture forcing disgraced
vizirs to disgorge ill-gotten gains. The temptation of illicit gain coupled with
the risk of confiscation instigated a vicious circle: it was only rational for a
vizir to stash away as much money as possible to provide against confiscation
that inevitably followed loss of office. The emotional stress of officials
operating at the highest levels of government must have been traumatic. One
vizir after accepting a particularly lucrative bribe broke out in tears and
explained: “when a man’s prosperity is of this style, what will his adversity
be like?”14
THE FIRST GOVERNMENT LOAN

Provincial governors managed their own budgets and transferred to the center only a residual surplus. Provinces had a high degree of fiscal autonomy; they acted much like members of a federation and as such had no strong incentive to transfer funds to Baghdad. The caliph had to fund two main expenditures, the military and court life. The former was impossible to predict—wars and insurrections could break out at any time—and the latter was a constant drain. Even when the economy was booming, balancing the books was a struggle. Controlling provinces from the center was a constant challenge (hence local security chiefs were vitally important). The caliph’s provincial revenues steadily eroded; the central government’s tax revenue contracted by a quarter from the late eighth to late ninth century.15

Low cash balances forced the vizir to resort to creative accounting: at one point officials instead of receiving salaries in cash were issued scrips documenting payment at a later date with an option to cash these in at 50 percent of their face value. Many officials could not afford to wait for delayed settlement—and perhaps were wary settlement might be postponed again—and opted to cash in their scrips. This, in effect, amounted to a pay cut, which, however, was highly advantageous to the vizir who after having extinguished the government’s payroll liability at a substantial discount then proceeded to credit the treasury with the full nominal amount. The vizir Ibn al Furat summed up his management philosophy: “governing relies on artful trickery, but when done to perfection becomes statecraft.”16 Accounting sleights of hand, however, were but a temporary remedy for structural deficits, and the treasury eventually took a step that broke new ground in managing public finance: it borrowed money from bankers.

In the mid-eighth century there appeared a new term, jahbad, to describe a new profession. The term was used for a government office, the diwan al jahbad, that managed the finances of Mutadid. One particular jahbad was a certain Christian by the name of Stephanos, hired by Muqtadir, and another Christian jahbad, Ibrahim ibn Ayyub, was recorded for 928.17 Jahbads had official backing because, according to Tanukhi, if “a collector were dismissed and another appointed instead with whom the merchants had not dealt, the business of the Caliph would be at a standstill.”18 In court hierarchy the caliph’s jahbads ranked on a par with post inspectors (that is to say, heads of internal security).

Tanukhi quoted documentation of the first government loan advanced by two Jewish jahbads, Yusuf ibn Phineas and Harun ibn Amram:

At the beginning of each month I need 30,000 dinars to pay the infantry troops within six days. I usually do not possess such sum, neither on the first nor on the second day of the month. I should like you to advance on the first day of
each month a loan of 150,000 dirham, an amount that you will get back in the
course of the month from the Ahwaz revenue; you are the collectors of the
Ahwaz revenue, which will be a permanent concession to you. 19

There was much haggling over terms (as Tanukhi phrased it, “the bankers
made difficulties at first”) but eventually both parties were satisfied with
their bargain. In substance, this letter contained all the terms of a standard
loan agreement: specifying why the borrower needs a loan, how it will be
used, and when it will be repaid. The government bridged short-term cash
shortages by pledging tax receipts as security, and the government’s lender
took charge of collecting taxes to service their advance. Moreover, this loan
was not a one-off transaction, because the same jahbads again are mentioned
in connection with another loan, this time with a sixteen-year term. 20 Lend-
ing money to government was not risk-free; in 931 the government defaulted
on loans and the jahbads had to foreclose on crown estates. 21

From deploying bankers as tax collectors, it was only a short step to
granting them long-term concessions to act as government fiscal agents.
Privatized tax collection transferred to a concessionaire the risk of reaching
agreed income targets and seemed to be a solution to the caliph’s chronic
financial worries. Bankers and investors vied to underwrite taxes, and con-
cessions were auctioned to the highest bidder. Ali ibn Isa opposed this prac-
tice from the outset; thus when a certain Hamid ibn Al Abbas submitted a
particularly attractive bid, Ibn Isa warned “these principles might doubtless
obtain a surplus for a year or two, but would introduce ruin which it might
take many years to recover.” However, the caliph overruled him, but soon
would rue his decision. Miskawaihi gave a detailed account of the sequence
of events that proved Ali ibn Isa right, when this case of misjudged privatiza-
tion led to food riots in Baghdad.

Hamid had factored into his bid for tax concessions a forecast that grain
prices would rise, and his business plan worked as follows: Hamid owned
granaries and collected taxes from farmers in grain; thus he would warehouse
grain collected from taxpayers, pay out his commitments to the government
as per contract, and then sell grain into a rising market and pocket the sur-
plus. Unfortunately, the market went against him—grain prices fell, which
implied there would be a shortfall in the sums he needed to meet his commit-
ments to the government. Hamid resorted to manipulating the market; he
hoarded grain and expected lack of supply would drive up the price, which
duly happened, but only further exacerbated his travails because an ensuing
spike in grain prices led to shortages of bread. In Baghdad, riots broke out
and warehouses were raided. Muqtadir, shocked by this turn of events, inter-
vened with an order to “attend to the prices, and put a stop to the practice of
delaying the sale of the crops, so that prices might fall.” The outcome was
that Hamid, who had overplayed his hand, forfeited his concession. Ali ibn Isa, on the other hand, was vindicated.

**SUFTAJAHS**

Arab trade expertise was a key factor in evolving a fully fledged banking market in Baghdad. Pre-Islamic Arab merchants had found ways to transfer money across great distances, by the following means: they posted payment instructions that could be cashed in by a designated paying agent at a distant location. The term for these instructions was *suftajah or hawala*. The French term for a guarantee, *aval*, is derived from *hawala*. (A Persian variant was called *čak*, ancestor of the check—subtle differences apart, their purposes overlap.)

*Suftajahs* facilitated long-distance trade because merchants did not need to carry cash on their journey and so were relieved of the risk of robbery. What was needed for a working market in *suftajahs* was a network of designated paying agents in separate cities who would cash them in. Such was achieved when a merchant in, say, Baghdad, made a deposit with a local *jahbad* who would instruct a correspondent in, say, Basra, to pay out that sum to a designated beneficiary. Thus someone with an account with a *jahbad* could transfer money from Baghdad to Basra without incurring the risk of transport, and this payment system facilitated integration of an extensive trading area.

In principle, there was no reason why *suftajahs* could not also be used in a local market. Someone with an account with a *jahbad* could hand a *suftajah* to his grocer, and in this way even small purchases could be made without using cash. The Persian traveler Naser-e Khosraw praised the convenience of cashless shopping on a visit to Basra: “The procedure at the bazaar is as follows: you turn over whatever you have to a moneychanger and get in return a draft; then you buy whatever you need, deducting the price from the moneychanger’s draft. No matter how long one might stay, one would never need anything more than a moneychanger’s draft.” The demarcation lines between vouchers, paper money, and promissory notes were fluid. *Jahbads* charged a commission for handling *suftajahs*, usually at the rate of one dirham per dinar. In practice, the distinction between charging a commission (which was legitimate) and charging interest (which was illicit) was difficult to maintain.

*Suftajahs* were common before the advent of Islam and there is no reason to doubt they were in use in early Islam. The inference from a Koranic sura ascribed to Muhammad’s Medinan period is that they were the subject of detailed regulation: “Believers, when you contract a debt for a fixed period, put it in writing. Let a scribe write it down for you with fairness . . . let the debtor dictate, fearing God his Lord and not diminishing the sum he owes . . .
So do not fail to put your debt in writing, be they small or large, together with the date of payment.” Suftajahs were used by Umar to pay for government spending, specifically, for food imports from Egypt to the Arabian port Al Djar. The amounts involved, it seems, must have been considerable; otherwise, Umar would have paid in cash, and also for another reason, because it came to light the volume of suftajahs in circulation was large enough to warrant a secondary market. Umar, on hearing suftajahs were traded, asked dealers to disclose how much money they had made, and when he discovered they had doubled their profits (but as ever, a rounded number signifies an approximation), he ordered them to cancel all trades. Dealers, however, found it impossible to comply with this command because too many suftajahs were already in circulation. In Al Djar, trading suftajahs continued until Osman, who deemed the practice usurious, banned it. Muawiyah, on the other hand, accepted suftajahs, which, however, were not interest-bearing. To understand how it could come about that in Baghdad interest could come to be charged, one needs to track back further than to the beginnings of Islam, to the origins of deposit-taking in ancient Babylonia.

BABYLONIAN BANKING

Coins were probably invented in the fifth century BC, but long before, the business of taking deposits existed in Babylonia in what the Belgian historian Raymond Bogaert termed “pre-monetary banking operations.” The Babylonian Codex Hammurabi, which was written around 1800 BC and is the world’s oldest extant compendium of laws, included extensive rules for conduct of business, and penalties for negligence. Coins were in circulation when Herodotus (ca. 500 BC) explained how Persians were thought to mint coins from bullion: “This tribute the king stores up in the following manner: he melts it down, and pours it into earthenware jars; and, after a vessel has been filled, he breaks the pottery. Whenever then there is need of money, he cuts off as much as may be required.”

Many financial professionals in Mesopotamia were Jewish; for example, Hajjaj ibn Yusuf employed Jewish assayers to mint early versions of Islamic dinars. The Hebrew monarchy had established a foundry linked to the temple, so there would have been Jewish assayers who were exposed to Mesopotamian minting practices during the Babylonian captivity of the Jewish people. The Bible scholar Charles Torrey pointed out the Hebrew term for a professional who melted down offerings, yoser, comprised the Persian terms for “crucible” and “director.” In the course of minting coins, assayers likely took on the additional task of changing money since both activities require the same skill set, which may be the reason why the booths of moneychangers often could be found in the vicinity of religious sites. Mecca’s money-
changers, for example, placed their booths close to the Kaaba. The Babylonian term for a moneychanger, surrupu, migrated into Greek as saraphes and from there to Arabia as sarafi. Alexandria’s moneychangers worked in the suq al-sarf, another term pointing to the profession’s Babylonian origins, since suqu is an Akkadian term. In Baghdad, moneychangers were critically important to treasury officials because the Abbasid Empire had inherited from Persians and Byzantines the usage of coins of silver in the East and of gold in the West. Buoyant trade across the Abbasid Empire, combined with diverse coinage, stimulated demand for moneychangers: Ispahan in the early tenth century had some two hundred. 34

TAKING INTEREST

The threads of the plot of how jahbads came to charge interest now can be pulled together. In Babylonia, even before coinage had been invented, the Codex Hammurabi entitled depositories to commissions; then, once coinage was invented, there emerged the profession of assayers who took on the related task of coin exchange. A tipping point for banking services in Baghdad may have occurred when jahbads were granted tax collection concessions on a multiyear basis, because at that juncture a recurring commission paid in regular intervals was indistinguishable from an interest payment. The borderlines between jahbads, merchants, and moneychangers were fluid, and a banking sector in Baghdad came into being by blending three constituents: Babylonian rules for taking deposits; Judaic assaying expertise; and Arab trade finance practices.

The benefits that would accrue to anyone who understood how to put deposits to work through lending them out were obvious (more attractive, at any rate, than hiding gold in a privy). An Arab adage set out what should be the proper academic pursuits of individual classes: “For kings the study of genealogy and histories, for warriors the study of battles and biography, and for merchants the study of writing and arithmetic.” 35 Many Baghdadis must have taken this adage to heart, because financial literacy in tenth-century Baghdad was very high.

Tanukhi was conversant with the arithmetic whereby a minute miscalculation of interest payments can lead to extinguishing capital. As ever, Tanukhi wrapped his case study into an amusing anecdote. Thus a trader who had gone into debt for 4,000 dinars proposed to his debtors to repay them in ten annual instalments of 400 dinars and set out his cash flow: working with 400 dinars in capital, he will double that sum every year and pay over that profit until the debt is extinguished. His creditors suggested a tiny increase of the annual instalment, from 400 dinars to 401 dinars, but that proposal, however, met with the adamant objections by the borrower who then pro-
ceeded to demonstrate how concession of a single additional dinar would result in his inexorable ruin:

“If I were to give one dinar more than the four hundred in the year, the four hundred dinars would by the end of nine years have disappeared and the arrears of the debt would remain where they were.” We were surprised by this statement and asked him to show us how it could be true.—He replied: “Suppose I trade with these four hundred dinars for a year, and do well, the profit is four hundred dinars. Out of the total I pay 401 dinars, so that 399 remain. In the second year I trade with these, and make 798 dinars. Deduct 401, and there remain 397. At the end of the third year, the sum will be 794, deduct 401 and 393 remain. At the end of the fourth year the sum will be 786, deduct 401 and 385 remain. At the end of the fifth year the sum will be 770; deduct 401 and 369 remain. At the end of the sixth year the sum will be 738; deduct 401 and 337 remain. At the end of the seventh year the sum will be 674; deduct 401, and 273 remain. At the end of the eighth year the sum will be 546; deduct 401, and 145 remain. At the end of the ninth year the sum will be 290, which will be less by 111 than the 401 due.”

This anecdote demonstrated a remarkable financial sophistication. Calculating compound interest must have become a familiar mathematical technique to Islamic economists; two centuries later, al Dimashqi provided a variant anecdote that also explained the practicalities of compounding:

A man had capital of 500 dinar, and annual income and outgoings of 500 dinar. In a given year, his expenses exceeded his income by 2 dinars and he drew these from his capital. Nine years later, he was a pauper and was sentenced to a debtor’s prison. The reason was that in the first year he lost 2 dinars, in the second 4 dinars, in the third 8 dinars, in the fourth 16, in the fifth 32, in the sixth 64, in the seventh 128, in the eighth 256 and in the ninth 512 dinars.

These anecdotes may be the world’s oldest illustrations of the effect of compound interest.
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Chapter Fourteen

Islamic Philanthropy: Waqfs

Muhammad was at ease with children. He let his granddaughter Omama perch on his shoulders while he prayed; when he knelt he laid her down on the ground; and he held her in his arms when again he rose. A child had to do something truly naughty to make Muhammad lose his temper. One such incident occurred, however, when Muhammad’s grandson Hassan spotted a date lying on the ground and unwittingly did what most toddlers do in that situation: he stuck it in his mouth. At a flash, Muhammad fingered the date out of Hassan’s mouth: “Spit it out!” he scolded him. “Don’t you know you are not to eat *sadaka*?” No contrast could be starker than that between the Prophet, unruffled by Omama tugging his hair during prayers, and Muhammad glowering over Hassan innocently sucking something sweet. Muhammad’s outburst was not in character, and we may assume Muhammad on this occasion contrived his ire to convey an unequivocal message: nobody, not even a child, had a right to take away property rightfully owned by the poor.

Property rights were taken very seriously in early Islam, and Amr ibn al-As claimed the Prophet had dictated to him an entire manual on the subject. That Amr al-As would have liked others to believe he had inside knowledge of the Prophet’s thoughts could hardly be coincidental; Amr al-As’s embezzlements during his tenure as Egypt’s governor were egregious and such a manual would have done much to exonerate him. Amr al-As, however, when challenged to produce the manual, had to admit that unfortunately he had lost it (which response did little to repair his reputation for unreliability). That Muhammad’s successors deemed it credible, however, that such a dictation might exist, shows they knew how much importance Muhammad attached to defining property rights.

Providing alms was a central obligation for Muslims, and early Islamic societies from a combination of Koranic injunctions, Muhammadan prece-
dents, and institutional learning evolved institutions dedicated to perform that express purpose, called *waqfs*. Initially, *waqfs* operated on a small scale, such as by giving over an orchard to grow food for the poor, but aims of *waqfs* proliferated and their endowments grew to substantial dimensions. *Waqfs* by the sixteenth century were capable of funding a comprehensive range of social services. In 1552, Suleyman the Magnificent’s wife Roxelana endowed a *waqf* in Jerusalem with income from “26 entire villages, several shops, a covered bazaar, 2 soap plants, 11 flour mills, and 2 bathhouses, all in Palestine and Lebanon.” The origins of *waqfs*, however, lie in the early years of Muhammad’s tenure.

Islamic society did not invent philanthropy, but innovated how philanthropy was delivered. Before the advent of Islam, care for the indigent for the most part was in the hands of their families. But alternatives existed. In ancient Rome, the state looked after the poor; after the Roman state collapsed, Christian churches succeeded to that mandate. However, charitable giving as a rule was voluntary and ad hoc. The closest precedents to *waqfs* existed in Jewish communities; Jews during their exile in Babylonia tasked their temples to manage charitable donations and from there the practice may have spread throughout Jewish communities. Samhudi reported Osman ibn Affan paid 40,000 dirhams for a well in Medina owned by a Jewish neighbor and gave it over to free use by Muslims.

The purpose of a *waqf* and of *zakat* is the same, but they differ in the way they are funded. *Zakat* was levied from annual income; a *waqf*, on the other hand, consisted in vesting a fixed asset—say, an orchard—and setting aside its future income—its fruit—for predetermined beneficiaries. This difference had far-reaching consequences, because once a *waqf* had an independent source of income, it could commit to paying for recurring needs, it could even, as in the case of Roxelana’s bequest, pay for public infrastructure. This was an institutional innovation of great moment, because social welfare in early Islam thus had two sources of funding: the government paid for pensions, and privately funded endowments provided charitable purposes outside the government’s remit. *Waqfs* promoted social welfare in the widest sense: its origins went back to actions taken by Muhammad.

MUQAIRIQ AND MUHAMMAD

Muhammad laid the foundation of Islam’s charitable sector with Judaic practices before his eyes. Muqairiq, a Jewish recruit to Muhammad’s army who was fatally wounded at the battle of Uhud, bequeathed to Muhammad seven properties with the dying wish he use them for the promotion of Islam. Thus passed into Muhammad’s possession properties subject to constraints predetermined by the donor. A grateful Muhammad singled out Muqairiq for
praise by calling him the “best of the Jews.” Muqairiq had exposed Muhammad to a new concept, one that he apprehended quickly and soon adapted to his own uses. Muhammad applied the principle of tied giving after the conquest of Khaybar when he vested his companions with land grants—but stipulated how harvests were to be distributed. Umar (and others) thus came to possess large swaths of land, but with property rights constrained in a way that in practice he was a trustee rather than an owner. Some traditions claimed Umar had taken the initiative to endow a *waqf* and had received Muhammad’s express permission.\(^7\) In any event, endowments granted by Muhammad after the conquests of Khaybar were *waqfs* in all but name, and a formative moment for the evolution of *waqfs* took place through the settlement of Muhammad’s estate when his successors refined the concept.

Muhammad’s executor Abu Bakr, faced with the decision what to do with Muhammad’s properties in Medina, Khaybar, and Fadak, looked for guidance in the Bible; given Muhammad was a prophet, he inferred his estate should be settled in the same way as that of every other prophet, and, since no prophet had ever bequeathed to his family conspicuous wealth, it followed that Muhammad’s next of kin had no claim on his assets. Abu Bakr reasoned Muhammad had ruled in his capacity as Messenger of God, which implied his assets belonged to his office rather than to his person. Thus Abu Bakr established property could be held either in a personal capacity or on behalf of a third party, and this fine distinction he applied not only to passing on power but also to passing on property. Into Islamic legal thinking at that moment entered a subtle but crucial legal distinction between personal and fiduciary ownership.

Abu Bakr put this approach into practice in settling his own estate. Abu Bakr as caliph never took advantage of his official position to enrich himself, but his personal property, on the other hand, he vested in a *waqf* where he nominated his family members as beneficiaries. Abu Bakr, in other words, created a family trust fund, and anyone who wished to keep wealth in the family copied this example. His successor Umar applied the concept of fiduciary ownership to virtually all of the booty that came into his possession in his capacity as caliph. All of Egypt, recently conquered, Umar vested in a *waqf* and designated as beneficiary the *umma*. Osman refused to respect the distinction between personal and fiduciary property (and thereby precipitated his overthrow), but he, too, was conversant with the concept of vesting property for public use. When Osman defended himself against charges of embezzling public monies, he reminded his accusers of the well in Medina he had bought and given over to free use. Ali, on succeeding Osman, emulated Umar’s precedent and gave over most of his personal property to support the poor.
Waqfs were a hybrid form of social institution, outside control by government or by private interests. The legal structure of waqfs was refined over time. Waqfs developed from embryonic charities into fully fledged entities with their own legal framework, governance structure, and endowments. To qualify as a waqf, a bequest had to meet three criteria: first, it had to be irrevocable, perpetual, and inalienable; second, residual assets in case of termination fell to poor relief; and third, a jurist and witnesses had to attest the vesting process had been carried out in compliance with the law.

Corporate governance was designed to guard against conflicts of interest. A benefactor was prohibited from drawing personal benefits from his endowment and had to appoint a manager, the mutawalli, who balanced the books and managed the waqf. The donor determined the purposes of a waqf, and if unforeseen circumstances rendered the original waqf statutes obsolete, clarification of discretionary authority was subject to approval by a qadi. Court cases involving waqfs were frequent. Maya Shatzmiller has pointed out one court case in medieval Fez where Islamic courts discerned the fine distinction between a waqf’s asset base and cash flow. On that occasion, a benefactor in Fez had endowed a waqf to maintain a local mosque with the stipulation never to permit alterations to the mosque’s structure. A legal dilemma arose when a Jewish community living in quarters adjoining the mosque asked the mutawalli for permission to channel water to their homes from a well in the mosque’s courtyard. This proposal placed the mutawalli in a quandary: on the one hand, he would have liked to earn an annual fee, but on the other hand, laying a canal would break down the wall to the courtyard and thereby contravene the waqf’s statutes. A qadi who was asked for a ruling approved the transaction on condition the lessees agreed not only to pay annual rent but also defray the costs of building the canal and repairing the wall. Through assigning capital costs to the lessees, the waqf’s asset base remained undiminished and the mutawalli remained compliant with the waqf’s statutes.

The economist Timur Kuran has pointed out that waqfs were not immune to corporate abuse. Mutawallis could overcharge for their services, or worse, misappropriate funds. In another case from medieval Fez, a mutawalli had speculated in grain markets and squandered the entire endowment when the market went against him. The greatest risk, however, was expropriation. Judges had to be resolute and honest in equal measure to protect the integrity of waqfs against abuse by managers as well as by governments. The Baghdadi author Tanukhi gave a glimpse of the tensions involved in several stories about a fictional judge, Abu Hazim. In one of these stories, Abu Hazim confronts a mutawalli over a shortfall in a waqf’s accounts and it transpires the mutawalli has a debtor he is too timid to pursue: he is none other than the caliph Mutadid. The reader at this point empathizes with the mutawalli’s
hesitation—who would dare risk a caliph’s wrath by insisting he settle his debts? But Abu Hazim stands firm: he rebukes the mutawalli and threatens to fire him unless he presses his claim. The mutawalli, faced with the prospect of losing his job, has no option but to confront Mutadid, and Tanukhi lets his readers know into how suspenseful a situation Abu Hazim had forced the mutawalli to venture because the caliph, after hearing the demand for money, “was silent for a while, rapt in thought.” Fortunately, tensions are resolved and there is a happy ending: Mutadid pays his arrears; the waqf meets its commitments; and the mutawalli keeps his job. Tanukhi sums up the moral of the story that “there was general gratitude to Abu Hazim for his boldness, and to Mutadid for his justice.” 11

In another story, Abu Hazim prevails upon Mutadid to respect the benefactions for orphans because there “is God’s law concerning those who are of age; how much more must it be observed in the case of infants?” 12 Tanukhi’s stories have the ring of personal observation; indeed, Tanukhi by profession was a judge.

ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT

Endowing a waqf satisfied a donor’s desire for social prestige, secured his assets from the government’s grasp, and as a means to fulfill Islam’s demand to support the poor. Waqfs were endowed by bequests; often one third of an estate was reserved for a waqf. Waqfs funded wells, roads, hospitals, and schools (and hence all forms of professional scholarship and research). Some schools could be luxurious; a fourteenth-century madrasa in Cairo was fitted with marble floors and Lebanon cedars for the ceiling. 13 Because waqfs controlled substantial wealth, by implication they constrained the state’s tax base and power. In fourteenth-century Egypt, most of the Nile valley’s agricultural land was vested in waqfs.

NOTES

Chapter Fifteen

Islamic Venture Capital: Qirâds

Muhammad was eight years old when his grandfather Abd al Mutallib died and his uncle Abu Talib became his guardian. At this stage in life, Muhammad had lost his father, his mother, and now a grandfather who had marked him by his favor. What feelings of abandonment these bereavements produced in the little boy we may only guess, but we sense what were his emotions from the single event in the aftermath of his grandfather’s demise that Arab historians deemed noteworthy: Muhammad between the ages of eight and ten years set forth on his first caravan journey. This event, it seems, followed from his instigation. Accordingly, Abu Talib was on the eve of departing on a caravan venture, when his charge clung to him and did not stop pleading to let him join. Muhammad was a headstrong boy inclined to tantrums (his foster sister had bite marks to show for that), but Abu Talib may have empathized with the anxieties that actuated this particular outburst. Abu Talib was conscious Muhammad had been bereaved when his father had not returned from a caravan journey and again had been bereaved by his grandfather’s recent passing, and now Abu Talib saw this orphan clinging to him and begging not to let him out of his sight. A little boy on a grueling trip across deserts would be a hindrance rather than help—Abu Talib knew that—but having just taken Muhammad into his care, nonetheless he acquiesced. Thus was Muhammad at a precocious age inducted to caravan life, the lifeblood of Mecca’s economy, a business model that the Koran pronounced enjoyed divine approbation: “For the protection of the Quraysh: their protection in their summer and winter journeyings. Therefore let them worship the Lord in this House who fed them in the days of famine and shielded them from all peril.”

Few mentions were made of Muhammad’s participation in other caravan journeys; Arab historians referred to five caravans where Muhammad took
part, but these mentions are only in passing. The small number suggests perhaps these journeys occurred before he married, or caravan journeys generally were considered a routine activity that did not merit express notice. On the other hand, Muhammad was no stranger to the rigors of desert travel because even in his fifties he was sufficiently fit to lead raids. Also, caravan ventures were what first brought Muhammad to Khadija’s notice, and Khadija is unlikely to have invested capital in his venture without prior evidence of Muhammad’s competence. One historian, Bar Hebraeus, explained Muhammad embarked on caravan missions early in his career but later delegated that task to others; he claimed Khadija’s financial backing was critical for Muhammad’s career (“with the wealth of this woman, and with her camels he became a merchant, and he went up from Yathreb his city to Palestine.”)\(^2\) and later he left it to others to trade on his behalf (“and when those who cleaved to him increased in number, he himself did not go up with them to share in the profit, but he sent other men at the head of the caravans while he himself dwelt in honour in his city.”)\(^3\) Most likely, Muhammad after he married focused on managing his leather business and on trade in Mecca’s market.

**CARAVANS IN MUHAMMAD’S DAY**

Mecca’s caravans were communal undertakings. Goods needed to be prepared in time for despatch with northbound traffic in summer or with southbound traffic in winter. Caravans offered to the poor opportunities for employment, to the rich opportunities for investment. A convoy of 2,500 camels with some 300 staff would comprise a portfolio of manager/investor arrangements, and individual investors would have underwritten different ventures. Mecca’s staple export was leather goods, and merchants on the return leg of their journey carried goods such as grain, wine, or cloth, and on arrival in Mecca, settled accounts with investors. Equipping, provisioning, and supervising the progress of caravans required managerial skill. A caravan through combining individual commercial ventures reduced overheads and achieved economies of scale. A caravan comprised multiple *qirâds*; Muhammad’s first expedition, for example, consisted of two camels, and his investor Khadija would have invested capital in ventures of several other merchants. A senior business leader in charge of managing a caravan oversaw logistics and security, but individual merchants who joined his convoy traded on their own account.

Many individual merchants combined to launch a particular caravan, and each camel’s cargo represented a substantial investment of labor and materials. The progress of a caravan depended on a wide range of professionals with differentiated skill sets, those of guides, guards, staff, managers, and
Islamic Venture Capital: Qirāds

investors. But managing logistics was but one aspect of the managerial challenges involved; a sophisticated legal framework defined the rights and duties of everyone involved, and most important, their share in profits and losses. The qirād was a flexible yet durable business model enabling investors and entrepreneurs to pool resources and skills in pursuit of profit. Islamic law perfected the legal framework of qirāds, casting rules for profit shares, corporate governance, and business ethics. With the expansion of the Islamic Empire, business communities throughout the Middle East were exposed to qirāds.

An account by Waqidi of Mecca’s caravan traveling to Badr gave a sense of the scale of investment committed to caravans:

It was a caravan of a thousand camels. It contained significant wealth, for there was not a man or woman from the Quraysh in Mecca who had some wealth accruing, but it was sent in the caravan. Even the woman who had a paltry sum sent it. Some said that it contained 50,000 dinar, though others said there was less, it was said that much of what was in it came from the property of Said ibn al-As—Abu Ubayha—either the wealth belonged to them, or to those who borrowed against half the profits to be made, and most of the caravan belonged to them. Some said that it belonged to the Banu Makhzum who owned 20 camels and four or five thousand pieces of gold. . . . There were 10,000 gold pieces belonging to the Banu Abd Manaf in the caravan. Their merchandise was going to Gaza from Al-Sham and there were several small caravans that the Quraysh concealed in it—i.e., in the large caravan.4

Waqidi shows how these arrangements worked—merchants would invest their own capital as well as funds entrusted by third parties under profit-sharing agreements (“the wealth belonged to them, or to those who borrowed against half the profits to be made”). Waqidi’s account estimated a caravan of 1,000 camels represented a value of some 7,000 ounces of gold (today, commensurate with several million dollars).

LEGAL FRAMEWORK OF QIRĀDS

The Koranic ban on usury was directed against lending but not, however, against investing. There is a distinction between a lender and an investor that is key: lenders are entitled to repayment irrespective whether the borrower has made a profit, whereas an investor, on the other hand, shares the risk of the undertaking. For this reason, investments were deemed licit. The complexity and compass of commercial ventures posed legal challenges: investors and managers needed to know what to expect of each other, above all, how to share profits and losses. Ali ibn Abi Talib determined the approach to allocating profits and losses: “Profit follows the conditions agreed upon, loss follows the capital.”5 The earliest compilation of Islamic law, the Muwatta,
devoted a full section to defining terms and conditions of qirâds. Accordingly, the manager of a qirâd seeks to earn a profit on capital but is not liable for losses.⁶ The Hanefite lawyer Marghinani confirmed qirâds “are authorized by the law from necessity; since many people have property who are unskilled in the art of employing it; and others, again, possess that skill without having the property:—hence there is a necessity for authorizing these contracts, in order that the interests of the rich and the poor, and of the skilful and the unskilled, may be reconciled:—moreover, people entered into such contacts in the presence of the prophet, who did not prohibit, but confirmed the same: several of the companions also, entered into these contracts.”⁷

Sharakshi, a medieval Arab jurist, already had a conception of qirâds that in effect overlaps with that of a venture capital fund. Qirâds, he wrote, served an important economic purpose,

because people have a need for this contract. For the possessor of capital may not find it possible to engage in profitable trading activity, and the person who can find it possible to engage in such activity may not possess the capital. And profit cannot be attained except by means of both of these, that is, capital and trading activity. By operating this contract, the goal of both parties is attained.⁸

Profit shares were fixed in advance. Investors and managers needed to set salary and bonus levels before commencing operations; indeterminacy was deemed usurious. Prohibitions applied to contingent profit shares, namely agreements where managers were guaranteed a particular profit, or would not receive any bonus unless a certain level had been reached. Typically, the profits were shared between managers and investors in a ratio of 1:4 to 3:4. However, this ratio was not legally binding and subject to negotiation; experienced managers could demand higher profit shares. Managers also were allowed to invest their own equity, in which case their remuneration combined salary and dividends.

There were loopholes for managerial abuse because managers were entitled to profit shares but exempt from bearing losses. Conceivably, a manager could act on account of two separate qirâds with profits accruing to distinct lines of business, say, one for trading in wool and another for trading in silk. Thus there was an incentive to book losses to one qirâd and profits to another, thereby excluding losses from bonus calculations. A case was brought before a qadi where investors sued a manager who exploited this loophole to maximize his bonus; the qadi imposed on the manager a duty to set off losses from profits and calculate his bonus on the residual balance.

Qirâds funded specific ventures, typically a caravan, and were wound up when the caravan had returned. Managers who demonstrated commercial acumen were in a strong bargaining position to negotiate attractive terms for subsequent assignments, whereas unsuccessful managers would be mindful
they could not attract investors. Investors could spread their investment over several ventures, and invite other investors to underwrite particular ventures if the risk of loss was deemed too large. The *qirād* combined advantages of portfolio management and of insurance. Non-Muslims could invest in *qirāds* but were not allowed to manage them, because *qirāds* had to comply with Islamic injunctions, for example, against trading in wine, and since investors could not monitor managers a ban on non-Muslims executives was the only way to ensure Islamic injunctions were respected.9

**QIRĀDS IN EARLY ISLAM**

Muhammad and his companions often acted as investors or investees in *qirāds*. One prominent companion of Muhammad, Talha, did not take part in the Battle of Badr because he was on a trade mission to Syria; Abd ar Rahman within a few years of emigration to Medina assembled caravans of 700 camels; Al Abbas received Muhammad’s express approval for terms of a *qirād*.10 Other *qirād* investors from Muhammad’s circle were Aisha, Umar, and most notably Osman.

Investable funds in Medina surged after Muhammad died and tax revenue flooded into the *diwan*. Officials were quick to exploit profit opportunities. Once Basra’s treasurer Abu Musa entrusted Umar’s sons Abdullah and Ubaydullah with tax proceeds for delivery to Umar in Medina, and Umar’s sons spotted a business opportunity: the ready cash in their possession they used to buy goods in Basra, which they took to Medina and there sold, passing to the *diwan* the principal while keeping the profit. Umar, as they might have predicted, was critical of their behavior because he was ever wary of exposing his family to charges of nepotism. Umar questioned his sons whether Abu Musa had advanced funds to anyone else and when they responded in the negative accused them of abusing their privileged position: “He made you the loan because you are the sons of the Amir al-Muminin, so pay the principal and the profit.” The sons protested that impounding their profits would be unfair because they had run a risk and would have been liable for losses. Umar was indifferent to their pleas, however, until a counselor found a viable solution to this impasse; he recommended treating the transaction as a *qirād*, in which case, he argued, by casting the *diwan* as a notional equity partner, Umar’s sons were entitled to half of the profit. This story likely was passed on to justify using public money to invest in venture capital.

Government service, however lucrative, was not the exclusive path to acquire wealth in early Islam. Muhammad’s close adviser Az Zobayr, who pursued a career in commerce and never took up an official appointment, left an estate valued at 52 million dirhams. The outlines of Az Zobayr’s business model can be inferred from Ibn Sad’s account how his estate was settled.11
Accordingly, Az Zobayr at the time of his death left no cash and had liabilities of 2.2 million dirhams. His assets comprised two rural estates and an urban property portfolio consisting of eleven properties in Medina, two in Basra, one in Kufa, and one in Fustat. On first blush, it seems incongruous how a magnate could have outstanding debt, but Ibn Sad’s account reveals the reason: Az Zobayr managed an investment fund where he pledged his properties as security for investments in commercial ventures. Thus, his son, Abdallah, had to sell off properties. It took four years to wind up the estate, which suggests that some of these trade ventures must have been pending for several years. Abdallah was able to take advantage of a booming property market, selling 27 lots of property, and dividing the estate between Az Zobayr’s four wives, nine daughters, and nine sons. The deceased had reserved one-third for Abdallah’s children; the balance was divided into 864 lots valued at 40,740 dirhams per lot. Each widow and daughter received 1.1 million dirhams; each son 2.3 million dirhams.

Two facts stand out from Ibn Sad’s account. First, the estate of Az Zobayr was larger than that left by Osman, which shows an entrepreneur could be richer than a caliph; second, Az Zobayr did not leave cash, which shows he was fully invested at the time of his death—Az Zobayr was a devout Muslim who had complied with the Koranic injunction that gold should not lie fallow.

As Waqidi’s account showed, caravans offered commercial opportunities for small as well as large investors, female investors included; Umar’s sons demonstrated public money could be used for investment purposes; and the settlement of Az Zobayr’s estate showed how much money could be made from investment management. Islamic law framed a corporate structure sufficiently durable to enable investment in long-distance trade—to continue even in the midst of military hostilities during the crusades.
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Chapter Sixteen

Islamic Trade Centers: Funduqs

Markets were common in Arabia before the advent of Islam. But when the realm of Islam expanded and with it the resources and range of its economy, every aspect of markets was adapted: their infrastructure, taxation, and regulation. Merchants now were afforded trade centers, called *funduqs*, with discrete fiscal and legal provisions, where they mingled with merchants from foreign countries. Many *funduqs* were located in Islamic cities that were gateways to trade with Mediterranean Europe, particularly along the coastline from Syria to Egypt. The path tracking to the origins of Islamic markets leads back to the Medina of Muhammad, a city that contained four markets on the eve of his arrival, and where shortly after settling there he added a fifth.¹

Pre-Islamic markets in Arabia tended to be transitory, taking place on certain days of the week or during certain periods during the year, say, the pilgrimage season. Local food markets took place outdoors on certain days of the week and traders dispersed once transactions had been settled; this was the pattern before Muhammad’s eyes when he settled in Medina. Muhammad’s first market in Medina consisted merely of a tent, but when competitors destroyed it Muhammad staked out a new place for trading and inaugurated it with this pronouncement to his adherents: “This is your market; and no tax will be assessed on it.”² Two aspects of the new foundation had far-reaching implications for developing markets in Islam in future. The first was this market was sized such that a camel saddle placed at its center could be seen from every boundary; it was, in other words, much larger than a tent and offered scope for expansion. Moreover, Muhammad exempted the market from taxation. Muhammad would not have made an express point of tax exemption unless such would not have differentiated the new market from existing ones, and once again Muhammad used fiscal incentives as a means
to promote his policies. Tax exemption created a competitive advantage because it reduced transaction costs. Muhammad took another step to make Medina more attractive to merchants, by declaring the Medina market a haram, that is to say, a safe haven for traders, in competition with the haram established in Mecca.

The Omayyads made sweeping changes to the Medina market, both to its physical structure and to how it was managed. Muawiyah erected two buildings on the hitherto open air market and Abd al Malik’s successor Hisham replaced these buildings with a single, two-storied structure that had a ground floor given over as storage space, called magazine (the term is Arabic) and a first floor offering residential accommodation. The new building presented an attractive façade with doors imported from Damascus and afforded an office for an official who supervised market transactions, the muhtasib. Considering the market building covered the entire Medina market, no other building in Medina other than the mosque could have been of comparable size.

Building a permanent physical infrastructure transformed the character of trading on the Medina market. Before, the market had been accessible to all and nobody was allowed to encroach on it: Umar had prohibited a blacksmith from placing there a furnace; Ali had rebuked traders who had secured fixed locations for their booths: “For the Muslims, the market is similar to the place of worship: he who arrives first can hold his seat all day until he leaves it.”

The conversion of Medina’s market from an open-air into a walled structure with controlled access and storage marked a transition of Arab trade, because once the Omayyads had moved the market into a building, access to the market became subject to control. That restriction might have been expected to reduce competition, but in fact, had the effect of widening the circle of potential market entrants because merchants traveling from afar now knew that Medina’s market afforded secure storage and accommodation. Moreover, merchants who rented storage space could remain on call in the market for extended periods and business could take place all year round, rather than, as had been the norm in pre-Islamic times, transacted on the day or during a particular period. Long-distance trade incurred lower costs through improved infrastructure, and new profit opportunities beckoned.

A second Omayyad departure from Muhammadan practice was the introduction of a tax on sales. Arguably, there was a justification for this tax because constructing and maintaining a building incurred costs. However, a tax on the market remained contentious given Muhammad’s express provisions to the contrary, and merchants took their grievance to legal scholars who affirmed market taxes indeed had no Koranic justification. After the caliph Walid had died, Medinan traders instigated Islam’s first tax rebellion: they tore down the building and tax freedom was restored. Medina’s market then was constituted as a waqf. (Tax rebellions in Islamic trade centers
Islamic Trade Centers: Funduqs

recurred; merchants felt they had the right to resist commercial levies that had no basis in the Koran.) Hadiths were adduced confirming conversion of the Medina market into a waqf accorded with Muhammad’s wishes.5

HOSTING FOREIGN MERCHANTS

Mecca’s prosperity had derived from hosting pilgrims and the trade they brought with them. Pre-Islamic hospitality carried over into Islam; providing financial support to travelers in need was one of the express purposes of zakat. The need for such support presumably arose often; numerous accounts of the time report the frightening incidence of banditry. Muhammad had wished pilgrims were housed free of charge in Mecca, and Umar, commanding a limitless budget, added free pilgrim guesthouses in Medina and Kufa, along with improving roads, water supply, and policing. The increasing traffic volume brought with it an increase in trade.

Pilgrims and merchants had been the wellspring of Mecca’s pre-Islamic prosperity and Islam seamlessly continued promoting long-distance trade. The Koran enjoins Muslims to afford legal protection to non-Muslim travelers.6 Foreign merchants, called mustamin, paid a 10 percent tax (matching that applied to Muslims entering Byzantine territory) and were entitled to a one-year residence permit (compared to a four-month cap for Muslims traveling in Byzantine territories). However, mustamin had to comply with Islamic prohibitions, such as those against usury and selling wine, and were barred from exporting military equipment (such as horses, saddles, and weapons).

The American medievalist Olivia Remie Constable has shown funduqs were a common feature of major trade centers in the Islamic Empire.7 Affording built infrastructure to accommodate foreign merchants was not an innovation originating in Islam. Funduqs had not existed in pre-Islamic Arabia; even Mecca had none. Antecedents to funduqs existed in the Byzantine and Persian Empires that provided staging posts on overland routes, khans or caravanserais, containing stables, storage rooms, and accommodation. This fixed infrastructure remained in use after the Muslim conquests and the terms for hostel used in Greek and Hebrew, pandocheion and punduk, migrated into Arabic as funduq. Expatriate merchants rented rather than owned funduqs; local authorities were landlords and hence responsible for upkeep and repair. Ownership of the funduq’s building put authorities into a position to monitor the comings and goings of merchants, and funduqs were a means to shelter as well as to control foreign visitors; at times they were suspected of spying and some were first jailed and then released, security precautions even foreigners did not consider unreasonable. An expatriate Greek merchant in Baghdad, a certain Patrikios, warned the caliph about security risks: “The
markets are in the city,” said Patrikios, “as no one can be denied access to them, the enemy can enter under the guise of someone who wishes to carry on trade.” An eighth-century pilgrim to Jerusalem, Willibald, was released after convincing authorities of his innocence and then given a tour of local markets by an Arab merchant keen to advertise the range of wares: “on Sunday he took them to church through the market, that they might see the shops, and whatever they seemed to take a liking to he afterwards bought for them at his own expense.”

An eighth-century pilgrim to Jerusalem, Willibald, was released after convincing authorities of his innocence and then given a tour of local markets by an Arab merchant keen to advertise the range of wares: “on Sunday he took them to church through the market, that they might see the shops, and whatever they seemed to take a liking to he afterwards bought for them at his own expense.” Travel conventions had improved by the ninth century, however, when a certain Bernard the Wise, embarking on a boat in Bari (then under Muslim rule), was issued by the local sultan a letter of safe passage. Bernard noted markets on his journey from Egypt to Palestine “in which the Christians and pagans traffic for the things necessary on the journey.”

Bernard was impressed by the respect Muslims showed to Christians:

The Christians and Pagans have there [in Jerusalem and Egypt] such a peace between them, that if I should go a journey, and in the journey my camel or ass which carries my baggage should die, and I should leave everything there without a guard, and go to the next town to get another, on my return I should find all my property untouched. The law of public safety is there such, that if they find in a city, or on the sea, or on the road, any man journeying by night or by day, without a letter, or some mark of a king or a prince of that land, he is immediately thrown into prison, till the time he can give a good account whether he be a spy or not.

Security precautions were still in place in the fifteenth century when Johann Schiltberger, a Bavarian visiting Alexandria, noticed a strict curfew applied during times when Muslims assembled in the mosque for prayer: “It is the custom at Alexandria, that at the hour of vespers, all the Italians must be in their counting-houses, and no longer without about the city, which is strictly forbidden.”

The size of a funduq matched the scale of commerce of a particular city, and most cities did not need more than one. But in trade hubs such as Alexandria, funduqs specialized in particular lines of business, such as cloth, leather, or jewelry. Italy’s mercantile republics vied with each other to obtain trade privileges for their individual funduqs. Muslim authorities soon learned to frame trade treaties to increase trade and maximize tax income. A funduq had joint Muslim and Christian sponsorship, and was administered by a consul nominated either by the home state or by local merchants whose appointment was subject to consent by local authorities. The consul’s salary was variously paid by his home or host government, or by commissions on travelers’ rents. The consul was the representative of the expatriate merchant community toward local authorities and could submit complaints direct to the sultan. Local staff often assimilated into local culture; when the Italian Leonardo Frescobaldi arrived in Alexandria he found the consul’s worldly man-
ner irksome: “He is from France and he has a Christian wife, born in Saracenland, and between them they have less than one ounce of faith.”

European merchants on arrival at their destination proceeded to their city’s local funduq where they stored and disposed of their cargo. The largest funduqs were substantial buildings, several stories high, with an inner courtyard ringed by storage rooms on the ground floor and residential accommodation on the floor above. A funduq also offered invaluable informal benefits; local staff could help with negotiating customs duties and provide introductions, and merchants in funduqs after a day’s work could share business tips. Coincidentally, merchants could keep an eye on each other, and investors at home thus had some assurance managers would not abuse their trust because any manager cheating his investors needed to fear his competitors’ gossip after his return; a manager with a poor reputation was unlikely to raise funds for subsequent journeys.

NOTES
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Chapter Seventeen

Law in Early Islam

Long before Muhammad found his calling as Prophet, he revealed his gift for adjudication on an occasion when Meccans were in acute need of an arbitrator. The circumstances of this event deserve telling. A fire had destroyed the structure surrounding the Kaaba, repairs had been completed, but disputes over who should have the honor of restoring the venerable cornerstone to its rightful place had reached an impasse—altercations over social precedence were intractable and acrimonious. Muhammad broke this deadlock: he proposed the cornerstone be conveyed to its place on a blanket held at each corner by a representative of each tribe. Muhammad's gift for adjudication already in Mecca earned respect, and after emigration to Medina he there assumed the office of a judge and presided over court proceedings. Muhammad's juridical authority was unimpeachable and when he died in Islamic jurisprudence there opened a void. Any newly constituted community likely would derive a social rulebook from examples set by its founder, and in the case of Muhammad, whose every pronouncement, no matter how casual, had the weight of divine authority, such was even more pertinent, because in the final analysis any however trivial contravention of an injunction constituted an infraction of religious obligations. Muhammad's decisions provided binding precedents for resolving disputes, and his successors would not have been able to cast laws unless these demonstrably complied with the intentions of Muhammad.

Abu Bakr, when elected caliph, in his accession speech acknowledged he owed submission to an authority greater than that of his office: “Obey me, even as I shall obey the Lord and His Apostle. Whenever I disobey them, obedience is no longer obligatory upon you.”1 Muhammad’s dual leadership, secular as well as religious, empowered him in situations of uncertainty to point out the right way, the sharia. It came to be one of the core tasks of
Islamic jurisprudence to define the demarcation lines between those aspects of the *sharia* that were within or outside the bounds of human discretion. To do so, it was paramount to record all of Muhammad’s sayings and actions to show how the Prophet had put into practice the Koran’s guidance. Abu Bakr immediately after Muhammad’s death ordered compiling and arranging Muhammad’s dictations of the Koran that his widow Hafsa had in her possession, and he also ordered collecting an archive of the Prophet’s words and deeds, the *hadith* and the *sunna*, which expanded exponentially since anyone who had ever met Muhammad was only too eager to preserve for posterity what had passed on that occasion. Countless testimonials were forthcoming, at least for half a century after Muhammad’s death, but in theory for an even longer period—up until the moment the last person who had met Muhammad had died.

The endeavor to collect testimonials soon posed challenges to editors who had to determine the criteria for ranking accounts. The most authoritative accounts were deemed to be those by members of Muhammad’s family. Of the seven most prolific contributors to *hadith* literature, three were wives of Muhammad, and a fourth, Abdallah ibn Abbas, was a cousin of Muhammad who had been present in his household during his final days. However, Abdallah at the time had been only thirteen years old, and an account by a teenager obviously could not be accorded the credibility of that of an adult. The greater the distance from Muhammad’s death, the greater the awe his contemporaries inspired and the credulity for their stories, and it was inevitable some witnesses would have economized or embroidered their narratives. From the outset, the task of transmitting traditions blended into that of evaluating them, and analytical complexities multiplied as the number of traditions proliferated. Bukhari, a prodigious collector of *hadiths*, spent sixteen years editing a corpus of 600,000 anecdotes and whittled the number down to 7,000. Ahmad ibn Hanbal selected 30,000 out of 750,000 traditions.

*Hadiths* could be challenged, for example, by allegations of bias or unreliability. Omayyad partisans were skeptical of traditions based on the testimony of their adversary, Ali; the converse was equally true. Reconciling inconsistent or contradictory sources was inseparable from critical evaluation and gradually the process of sifting incomplete and selective accounts evolved a distinct field of scholarship. “The first absolute requirement of knowledge,” declared the legal scholar Nazzam, “is doubt.” The intellectual climate of early Islam fostered competing perspectives on traditions and what they meant, and in the process evolved guidelines for resolving issues in contention. Because the caliph did not have the last word on evaluating *hadiths*, the application of precedents derived from *hadiths* evolved an independent judiciary: the law would bind the caliph, not vice versa.
Muhammad had set the direction of Islamic jurisprudence through his pronouncement that Islam should have no priestly caste. The ramifications of that decree were far-reaching, because in the absence of priests, debates over the direction of Islam were conducted in terms that were legal rather than theological. The Prophet’s guidance to officials had been to the effect they resolve issues at hand by reference to the Koran, to precedent, and, if these guides were not applicable, by applying their own judgment. The process of blending hadiths into laws evolved diverse approaches, and the dividing line between traditionists and jurists was fluid. In Medina and in Baghdad, there emerged two distinct schools of jurisprudence (but there were others): the most prominent exponent in Medina as Malik ibn Anas (d. 796) and in Baghdad Abu Hanifa (d. 767). Malik ibn Anas issued Islam’s first legal compendium, the Muwatta; Abu Hanifa compiled a corresponding legal corpus, the Hedaya. These two schools established dominance in particular regions: the Hanifites in the Levant, the Maliki in Arabia and North Africa. The Maliki and Hanifite schools had more in common than separated them, insofar as they both proceeded by drawing inferences from hadiths. But they differed, due to local circumstances, in how they weighed empirical facts and reasoning: in Medina, the shadow of Muhammad lingered in every street and the Medina school inclined toward rules set by precedent; in Baghdad, on the other hand, a city teeming with different ethnic and religious constituencies and home to busy commercial interests, jurists confronted a much broader range of issues. Baghdadi jurists of necessity could not defer decisions to colleagues in distant Medina, and they evolved a liberal application of analogy, reasoning, and deduction.

Islam’s supreme authority, in the final analysis, was Koranic jurisprudence, and jurisprudents could make or break a caliph’s hold on power. Consequently, the legal profession commanded immense authority and caliphs had a correspondingly great interest in a compliant judiciary. Judges, however, often were unyielding. Abu Hanifa was offered a government appointment and the tempting salary that came with it, but he refused: “Can I be sure that if I go into the sea my clothes will not get wet?” The caliph showed his displeasure and Abu Hanifa ended his life in prison. Judges who defended their integrity were public heroes. Malik ibn Anas, for example, was whipped “on account of some legal opinions which did not correspond with the wishes of the sultans,” wrote Ibn Khallikan, but noted, “from the time Malik ibn Anas received this flogging he rose higher and higher in public estimation, so that the punishment he underwent seemed as if it had been an honor conferred upon him.”

If venal judges could amass a fortune, principled judges often stayed poor. Tanukhi offered an engaging tale about one Baghdad judge with an
income so meager he and his brother owned between them a single coat, so one brother had to stay at home whenever the other went about. But many judges must have had an eye on their career prospects when they handed down decisions, because in another Tanukhi story, praise for a judge’s honesty prompts a barbed quip that that showed how far professional standards had fallen—integrity in a judge would have been taken for granted in the old days. But shielding the judiciary from favoritism, rulers knew, was in everyone’s own best interest. Tanukhi in a story lets a courtier complain to the caliph that a judge had refused him preferential treatment but the caliph Al Mutadid rebukes him: “Your connection with me does not affect the majesty of the law, whereon government and religion repose.”

FROM MOSQUE TO MADRASA

Muhammad had presided over court proceedings in the mosque and early judges emulated his practice. However, increasing caseloads and longer court sessions necessitated finding suitable accommodation. Courts moved into dedicated buildings, masjids, and links to the mosque loosened further when benefactors endowed autonomous institutions to train future professionals, madrasas. These training academies evolved a curriculum, examinations, and professional licenses, and they broadened research and education into disciplines such as comparative religion, mathematics, history, and geography. Madrasas afforded teaching facilities, libraries, accommodation, and scholarships. Successful students could graduate as master of law or as professor of legal opinions; the latter qualification required some ten years of study and success in examinations conducted through disputation in public. Students had free choice between madrasas; there were twenty-four in eleventh-century Baghdad.

Muhammad had presided over court proceedings in person; this became infeasible for the caliphs once Muslims settled in distant regions in numbers. Ibn Khaldun pointed out Muhammad “used to ask the men around him for advice and to consult them,” and Umar tasked a standing committee of legal experts, the mufti, to pronounce jurisprudential principles, the fatwa. Umar also appointed eight salaried qadi to preside over courts in regional capitals. Umar set judges an annual salary (at 500 dirhams per month), requested they cease involvement in commerce, and defined a code of conduct—never to issue decisions in anger, wherever possible follow the Prophet’s example, and otherwise apply their own reasoning. Ibn Khaldun quoted Umar’s terms of reference for qadi: “Use your brain about matters that perplex you and to which neither Koran nor Sunnah seem to apply. Study similar cases and evaluate the situation through analogy with those similar cases.”
Islamic law was based on the Koran and as such could only apply to Muslims but not, by implication, to other denominations. Consequently Jews and Christians retained jurisdiction for intra-communal disputes and selected judges whose appointments were subject to ratification by Muslim authorities. Legal autonomy in some instances extended to managing distinct penal systems: the Jewish traveler Rabbi Petachia was astonished the Jews of Mosul administered even their own prison. The segregation of Islamic from non-Islamic legal systems had important pragmatic benefits. Muslims in Arabia were a majority, but that situation reversed once Islam expanded across the Middle East. Since Muslims were in the minority in the empire, the Islamic judiciary would have been crushed by the workload of cases brought by non-Muslim plaintiffs. Coexisting legal systems, on the other hand, gave Muslim jurisprudents an opportunity to observe at close quarters diverse legal traditions in practice and assimilate their expertise.
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Chapter Eighteen

From Law to Economics

There exists an economic proof that someone who pays too much tax will be inclined to reduce the amount of time spent at work. But as an intuition, however, this very notion was already expressed in a fairy tale told by Ibn Khaldun. Accordingly, in his story, a king is curious what messages a hooting owl was sending his companions. A man who understands the language of birds is commanded to render the owl’s cries into words that humans can comprehend. His translation holds shocking news for the king: the owl is rejoicing, he learns, because owls soon will inhabit a thousand villages undisturbed by humans who are forced out of their homes because taxes are so high they can no longer pay them. There is a happy ending to Ibn Khaldun’s fairy tale, because the king, dismayed and chastened, lightens the tax burden. Reading between the lines, the fairy tale shows how much tact was needed to persuade rulers a fair tax rate was in their own interest. Although Ibn Khaldun’s fairy tale showed there was a link between excessive taxes and economic contraction, it did not, however, explain how that mechanism worked. Such was supplied by Abu Yusuf’s book *Kitab al kharaj*, however, that deduced how taxes affect the economic incentives of taxpayers, and based on this analysis derived concrete policy advice. The *Kitab al kharaj* marked the economic turn of Islamic law.

Abu Yusuf (died ca. 800) inspired many anecdotes. Once a disciple of Abu Hanifa, as a student Abu Yusuf was so immersed in his studies he only realized how little money he was bringing home when his exasperated wife served him for dinner a plate of notebooks. Fortunately, Abu Hanifa dissuaded Abu Yusuf from switching careers, because Abu Yusuf after a time caught the eye of Harun al Rashid, who appointed him his Chief Justice. Abu Yusuf stated happiness depends on three things: being a Muslim; health; and “wealth, without which life cannot be completely enjoyed.”¹ The career of
Abu Yusuf surpassed by far that of Abu Hanifa, who died in jail; Abu Yusuf’s estate, Ibn Khallikan noted, included two hundred pairs of silk trousers. Abu Yusuf in his book *Kitab al kharaj* set out how tax policies should aim to foster incentives that enable creation of wealth.

Equitable taxation had been a policy challenge of long standing. For the most part, land taxes in the empire’s conquered territories applied as their benchmark Muhammad’s 50 percent share of harvests in Khaybar. The caliph Osman, however aimed to extract even more, and smugly noted in a year when Egypt had delivered exceptional high taxes that “the camel has given more milk,” to which Egypt’s governor Amr al As retorted that the camel may have given more milk but the camel’s young had died. Few officials, however, dared to be as blunt, and instead resorted to raising pressure on taxpayers. Tax officials levied a fixed quantum each year, and when harvests were poor, farmers were left with a diminished return or even shouldered tax liabilities that exceeded their entire crop. Farmers consequently abandoned their homesteads, which led to a contraction of the tax base (the very policy failure highlighted by Ibn Khaldun’s fairy tale). The government retaliated with escalating coercion—Hajjaj ibn Yusuf prevented villagers from escaping by having them branded—but failed to reverse the trend. Abbasid fiscal managers were at a loss to find an effective remedy.

The *Kitab al kharaj* showed unfair outcomes resulted from an inflexible tax regime that did not take into account the annual harvest. Abu Yusuf argued that the current tax regime inevitably disadvantaged taxpayers because tax collectors had a choice between levying taxes either in cash or in kind (whereby a farmer settled tax liabilities by handing over a share of crops). Thus in years when harvests were good, tax collectors would demand a share of crops, but in years when harvests were poor, they insisted on payment in cash. Consequently, farmers anticipated the tax system would work against them, regardless of whether harvests were rich or poor: “The two alternating modes of fixed taxes, in kind or in cash, are also detrimental to the taxpayers because of the opportunities they provide for unjust distribution of the taxes and the oppression of the weak by the strong.” The remedy for a broken tax system, argued Abu Yusuf, consisted of switching from fixed to proportional taxes, which, as he reminded his readers, accorded with what Muhammad had practiced in Khaybar. Once farmers were assured an increase in yields would profit them, they would raise productivity. Therefore, tax rates for farmers who had invested in irrigation should drop, because farmers had no incentive to invest unless they had prospects of recouping their expenditure. Promoting infrastructure investment through preferential tax rates, Abu Yusuf concluded, would lead to an increase in tax revenue.

Abu Yusuf’s incentive-based approach to fiscal policy gained ground among Abbasid tax officials. Miskawaihi wrote that Ali ibn Isa was said to
be “threatening terrible things if he found that any one of the subjects had been unfairly treated in the survey or any other transaction. In consequence, he said, we did not venture to make our demands very strict; and when the next year came, the revenue had gone up 30 percent, the rumour having spread that justice was being practiced, and that robbery and extortion were at an end. Hence people were encouraged to go in more for agriculture.”

An incentive-based approach to public finance—showing tax increases yielded diminishing returns, and tax yields rose through setting incentives for investment—was no longer contentious by the time Ibn Khaldun wrote the *Muqaddima*—where he explained that when taxpayers compare expenditures and taxes with their income and gain and see the little profit they make, they lose all hope. Therefore, many of them refrain from all cultural activity. The result is that the total tax revenue goes down, as (the number of) the individual assessments go down. Often, when the decrease is noticed, the amounts of individual imposts are increased. This is considered a means of compensating for the decrease. Finally, individual imposts and assessments reach their limit. It would be of no avail to increase them further. The costs of all cultural enterprises are now too high, the taxes are too heavy, and the profits anticipated fail to materialise. Thus the total revenue continues to decrease, while the amounts of individual imposts and assessments continue to increase, because it is believed that such an increase will compensate (for the drop in revenue) in the end. Finally, civilization is destroyed, because the incentive for cultural activity is gone.

Ibn Khaldun spelled out there was a causal link between fiscal policies and economic incentives:

The finances of a ruler can be increased, and his financial resources improved, only through the revenue from taxes. This can be improved only through the equitable treatment of people with property and regard for them, so that their hopes rise, and they have the incentive to start making their capital bear fruit and grow. This, in turn, increases the ruler’s revenues in taxes.

NOTES

Chapter Nineteen

Market Economics in Early Islam

Economics in early Islam soon evolved a practical bent. Muhammad had pronounced, “there is nothing wrong in wealth, but health is better than wealth, and cheerfulness is a blessing,”¹ and even was quoted as having issued straightforward investment advice such as “he who sells a house and does not buy another one instead is not likely to see blessing in that money.”² The range of early Islamic economics, originating in religion and in ethics, is vast, and a list of representative Islamic economists includes Ibn Taymiyah, Al Dimashqi, and Ibn Khaldun. The following sections consider those aspects of Islamic economics that refer to the regulation of markets, in particular policies regarding price competition, fair trade, monopolies, mis-selling, and insider trading (however, the list of economists and of issues could be expanded with ease).

USURY AND FAIR TRADE

The cornerstone of Islamic economics is the Koranic distinction between usury and fair trade: “God has permitted trading and made usury unlawful.”³ The connotations of usury are mainly financial, but there are many others outside the sphere of finance; in fact, the majority of Islamic prohibitions against usury pertain to agricultural rather than financial markets. However, interest on loans is at the forefront of conceptions of usury. Muhammad underscored this ban in his Farewell Address when he singled out this very manifestation of usury: “God has decreed that there is no usury and the usury of Al Abbas is abolished.”⁴ That Muhammad castigated Al Abbas—his uncle—was hardly coincidental.

Muhammad was nearing the end of his life when he delivered his Farewell Address and memories of past events must have sharpened his censure
of Al Abbas, a prominent banker in Mecca who had intervened at a key
crux of Muhammad’s life. The occasion was when Abu Talib had de-
faulted on a loan from Al Abbas (his own brother) and no longer was able to
provide for his family; then Abu Talib gave up his son Ali for adoption, and
Muhammad, at that moment of crisis, reciprocated the generosity his erst-
while guardian Abu Talib had shown of a time when he as an orphan had
been in need of a guardian. Once, Abu Talib had adopted Muhammad; now,
Muhammad adopted Ali. Muhammad’s intervention in aid of Abu Talib, and
his and Ali’s subsequent illustrious ascents, were a compelling illustration of
the Koranic exhortation: “Those that preserve themselves from their own
greed will surely prosper. If you give a generous loan to God, He will pay
you back twofold and will forgive you.”

Looking back, Muhammad and Ali
had lived through extreme hardship and had emerged triumphant. No
contrast could be more stark than that between the reversal of fortunes of Al
Abbas, who had humiliated his own brother and had long prevaricated before
he converted to the creed propagated by his nephew, and that of Muhammad
and Ali, who through the victory of Islam had been exalted as Al Abbas was
humbled.

Defaults were an acute social problem in the Middle East where penalties
on defaulters were harsh. Defaulters in the Old Testament suffered enslav-
ment; in the New Testament they were imprisoned. Pre-Islamic Mecca im-
posed extreme penalties on defaulters, who were made liable for twice the
principal, and if they failed to extinguish their liability were evicted from
Mecca and abandoned to their fate in the desert. The Koran’s exhortation to
provide succor to defaulters constituted a direct opposite to pre-Islamic con-
ventions.

To comply with Islamic prohibitions against usury, two parties in a trans-
action must exchange goods that are exactly equivalent. Strict equivalence
was required in exchanges involving six commodities: silver and gold (which
were means of payment), wheat, barley, dates, and salt (which were daily
necessities). An example illustrates how the ban was applied. On one occa-
sion, Muhammad’s widow Zaynab swapped dates from her estate in Khaybar
for an identical quantity of dates in Medina. Umar, however, forced Zaynab
to cancel the sale although she had not made a profit on the transaction,
because, as he pointed out, the price did not factor in the hidden cost of
transport between Khaybar and Medina. Umar’s ruling shows nominal
equivalence alone, as such, did not fulfill compliance with the ban on illicit
gain; in addition, strict adherence to Koranic requirements required full dis-
closure of prices charged for each link in a value chain. This logic was
applied wherever raw materials were traded for finished products—such as
flour against bread, milk against cheese, or olives against oil.

The Islamic concept of usury extends beyond strictures against taking
interest on loans. Usury is present in any transaction that extracts excessive
advantage from a customer or denies a fair share to a business partner. There were pre-Islamic antecedents for *riba*, the Koranic term for usury. The Talmud banned gains deemed excessive (the term is *ribbit*), and pre-Islamic Meccans had clear notions of the distinction between illicit and licit trade—they refused to accept donations to the *Kaaba* earned from “prostitution, usury, or by wronging any man.”

The Koran, while prohibiting usury, approves trade that is fair. Usury, by implication, incurs divine wrath; licit trade, on the other hand, enjoys divine approbation. Muhammad pronounced “honest merchants will be raised up on the Day of Resurrection with the Prophets, the true, and the martyrs.” Islamic conceptions of fair trade had countless ramifications; here, those of concern are those for price regulation, consumer protection, and competition policy. In respect to price regulation, for example, Muhammad overturned economic conventions that had been in place from Babylonian times.

**PRICE REGULATION FROM BABYLONIAN TIMES UNTIL MUHAMMAD**

When, in early Islam, price controls were lifted, no less an authority than Muhammad’s personal intervention was adduced to justify what constituted an economic innovation of great moment. Preliminary remarks on traditions of price regulation in Middle Eastern markets are necessary to show just how fundamental was this upheaval. Government authorities from the very inception of markets in the Middle East prescribed prices, and government price controls were undisputed. The economist Karl Polanyi pointed out prices in the Middle East traditionally “took the form of equivalencies established by authority of custom, statute or proclamation.” Price controls were subject to legislation, and prices were set by governments or by priests who oversaw exchanges situated near temples. The Babylonian *Codex Hammurabi* imposed penalties on anyone who dared deviate from government prices.

Judaic price policies applied throughout the entire economic value chain: they capped food prices and profit margins (one sixth of price); required vendors to sell direct to consumers rather than through intermediaries; banned cornering a market by buying up produce of neighboring farmers; and forbade exports even if higher prices were offered abroad. Infractions were deemed breaches of laws against usury. Consequently, the authority to set prices conferred considerable power and prestige. For example, Jews in the late Roman Empire achieved a significant enhancement of communal autonomy when they were granted the right to set their own prices (in 396).

There was a sphere of trade where price controls never took effect, however, namely cross-border trade, which, in contrast with domestic markets, by its nature was beyond the reach of government control. Governments tried
to bring long-distance trade under control through different approaches: in Israel, King Solomon, wishing to buy gold, declared long-distance trade a royal monopoly and built bridgeheads on the Red Sea coast; in Egypt, the pharaohs allowed only priests to import cedars for their palaces. Long-distance traders, however, who camped outside of fixed settlements, were a category of entrepreneurs beyond the perimeter of government control, and while traders within a city’s walls had to comply with prices predetermined and supervised by market overseers, long-distance traders customarily transacted business through bargaining. Ancient Greeks began desegregating local and cross-border markets; Greeks had conducted trade in foreign imports outside of city limits, in *emporia*, but gradually gave permission for trade to take place in the town center, the *agora*. The Greek verb *agorazein*, for “going to the agora” took on another meaning, of buying. Aristotle and Plato laid down the duties of Greek market supervisors, such as preventing vendors from cheating, investigating customer complaints, and the like. But the benefits of price competition eluded Aristotle and Plato. Nor were free markets advanced by the Byzantine Empire: terms of market entry, salaries, quality of goods, and sale prices—all were prescribed.

Long-distance trade when Islam came into being differed from local trade in two respects: local trade in staple goods was subject to price controls, and long-distance trade met demand for luxury goods where fixed prices could not be enforced. Accordingly, profit differentials between local and long-distance markets must have been substantial. The benefits of deregulated pricing may have been intuitive to Arab traders, because they were accustomed to setting prices without government intervention and to earning profits through taking risks. Mesopotamian markets originated in Babylonia; the Arab word for market, *suq*, is rooted in Akkadian. But with the advent of Islam, Arabs, whose business culture was shaped by trade, risk, and bargaining, took price setting out of the hand of government and placed it in the hand of the market. This radical break with commercial practice, Islamic economists explained, was instigated at the behest of Muhammad.

“PRICES ARE IN THE HAND OF GOD”

Arab traders were taken by surprise when Muhammad abandoned price regulation. Abu Yusuf collated three accounts of unfolding events; one of these follows: “Prices rose in the time of the Prophet, and the people came to him asking that a price-limit be fixed which the people could afford, but he said: low and high prices are from God and we are not allowed to go beyond His judgment.” According to Abu Yusuf, Muhammad enjoined leaving prices to invisible forces: “Prices, high or low,” the Prophet stated, “are in the hand of God.” The hanifite *Mishcat* quoted a slightly different version of Mu-
hammad’s words: “God is the maker of rates, and is the giver and curtailer of sustenance.”

Muhammad’s decision was highly contentious and—a very unusual occurrence—there were complaints. Several testimonies report Muhammad’s adherents lodged protests and asked him to abate increases in the price of food. According to Ibn Taymiyah, appeals were filed twice, but Muhammad was unbending and adamant he would not intervene in prices unless he had authority from Allah (“I would rather invoke God.”), and after in vain seeking divine approbation to set prices, stated rises and falls of prices were beyond man’s control. Setting prices, Muhammad asserted, was neither in his, nor for that matter in the gift of any other single human authority, and he would contravene God’s will were he to fix what God wished to vary (“Oh no,” he corrected someone asserting prices were made by man, “God raises and lowers.”)

These hadiths do not state at what point in time Muhammad derestricted prices in Medina, but in any event Muhammad’s approach had already germinated when he was still in Mecca. According to another hadith, merchants in the market in Mecca accosted Muhammad and inquired whether his prophetic powers included the ability for business forecasts. Meccan traders asked Muhammad: “Does your Lord not tell you when prices will drop or rise, so you can gain in trade?” It was in reaction to this approach, according to Aloys Sprenger, that Muhammad thereupon received the following Koranic revelation:

Say: I have not the power to acquire benefits or to avert evil from myself, except by the will of God. Had I possessed knowledge of what is hidden, I would have availed myself of much that is good and no harm would have touched me. But I am no more than one who gives warning and good news to true believers.

Muhammad’s endorsement of price deregulation in Medina derived from his conception of his prophetic office, developed during his years of adversity in Mecca.

COMPETITION POLICY

When merchants are free to set prices the way they compete changes. They may raise prices (to increase profits on each sale) or alternatively reduce prices (to expand market share at the expense of competitors). Islamic jurists provided legal opinions on either competitive strategy. Raising prices to maximize profits, asserted Malik ibn Anas, was legitimate, and he adduced in support a hadith where Muhammad auctioned goods to the highest bidder. Ibn Taymiyah likewise affirmed that it was ethical to raise prices: “Therefore
if people are selling their goods in a fitting manner, causing no injury, and the current price happens to rise either because of the scarcity of an article or on account of increased demand, then this is a matter for God. To compel people to sell at a particular rate would be unjustified coercion.”

But controversy surrounded the alternative approach, to reduce prices to undercut competitors. Merchants complained to Umar a trader was offering raisins at a lower price than his competitors, which prompted Umar to revoke his trading license. That sanction, however, was not Umar’s last word on the matter; Umar on reflection reinstated the trader and assured him: “You are free to sell where and how you wish.”

Some incidents consequential to the introduction of free pricing made for amusing anecdotes. According to Baladhuri, there was an entrepreneur in Basra who operated the city’s single bathhouse and could not help boasting about his extraordinary profits to his brother. However, he soon had to rue having taken his brother into his confidence because his brother shared out this confidential information and the monopolist soon faced competitors. Several entrepreneurs were quick to ask the governor’s permission to open new baths, with predictable second round effects: Basrans soon had a choice between eight bathhouses, and the original monopolist to his chagrin found his profits had evaporated. “May Allah cut off from him His mercy!” he cursed his brother—and Baladhuri’s moral of the story is that, in truth, the boasting entrepreneur should have blamed himself for giving away his trade secret. Coincidentally, this story gives a glimpse of market frameworks of the time: the government regulated market access (bathhouses required a governor’s license) but did not intervene in price competition. From this anecdote we may infer the rapid rise in living standards, and ready access to capital in Islam’s young cities (eight bath houses entered into competition). Moreover, Baladhuri’s list of investors shows women owned three out of eight baths, which demonstrated women at the time were significant entrepreneurs.

Price competition has ramifications for policies regarding monopolies and insider trading. On first sight it may appear startling that monopolies, a phenomenon usually associated with advanced modern economies, should have been a concern in Muhammad’s era. However, rules for setting prices are allied to rules for competition, and Muhammad combined injunctions against government intervention in price setting with proscriptions of monopolies: “whoever monopolises,” he said, “is a sinner.” Monopolistic practice, in the widest sense, consists of any abuse of a strong commercial position to distort prices—and in markets with food supply lines as precarious as those of medieval Arabia, every famine offered the temptation to extract huge profits from desperate buyers willing to pay any price to stave off starvation. Squeezing up prices through hoarding had been a well-known practice in pre-Islamic Arabia; the term for it was ihtikar, which Umar,
quoting Muhammad, condemned in harsh terms: “whoever monopolises the food of the Muslims, may God entangle in misfortune in his body, and ruin in his property.”

Driving up prices above competitive levels effectively constituted a religious wrong: “Whoever keeps back grain forty days, in order to increase its price, is both a forsaker of God, and is forsaken of God.”

Competition economics in Islam also prohibited other forms of exploiting market power, for example, by favoring certain competitors and bypassing others. Ibn Taymiyah not only exposed these practices as monopolistic but also held government responsible in such cases to intervene and provide redress:

A more serious matter than this is where certain people have a monopoly of particular commodities, such that foodstuffs or other goods are sold only to them and then retailed by them, any would-be competitor being restrained either harshly, by imposition, or by some gentler means less open to abuse. In this situation prices must be controlled so that the monopolists sell only for value and buy people’s goods only for fair value.

Oligopolies (by the same token as monopolies) earn extraordinary profits through conspiring with their peers against the orderly flow of business. Ibn Taymiyah had a clear conception of the workings of collusion and why such conspiracies are harmful:

When a group who buy or sell a certain type of commodity conspire to deprecate what they buy and so buy for less than the customary fair price while promoting what they sell above the customary price, and to malign what they buy . . . they will have conspired to wrong people so that they would have to sell their goods (for less) and to buy for more than the fair price.

Ibn Taymiyah evolved a rationale for the ban on monopolies: whereas Umar had asserted monopolists are irreligious but did not explain why, Ibn Taymiyah, on the other hand, not only identified the impact of monopolies—distortion of prices—but also added a nuanced analysis of the harm caused by monopolies that consists in forcing customers to overpay.

Insider trading is usually mentioned in the context of financial markets, but the infraction as such is ancient: it consists of taking advantage of privileged information ahead of an imminent change in market conditions and is culpable because it interferes with competition. Insider trading was another instance of market abuse that already early Islamic economists identified. Such occurred in pre-Islamic Arabia, where traders with advance intelligence of a caravan’s arrival were wont to intercept its progress and conclude transactions before the caravan reached the city. Muhammad legislated against such ploys, called talaqqi, and forbade “stopping a caravan on their way to the city and telling them that prices there are low, with the design of purchas-
ing their goods themselves at the lowest possible price.” The rationale for this ban once again Ibn Taymiyah supplied; Muhammad “made the proscription,” according to Ibn Taymiyah, “to avoid injury to the seller, who is cheated into selling below the fair price.” There were other examples of Ibn Taymiyah’s preoccupation with fair pricing, such as, for example, when Muhammad banned brokers who overcharge customers (“on account of the danger of price inflation”), but they all underscored that early Islamic economists considered the integrity of price competition as of fundamental importance to fair markets.

MARKET SUPERVISION

Supervisors whose responsibility it was to maintain orderly markets existed long before the advent of Islam. The remits of professional market overseers—in Greek and Judaic markets, for example, the agoranomos and the hashban—were broadly overlapping: they set rules for business conduct, investigated complaints, and imposed penalties. Judaic market regulation differed in one important particular from Greek and Roman practice, however, in that it was cast by the Talmud and as such was a religious obligation. Overseers also existed in pre-Islamic Arabian markets, called muhtasib, who granted trading licenses, inspected weights and measures, and pursued delinquent debtors. In Medina, Muhammad personally appointed the muhtasib, as later he did in Mecca. (It deserves remark that Medina’s first Islamic muhtasib was a woman. In fact, in Middle Eastern markets traders often were female. When Herodotus visited Egypt, for example, he was surprised how frequently he encountered in markets female vendors.) Muhammad underscored how important he considered the office of muhtasib by personally conferring the appointment; Umar confirmed Muhammad’s appointments, and so the significant status of the office of the muhtasib was established from an early stage of Islam. It was customary for muhtasibs in important trade centers to be appointed by the caliph because, as Ibn Khaldun explained, market supervision was a “religious office.”

The principal public institution in Islamic cities, other than the mosque, were markets, and muhtasibs assumed many responsibilities associated with municipal administration. A muhtasib could order demolition of buildings deemed unsafe; demand removal of obstructions from public thoroughfares; and fine drunkards or prostitutes. The muhtasib would review complaints regarding unreasonable working conditions, including those of slaves, and had the authority to intervene on their behalf. In effect, muhtasibs shaped the public sphere of Islamic cities more widely—they were responsible for public order, health, and safety.
Abu al Fadl al Dimashqi, of whom we only know he lived in Damascus (hence his name), was the author of The Beauty of Commerce, a summary of Islamic economic knowledge (including ancient Greek sources) written in the twelfth century. His book perhaps is a compilation of sources rather than an original composition; however, it contains passages where Al Dimashqi warned his readers to beware the inherent fickleness of commercial success, and there one hears an author’s personal voice: “the poorest man of all is one so rich he thinks he will ever be secure from poverty.”

Al Dimashqi showed how society takes shape through economic activity. Accordingly, trade is the wellspring of society. Because man cannot master all skills necessary for survival, he specializes in certain skills and offers his products in exchange against others. Division of labor and the need to exchange products bring into being cities that facilitate trade, which, in turn, begets wealth. Because goods have different values and are in demand at different times, a need arises for money—which, again, is another catalyst for promoting trade.

Because trade, more than any other endeavor, creates welfare, Al Dimashqi ranks traders ahead of all other professions. All wealth, for Al Dimashqi, constitutes a social virtue: if inherited, it signals good breeding; if self-made, ambition and acumen; if the result of sheer luck, good fortune. Traders need a broad set of skills because trade conditions are inherently unstable: they need to exploit price fluctuations; to anticipate the direction of prices; to know when to stand back from investing and when to take risks. Early Islamic economists often used business cases to illustrate analysis. Al Dimashqi provided a case study that in the manner of business manuals illustrated the components of well-crafted financial management. Accordingly, the caliph Al Mamun issued instructions to regional governors how to conduct business in food markets:

The Commander of the Faithful is expecting a good harvest and grain prices to drop. Sell all grain storages as quickly as possible, on any market and at any price, and report back on sales volume and timing with specification of quality, market prices, trade location, names of counterparties, and how much was paid in cash and how much in instalments. Remember, the Commander of the Faithful will scrutinise your report and is waiting for news—God willing.

Ibn Khaldun’s contributions to the theory of pricing and the economic rationale of commercial profit deserve mention. Ibn Khaldun explained three components enter into prices: costs of production, taxes, and profits. To show
how production costs affect the price of output, Ibn Khaldun referred to Muslims in Spain who

had to treat the fields and tracts of land, in order to improve the plants and agriculture there. This treatment required expensive labor (products) and materials, such as fertilizer and other things that had to be procured. Thus, their agricultural activities required considerable expenditures. They calculated these expenditures in fixing their prices.38

The second component, taxes, enters into prices because

customs duties raise the sales (prices), because small businessmen and merchants include all their expenses, even their personal requirements, in the price of their stock and merchandise. Thus, customs duties enter into the sales price.39

The wellspring of economic activity, however, stems from the final component of prices, profit:

Commerce means the attempt to make a profit by increasing capital, through buying goods at a low price and selling them at a high price . . . The attempt to make such a profit may be undertaken by storing goods and holding them until the market has fluctuated from low prices to high prices. This will bring a large profit. Or, the merchant may transport his goods to another country where they are more in demand than in his own, where he bought them . . . an old merchant said to a person who wanted to find out the truth about commerce: “I shall give it to you in two words: buy cheap and sell dear. There is commerce for you.”40

Ibn Khaldun’s approach was consistent with that of generations of Islamic economists inspired by the example of Muhammad whose endorsement of commercial pursuit was never questioned: “Whoever desires the world and its riches in a lawful manner, in order to withhold himself from begging, or to provide a livelihood for his family, or to be kind to his neighbors, will appear before God in the Last Day with his face as bright as a full moon.”41
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Chapter Twenty

Muslim Merchants Abroad

Caliphs often engaged in trade promotion. Harun al Rashid’s extravagant gifts to Charlemagne (which included an elephant, a tent, and a water-clock) showcased sample goods fit to whet a prospective customer’s appetite. Trade diplomacy directed at Western Europe, however, did not lead to establishment of a physical presence of Muslim traders there, whereas in Asian and Byzantine realms, on the other hand, the Muslim presence was conspicuous already at an early stage of the Islamic Empire. Constantinople’s first mosque, for example, was recorded in 717.¹ The nature of trade between Islamic economies and Western Europe is thrown into relief by a contrast with the commercial presence of Arab traders in China, India, and in the realm of Byzantium.

Arab trade links to Asia were in place prior to the advent of the Islamic Empire, and the rashidun caliphs promoted trade by building two ports on either flank of Arabia, Al Djar and Basra. Al Djar on the Red Sea was a gateway for trade with Egypt, but boats from Asia also docked there; Basra was founded on the shores of what Arabs called the Chinese Sea (today’s city has moved from the original location). Investment in infrastructure was complemented by commercial diplomacy. Umar in 637 instigated a maritime mission to Asia, and Osman around 650 sent an embassy to the Chinese emperor. Harun al Rashid sent gifts also to the emperor of China and these would have been as glamorous as those to the emperor in Germany.

Although the size of the population of Arab enclaves in Asia is unknown, they clearly were permanent and large. Masudi estimated the tenth-century Arab population south of Mumbai at some 10,000, a rounded figure that signifies a large community in a general sense, but some Muslim communities in China and India in any event were of a size that warranted maintaining their own judiciary.² Relations between expatriate enclaves and local
communities at times were fractious. Chinese annals reported riots involving expatriate Arabs and Persians in 758, and again that in 878 thousands of foreigners—Muslims, Jews, and Christians—were victims of civil unrest.\(^3\) Government authorities would not have afforded protection unless the size of communities and the scale of benefits from intercontinental trade had been substantial. The high regard of Arab merchants for Chinese authorities comes across from the pages of memoirs left by a ninth-century Arab trader named Soleyman, which contained a story where an Arab ivory merchant was forced to sell his wares to a Chinese official below market price and filed a complaint that reached the Chinese emperor. Accordingly, the official responsible was exposed and the emperor scolded him: “Do you want him to return saying ‘I have been wronged in China, I have been robbed?’” (The official is demoted to superintendent of a graveyard to impress on him he is unfit to deal with the living.)\(^4\) Muslim merchants were prosperous trade financiers. The fourteenth-century traveler Ibn Battuta encountered Muslim trading communities in Sumatra and China, and he wrote of that in Calcutta: “The greatest part of the Muhammadan merchants of this place are so wealthy, that one of them can purchase the whole freightage of such vessels as put in here; and fit out others like them.”\(^5\)

Several aspects of Arab commerce in Asia deserve remark: authorities intervened against recurring tensions between expatriate and local communities; expatriate communities were granted judicial autonomy; and government safeguarded intercontinental trade. There would be parallels in trade centers in the Islamic Empire and in Constantinople.

**MUSLIM TRADE WITH BYZANTIUM**

The advent of Islam did not sever long-standing commercial relations between Arabs and Byzantines. Few facts could illustrate better that political or religious antagonisms had little bearing on trade links than that one of the most important areas of Byzantine commercial activity in the Islamic Empire was in building mosques. The practice of hiring Byzantine builders to work on sacred sites in Arabia predated Islam. The *Chronicles of Mecca* attested Meccans in 605 hired a Byzantine carpenter to help restore the structure of the *Kaaba* after it had been damaged by a fire. On that occasion, Meccans had bought the cargo of a Byzantine boat shipwrecked on the Arab coast carrying building material intended for a church in Abyssinia, and they hired a Byzantine Christian traveling on board to install a new roof for the *Kaaba*; he was the first of many to work there.\(^6\) (Muhammad at the time was thirty-five years old and his prophetic career had not yet begun.)

Muhammad in Medina specified the mosque’s ground plan, which, as the French historian Jean Sauvaget has pointed out, was representative of that of
many houses of worship in the Hellenist Orient; for example, the ordering of colonnades and lack of an apsis were analogous to contemporaneous synagogues and Coptic churches. Omayyad mosques scaled up dimensions and added flamboyant decoration to walls and roofs but otherwise conformed to traditional building blueprints. There were several rounds of Omayyad improvements to the appearance of Mecca’s Kaaba, each surpassing the glamour of the one that went before—Abd al Malik gilded ceilings, added silver chains between columns, and hung golden crowns; his son Walid gilded the roof and doors, and added columns of marble; the caliph Mutawakkil “plated its wall and ceiling with gold—which act was unprecedented—and clothed its pillars with silk.”

Abd al Malik deployed Byzantine craftsmen also for projects in Mecca and for a new mosque in Ramlah. Some eighty Greeks and Copts worked on enlarging the Medina mosque and decorated it with imported Byzantine mosaics. There were even claims the Byzantine emperor supported building works in Medina with money; the claim seems implausible (a slip of a scribe’s pen?) but shows that Byzantine collaboration as such was not controversial. Ziyad ibn Abihi built a mosque in Kufa, using marble columns from Byzantine buildings in the area, and decorated it with Byzantine mosaics.

It is startling so many master builders of mosques seem to have been Christian rather than Muslim, and one might speculate what were the reasons. Byzantine builders may have been conspicuous on Islamic construction sites because architectural skills were generic, and perhaps Christians dominated the building trade at that time because sons followed their fathers into a profession and particular professions were in the hands of certain communities. Critics of hiring Byzantines to work on such projects were few—after all, Muhammad had not objected to Byzantines working at the Kaaba. In any event, Omayyad caliphs had no reservation against hiring expatriate Christians nor had Byzantine emperors any against releasing them, and building projects were the continuing subject of correspondence between the courts of the caliphs and the emperors. Before work commenced on the Damascus mosque, “many embassies,” according to Ibn Jubayr, “went from one Sovereign to the other.” Byzantine influence on the Damascus mosque was pervasive; the mosque showcased technological advances, such as a water clock called mikaniyyah (derived from the Greek mechane). Mosaics were dazzling, indeed the Arab term for mosaic, fusaifusa, may have been an import from the Greek term psephos. In Damascus, a cosmopolitan city with a Christian majority, the presence of Byzantine artisans and the liberal display of Byzantine workmanship could hardly upset sensitivities; on the contrary, blending non-Muslim with Muslim tastes was a policy than which few could be more expressive of the ruling elite’s desire to overcome barriers between conquerors and subjects.
Relations with Byzantines at official level and through private middlemen continued during the Abbasid era. Some members of the expatriate Byzantine business community in Baghdad frequented the caliph’s court; a certain Patrikios borrowed money from the caliph, invested in a mill, and continued drawing income after returning to Byzantine lands.\(^{17}\) Arab histories celebrated the pomp and pageantry of the occasion surrounding the visit in 917 of a Byzantine delegation to the caliph Muqadiri. Al Khatib reported Baghdad was full of “people who had come sight-seeing, and every shop and high balcony had been let for a price of many dirhams.”\(^{18}\) The emissaries were kept in waiting for four months until the caliph at last admitted them and displayed his treasures of curtains, rugs, jewelry, elephants, lions, and his prize bauble, a bird wrought of 50,000 ounces of silver. In keeping with the sumptuous character of his hospitality, the departing delegation received a generous farewell present.

The subject of negotiations of that particular embassy was treatment of prisoners of war, and such negotiations were conducted also through private channels. Ali ibn Isa enjoined senior Christian clerics, the Patriarch in Antioch and the Catholicos in Jerusalem (head of the Nestorian church), to intervene on behalf of Muslim prisoners of war by suggesting they threaten the Byzantine emperor with excommunication unless he improved prison conditions; both clerics were cooperative and the outcome desired was duly achieved.\(^{19}\) The business sector, too, helped prisoners of war. One Muslim merchant paid for upkeep of a Christian church in Baghdad in return for a Byzantine monk’s commitment to donate blankets to captive Muslims.\(^{20}\)

MUSLIMS IN CONSTANTINOPLE

Constantinople was the capital of an empire dominated by politics rather than trade, and only gradually opened her gates to permanent expatriate settlers. The existence of a mosque in Constantinople is documented for the eighth and for the ninth century.\(^{21}\) Syrians were the first foreign merchant community granted settlement rights in Constantinople, a concession widened by the tenth century to include Muslims, Venetians, and Russians, who had residence permits for up to three months.\(^{22}\) The overriding considerations for admitting Muslims to Constantinople seem to have been diplomatic and religious rather than commercial.

Byzantine and Fatimid rulers in 1027 signed the first of several reciprocal commitments to protect rights of religious minorities. The Fatimids agreed to restore the Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem while Constantine VIII granted protection to the mosque in Constantinople. Riots in 1044 targeted Arabs as well as other foreigners and inflicted damage on the mosque, and the Byzantine emperor Constantine Monomachos restored the mosque at
his own expense. Saladin, after conquering Jerusalem, continued the policy of reciprocal protection of religious institutions by appointing Greek clerics to administer the city’s Christian sites and thereby restored precedence of Orthodox over Catholics, and Isaac II Angelus reciprocated the gesture by having built a new mosque in Constantinople that was staffed with several muezzins to which Saladin donated a minbar. The mosque was located in a commercial area given over to Muslim merchants and at the official opening ceremony the local Muslim merchant community was in attendance.23

Italian merchants torched that mosque in 1203, but it was restored after Byzantines reclaimed Constantinople in 1261.24 A Muslim traveler in the late thirteenth century described the Constantinople funduq for Muslims and Jews:

There is a place, which is large like [the one with] two floors in Damascus, [and] is surrounded by a wall with a gate which may be shut and opened, specially designated as a lodging for the Muslims; likewise there is another place for lodging the Jews. Every night these gates are closed, along with the other gates of the city.25

This description of how the Muslim funduq in Constantinople looked and how it was managed accords with those of Muslim funduqs in Asia. Also, Byzantine intervention against fractious local rioters parallels that of governments in Asia. A different story unfolded, on the other hand, in Western Europe.

In Asia and in Constantinople, Arab outposts prospered as self-governing communities within clear boundaries. But whereas in Asia and in Byzantium, strong domestic authorities guarded law and order and robust host institutions smoothed trade flows, in Europe, on the other hand, local authorities were feeble. In any event, trade potential in Europe was meager. Arabs could buy silk in China and steel in India, but a country such as France offered few objects of value beyond church treasuries. For an Arab outpost in Europe, the business case rested on piracy rather than on trade. The process leading to the discovery that trade was more rewarding than rapine was arduous, protracted, and in some instances failed utterly. One notable failure was an Arab settlement established on the French coast near St. Tropez around 890.

Arabs were formidable raiders, striking deep into Switzerland and driving wealthy citizens living on Lake Geneva to retreat to Neuchatel. The extreme point of Arab raids was Lake Constance where, around 950, the abbot of St. Gall monastery rallied his monks to counterattack and imprison a raiding party; their Arab captives went on hunger strike and starved to death. That defeat marked the beginning of a counterattack on Arabs in Switzerland and France. Arabs were driven out of Grenoble valley in the mid-960s, and the Arab base camp, that never numbered more than a few hundred inhabitants,
in spite of secure supply lines to Muslim Spain and North Africa was finally overrun in 975.

ARAB TRADE WITH WESTERN EUROPE

Western European economies, at that time, languished. Trade dwindled; coinage contracted. Europe’s economies collapsed with the Roman Empire; cities were depopulated, farmlands abandoned, roads and bridges neglected. The remains of Rome’s empire were fought over by diverse contestants: Muslims claimed Portugal and most of Spain; Byzantines held Sicily and Southern Italy; and France and Germany suffered invasions by Arabs, Huns, and Goths. A new order began to take shape when the Carolingian dynasty marshaled robust defenses against invaders, beating back a Muslim invasion of France in 732, and after firming their grip on power went on the offensive.

Peace, however, did not sow seeds of prosperity. Neither Byzantine nor Carolingian emperors found a way to resuscitate European trade. Charlemagne, for example, had to abandon his efforts to create a mint in Aachen, and the Carolingian Empire afforded a lower standard of living than her Roman predecessor. But while trade flows within Europe slowed to a trickle, in the Mediterranean new markets emerged. Across the Mediterranean, the bipolar hegemony of Muslim Arabs and Byzantine Christians no longer patterned relations once new multipolar political constellations emerged within the realms of Islam and of Christendom. Opportunities beckoned to convert the shared sea into a vast emporium through official accords with Islamic rulers established across the length of North Africa’s coastline.
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Byzantine borders blocked Islam’s advance to the north and diverted the surge of Muslim armies across North Africa, Sicily, and Spain. However, although Abbasids ruled Baghdad, Baghdad no longer was the sole capital of the Islamic realm. A lone survivor of the Omayyad dynasty had fled to the extreme frontier of the Islamic dominion and in Spanish Cordoba, after a time, a rival caliphate was established. Hashimites and Omayyads who once vied for social precedence in Mecca, a city with a population of less than 20,000, now contested supremacy over the lands bordering the Mediterranean. Moreover, independent dynasties emerged all along the North African coast (one of which claimed descent from Muhammad’s daughter Fatima and proceeded to establish a third caliphate, in Cairo). Leading powers on either side of denominational divides were watchful of external enemies but also looked over their shoulders at internal rivals. New power centers in Western and Southern Europe eroded Byzantine and Abbasid supremacy, and within Christendom and Islam, political unity fractured and religious harmony dissolved. Christendom split along regional lines into Catholics and Orthodox. But the Islamic world, too, underwent momentous changes, and the realm of Islam sundered when rival caliphates arose in Egypt and Spain. The loss of political cohesion within Islam and Christendom made it expedient to forge alliances across denominational divides. Carolingian diplomats pursued a three-pronged strategy: befriending Baghdad to outflank Byzantium; signing truces with Muslim rulers in North Africa; and fomenting insurrections in neighboring Spain. In 765, the Carolingian Pippin sent a diplomatic delegation to Baghdad, his son Charlemagne another in 801. Harun al Rashid and his successor Al Mamun reciprocated with embassies to Germany. Harun’s and Charlemagne’s good relations were common knowledge; William of Tyre reported there were “frequent envoys who went back and forth between
Eginhard, Charlemagne’s court biographer, reports Harun sent as gifts “silken stuffs, spices, and other rich products of Eastern lands.” A few years before he had sent an elephant, at Charlemagne’s request.2

Charlemagne signed truces with the Aghlabid dynasty ruling North Africa, but relations with Spain, on the other hand, were tense. The Omayyad land-based invasion into France had failed and so the navy was strengthened; shipyards sprang up in Tarragona, Seville, and several other Spanish ports. Seaborne raids on French cities were frequent and hostilities persisted. Carolingian diplomats thought it opportune to nurture ties with the enemies of the ruler in Cordoba and in 777 Charlemagne entertained rival emirs in Paderborn and held out prospects of supporting insurrections. But these efforts at destabilizing Spain’s domestic balance of power never produced tangible results, and once a military stalemate had stabilized Charlemagne in 810 and 816 settled for truces.

The Byzantine emperor until then had been considered sole heir to Rome’s emperors and his position as the highest political authority in Christendom was undisputed. But the Vatican sundered her allegiance with the emperors in Constantinople following unresolved theological disputes between clerics in East and West, and a new dynamic in international diplomacy began to make itself felt once Charlemagne was anointed as heir to Roman emperors. Theological controversies between Orthodox and Catholics spilled over into politics when Charlemagne acquired wider responsibilities together with his new title, specifically, to guard the interests of pilgrims to Jerusalem. Until then, only the Byzantine emperor had spoken on behalf of Christendom, but now a Holy Roman emperor wished to underscore the point that Jerusalem mattered to more than one Christian denomination. Harun and Charlemagne had overlapping interests; when Charlemagne asked Harun al Rashid to grant safe passage to pilgrims to Jerusalem, the caliph would have found it expedient to grant concessions—it was in his interest to strengthen a rival of the emperor in Constantinople and build goodwill with a monarch harrying Omayyads in Spain. Charlemagne’s embassy to Baghdad included Christian as well as Jewish emissaries; Al Mamun’s delegation to Aachen comprised Muslims and Christians. The economy of Charlemagne’s empire, however, such as it was, hardly was a peer for those of the Abbasid, Omayyad, and Byzantine Empires. Whereas in the Eastern Mediterranean war never got in the way of cross-border business, in the Western Mediterranean governments never discovered a means to promote commerce. In the absence of strong governments, it fell to private initiative to stimulate latent economic potential.
ITALY’S MARITIME REPUBLICS

Venice, Genoa, and Florence were famed centers of Italian Renaissance culture and commerce. However, these cities, in common with other notable Italian mercantile republics —Pisa and Amalfi should be added to the list—lacked pedigree. Venice and Amalfi emerged from the rubble of the wrecked Roman Empire when marauding Huns drove Italians to abandon their homes and run for their lives. The first Venetians were refugees who escaped to marshes and lagoons on the northern Adriatic coastline; Amalfitans on Italy’s southern coast facing Sicily hid at the foot of cliffs so precipitous a traveler passing overhead would not guess their presence. Amalfi and Venice came into being as refugee camps threatened by instant extermination if raiders would chance to find them. Bogs and cliffs secured survival, but the living they afforded was meager. Unlike Rome, Ravenna, or Milan—cities already famed in Roman times—Italy’s maritime republics had origins that were inauspicious and altogether unheroic.

Amalfi and Venice survived the Huns, and they gladly submitted to Byzantine rule when Byzantine armies restored order in Italy. The borders of three empires—Byzantine, Carolingian, Islamic—ran through Italy, and Amalfi and Venice were situated on political fault lines: Amalfi faced Muslim Sicily, and Carolingian dominions engulfed Venice. But their Byzantine master in Constantinople, for all his power, was too far away ever to guarantee meaningful defense against a serious strike. Their security remained brittle in a country where political powers were locked in contention over political hegemony. But Amalfi and Venice overcame the threat of destruction through a means of protection more effective than any army could offer: instead of fighting the enemy, they invited him to trade.

AMALFI

Most harbors lining the coasts from the Pyrenees to the tip of Italy had suffered raids by Arab pirates who plundered property, torched homes, and kidnapped anyone young and healthy enough to be sold into slavery. Marseille, Nice, Genoa, Pisa, and even Rome’s harbor Ostia suffered depredations. The list could go on. But Amalfi, a tiny city on the coast opposite Sicily and an easy target once Muslims based themselves there, was left unmolested, and for this reason: Amalfi came to exploit piracy as a business opportunity and partnered with Arabs in piratical forays that had the audacity to make a target even of Rome. The Vatican in vain pleaded with Amalfitans to break with their Arab brothers-in-arms, at first offering tax-exemption, then threatening excommunication, and at last promising an annual tribute. But the Vatican’s offers fell on deaf ears, because Arabs offered Amalfi
better terms. Arabs reciprocated the favor of Amalfi’s safe harbor. They granted Amalfitans safe passage to Arab ports, and gave Amalfitans advance warnings of a raid on neighboring Salento. Eventually both parties lit upon an important discovery—windfalls from piracy were less rewarding than regular profits earned over time through trade. Trade traveled in both directions: Amalfitans exported grain, timber, and slaves; they imported spices, frankincense, and textiles.

Amalfitan trade received a significant boost in 966 from a peace treaty between the Byzantine emperor and Egypt’s ruling Fatimid dynasty. Amalfi, a Byzantine subject well regarded by Islamic authorities, seized the moment to expand her franchise and opened a trade outpost in Cairo. This commercial colony soon was populated in significant numbers. In 996, riots in Cairo precipitated by fears of a Byzantine attack claimed some two hundred casualties. But the police quelled disturbances, which shows the government valued the taxes that expatriate merchants paid into the government’s treasury. Amalfi’s approach to business conferred benefits to everyone involved. For Islamic luxury products, the most important customer was the Vatican that had demand for products such as frankincense and oriental weaves to add luster to rituals and dignitaries. Amalfi by the late tenth century had carved out a position as a valued business partner for caliphs, emperors, and popes, with outposts at opposite ends of the Mediterranean.

Amalfi prospered by linking Arab, Byzantine, and Italian trade, and with patrons in Rome, Constantinople, and Cairo, Amalfi’s commercial position seemed impregnable. Her entrepreneurs, mindful of the need to create goodwill, endowed hospitals in Jerusalem, and in Constantinople, and made donations to churches in Rome. But Amalfi’s prosperity ebbed away through a combination of geopolitical changes, government intervention, and competition from new entrants into the market.

Amalfi’s autonomy—Byzantine rule was notional—came to an end after Normans supplanted Muslim rule over Sicily and expanded their dominions in southern Italy. The Norman Robert Guiscard in 1073 imposed his rule on Amalfi and converted Amalfi’s most lucrative line of business, exporting grain, into a state-run monopoly. Robert Guiscard inadvertently dealt a decisive blow to Amalfi’s commerce when in 1082 he launched an attack on Byzantium. Amalfi’s merchants in Constantinople were discredited and the emperor imposed on them punitive, even humiliating tariffs. Taxes on Amalfitans in Constantinople henceforth were paid over to a competitor who had backed the Byzantine war effort, Venice. As Amalfi subsidized Venice, Amalfi’s business costs increased as those of Venice declined; Amalfi’s franchise gradually eroded and slipped into Venetian hands.
VENICE

The Byzantine emperor in 1082 granted Venice a further competitive advantage, a license to trade throughout the Byzantine realm, in reward for siding with him against Normans (which decision, however, had not been entirely altruistic; Venetians had acted in their best interests following Robert Guiscard’s attacks on Venetian trading posts). These fiscal and commercial concessions made Venice the most important trade hub in the Mediterranean. The scale of this achievement is thrown into relief by comparison with the city’s humble beginnings. Venice at first was a mere Byzantine bridgehead on the northern tip of the Adriatic engulfed by potential enemies beyond the city’s immediate outskirts. This precarious position Venice turned to advantage. The emperor in Constantinople to forestall the loss of Venetian allegiance proffered commercial privileges throughout the Byzantine Empire to help the city prosper; putative conquerors, for their part, knew the moment Venice passed into possession of another ruler she would forfeit her trade privileges. It was apparent Venice either would revert to a worthless backwater ringed by lagoons and marshes lacking fertile hinterland, or become a gateway for trade between the Byzantine and Carolingian Empires. Venetian independence was secured by free trade.

Venice’s ascent to a leading position in Mediterranean trade occurred in stages. Venice in practice was autonomous; Byzantine ratification of the election of leaders was a formality. Venice linked sealanes to Byzantine and Saracen ports of the Mediterranean to land routes into Italy and across the Alps. In 840, Venetians were granted the right of unhindered travel throughout the Carolingian realm, and Venetians with every successive generation grew richer and more self-confident. The staple of Venetian trade was the merchandise that realized the highest prices in international markets, slaves, and arms. The pope lamented the greed of Venetian slave traders, the emperor censored Venetians for selling arms and timber to Byzantium’s enemies. But trade embargoes were ineffectual, as Venetians complied with the letter but not the spirit of Byzantine injunctions.

Venetian shippers strayed on either side of the borderline between trade and piracy; in 827 a raiding party burgled a church in Alexandria and absconded with a prestigious relic, the body of St. Mark, that they translated to their cathedral San Marco. This pious roguery signaled Venetian aspirations to rival Alexandria, the Mediterranean’s premier commercial center, and when their Byzantine overlord rebuked them for docking in Alexandria in contempt of a trade embargo, Venetians had the temerity to claim they had been blown there by a storm. They hardly expected to be believed, but however dubious and distasteful were Venetian trade practices, Byzantines looked the other way.
By the end of the tenth century, Venetians had separate trade treaties with Byzantine, Carolingian, and Islamic authorities; Venetians indiscriminately traded with allies, enemies, and countries at war against each other. In 992, Venice contracted to supply warships to the Byzantine emperor and in return extracted trade concessions. A clause in the contract stipulated ships be leased at market rates, a fateful precedent, as transpired when the crusades created increasingly large demand for transport to Palestine. Byzantines, for their part, were wary Venetians might exploit concessionary tariffs and act as shippers for third parties, and so they inserted a clause into the treaty that banned Venetians from shipping merchandise on behalf of Amalfitans, Lombards, and other merchants. The Byzantine emperor henceforth would have to pay for Venetian support if he needed it. The balance of power was shifting in Venice’s favor, and at last, in 1082, Byzantium awarded Venetians concessions to trade throughout the empire: Venice had achieved mastery over Mediterranean trade routes.

Venetians by now settled in Constantinople in the thousands and other Italians followed them, in particular Genoans and Pisans. Each community there was assigned individual docks and warehouses, and each had to negotiate their particular tariffs. Setting differential tariffs was a means for the Byzantine administration to bestow patronage on favored partners. Thus Genoans paid tariffs at a rate of 10 percent, Pisans of 4 percent, but for Venetians the tariff was nil. Merchant communities lobbied for tax concessions, and if expedient, relied on intimidation and extortion to secure their aims. The Byzantine government faced manifest blackmail by her subjects: Pisans and Genoans negotiated fiscal concessions in return for a commitment to stop crusaders in transit to Palestine from raiding Byzantine cities, and Venetians felt no compunction against raiding Byzantine cities on the Greek coast to force the emperor to revoke tariff increases. The boundaries began to blur between commerce and blackmail; trust broke down between Greek hosts and Italian guests.

But tensions between expatriate Italians flared also. In 1162, Pisans with Venetian aid assaulted and raided Genoese warehouses, and damages assessed at 30,000 hyperper led to war on Italian soil between Pisa and Genoa. In 1171, when Venetians once again set fire to Genoan warehouses, the Byzantine emperor Manuel had the entire Venetian community arrested and confiscated their property. Recriminations flew; Venetians alleged the Byzantine emperor had lured them into attacking the Genoese colony to give him a pretext for reprisals. Venetians adduced circumstantial evidence—some 10,000 Venetians were jailed—suggesting the emperor’s plans were laid long before, because the wave of arrests across the entire Byzantine Empire was carried out in a single day.

Venice sought redress through force. Within four months, a fleet issued from Venice, funded through a compulsory loan on every Venetian house-
hold. That attack force, however, achieved little; the ill-fated Venetian com-
mmander, shortly after returning to Venice from an inconclusive campaign, was assassinated. Venice then resorted to another threat, to enter into alliance with the arch foe of Byzantium, the Norman kings of Sicily. Byzantines at last relented and promised restitution plus financial compensation (750 kilograms of gold), but this reconciliation was but a stay of the calamity that lay ahead. In 1182, Manuel’s successor accused Venetians of conspiracy and let loose mobs that torched Venetian churches, ransacked Venetians’ homes, and sold inhabitants into slavery. William of Tyre provided a graphic description of the mayhem committed by Greeks:

Monks and priests called in footpads and brigands to carry on the slaughter under promise of reward. Accompanied by these miscreants, they sought out the most secluded retreats and the inmost apartments of homes, that none who were hiding there might escape death. When such were discovered, they were dragged out with violence and handed over to the executioners, who, that they might not work without pay, were given the price of blood for the murder of these wretched victims.5

The scale of this atrocity against Constantinople’s expatriate population—estimated at some 60,000—was immense; forty-four ships escaped with refugees, and many who were left behind were sold into slavery, of which some 4,000 slaves were later ransomed. Genoese assessed damages on this occasion at 228,000 hyperpers.6 Escaping Venetians retaliated in kind:

They sailed along the shores of the Hellespont... took by force all the cities and fortresses along both shores, and put all the inhabitants to the sword. They made their way also into all the monasteries along both shores and on the small islands scattered throughout the sea. Here, in retaliation for the blood of their brethren, they slew all those pseudo-monks and sacrilegious priests and burned the monasteries together with the refugees who had fled thither. From those places they are said to have carried off an immense amount of gold and silver, with jewels and silken stuffs in large quantities, and therewith repaid themselves many times for the loss of their property and the destruction of their goods. For, in addition to the vast wealth of the monasteries and the countless treasures which had been accumulating there for a long time, the citizens of Constantinople had deposited in these hold places for safekeeping immense quantities of gold and other treasures.7

Byzantium at that moment had become a rogue state: the Byzantine emperor, premier guardian of international order in the Mediterranean, had contrived to exterminate his own subjects and seize their property. Byzantium’s contempt for the rule of law, however, was not unique at this time. With the first crusade at the beginning of the century, unbridled greed had become the undisguised driving force of government policies. The crusades shaped the
evolution of trade in the Mediterranean, but the commercial ramifications of the crusades cannot be understood without a consideration of how entrepreneurs theretofore had transformed how business was conducted. Convoys issuing from Italy’s mercantile republics had a corporate structure that however innovative in the context of Europe, was one that was akin to that of caravans departing from Mecca.

COMMENDA

The business case for a convoy was essentially the same as that of a caravan: investors had to put up the funds to equip a ship and agree how they would share profits with managers. Such firms were called commenda, and although terms and conditions varied from case to case, the underlying business case was unchanging: to build and equip a ship for a voyage required planning over a long period; another long period went by until that ship returned; until, at last, the commenda was wound up and investors were paid out. Legal agreements had to be drafted with care to forestall disputes. The oldest documentation of a commenda has come down to us from Venice in 976, wherein the investor—a wealthy widow by the name of Hualderada—specified how much she would invest and on what terms.8 Commenda contracts brought investors together “ad risicum et fortunam” and thus was introduced into European commerce a new term, risk. The failure rate must have been daunting, considering risks included shipwreck, piracy, and the absence of legal recourse in cases of commercial disputes in foreign jurisdictions. Of necessity, profits had to be commensurate with the risks. The return on capital on transporting pilgrims to Palestine could be as high as 100 percent, and even higher for transporting high-value goods of little bulk such as pepper. Spice traders dominated shipping; the generic term for a ship’s load, cargo, is derived from units of weight of pepper, carghi. But commendas could be adapted to a wide range of purposes and to any scale. King Louis IX relied on commenda contracts to raise 1,800 ships for a crusade. For that venture, two Genoese admirals formed a company for a two-year term, leasing ships from ship owners who in turn formed syndicates to share the risks.9 The commercial structure of this crusade in effect was that of a privateering company with profits contingent ad consuetudinem cursi (whence the term corsair).10

As in Mecca, where the civic calendar revolved around departure dates of caravans, in Italy’s maritime cities seafaring shaped annual business cycles. Ships sailed in convoys as a precaution against pirate attacks, and consequently there evolved fixed departure dates each year, which in turn required local suppliers to adapt their production cycle. A wide range of specialist craftsmen found employment in building ships, but the most innovative im-
Shifting Alliances

Impact of seafaring on employment originated from its commercial aspects. Professionals were needed who were able to cast agreements in writing and to calculate profit shares. In tenth-century Venice, very few merchants were capable even of providing signatures, so literacy and numeracy were highly prized skills.\textsuperscript{11}

Shippers and investors had to exercise judgment of risks and returns—shippers would ask for attractive bonus arrangements, and investors would seek to spread their risks. Exact terms were negotiated on a case-by-case basis, but typically a *commenda*'s manager would claim between a quarter and a third of profits, and investors between them would share the balance in proportion to their commitment. Investors were drawn from all sections of society—patricians, judges, priests, and craftsmen.\textsuperscript{12} The greater the number of investors in *commendas*, the greater the demand for expertise in financial mathematics and accounting—and the more promising the career prospects for bright practitioners. Scribes who stood by to provide the requisite expertise were forerunners of accountants, bankers, and lawyers.

The principal parties in a *commenda*, investors and managers, had to settle on terms that balanced their particular objectives. An investor would be wary of committing too much capital to a single venture and opt to spread investments across as many ventures as possible, whereas managers, for their part, would aim to attract as much investment as possible to afford a bigger ship. Such deliberations and negotiations between parties honed an understanding how to evolve creative solutions to commercial challenges. Once investors began to spread risk among several ventures, it was only a short step to evolve an insurance market.

Most aspects of corporate governance are intuitive—investors need assurance they are putting capital into good hands, managers wish to be rewarded for their efforts. But there were many antecedents for the *commenda*. Prescriptions for sharing risks and returns from commercial investments already feature in the world’s oldest law code, the *Codex Hammurabi* of 1700 BC.\textsuperscript{13} Judaic and Byzantine societies also previously evolved broadly similar models for establishing firms. But it is implausible that the stirring of corporate creativity in Italy at this moment could have occurred for any reason other than through exposure to commercial conventions of Islamic markets. Not only are there obvious similarities with the Arab *qirâd*—which met analogous needs of combining an investor’s capital with a manager’s skill. But further, the *qirâd* emerged as the standard for incorporating businesses throughout the Levant; so frequent were *qirâds* in the Jewish business community that the thirteenth-century Jewish jurist Moses Maimonides in Cairo was asked by his coreligionists to pronounce a ruling whether they could continue trading through *qirâds* alongside gentiles (the answer was yes). One might speculate what was the reason the *qirâd* had become the dominant template for corporate governance within the Islamic Empire; one possible
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explanation is that the qirâd had the most attractive incentive structure (one difference with the Judaic version of a firm, for example, was that there managers were held personally liable for losses, which was not the case under the terms of a qirâd). But another, more intuitive explanation may be that minorities copied practices of commercial elites because they accounted for the most significant volume of business within the Islamic Empire, and European merchants visiting Islamic trade centers copied that template when they returned to their home communities. It would be difficult otherwise to explain why commendas proliferated in those communities in Italy that were most closely linked to Islamic commerce.
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Chapter Twenty-Two

Tax Havens in the Holy Land

Venetians treated the crusades as a business proposition and committed some 200 ships already to the first crusade. The considerations motivating this commitment were mercenary: the crusades offered business prospects beyond chartering ships to transport warriors and weaponry, and even greater profits beckoned from taking an active part in conquests. The reward for supporting a siege of a particular city was negotiated on a case-by-case basis, but business conventions emerged. As a standard rate for supporting a siege, Venetians demanded control of one third of the conquered city; licenses there to operate bakeries and bathhouses; and tax exemption of all commercial income. But the price could be higher if the target city contained valuable manufacturing facilities. For Tripolis, a city renowned for its silk industry, Venetians negotiated overall control of the city. Venetians took care to preserve the city’s principal earning asset after the city had been conquered, and while Tripolis was to pass from Muslim to Christian rule and back again, the city’s 4,000 silk looms continued spinning regardless of who happened to be the political master of the moment.¹ For the siege of Tyre, Venetians lent 100,000 bezants and recouped their investment after the city’s fall through rents on properties in the quarter that came under their control. The soldiery participated in generous bonus schemes; the windfall for every participant in the campaign leading to the conquest of Caesarea consisted of cash plus two pounds of pepper. Italy’s mercantile republics in their quest for market shares and commercial concessions competed against each other. In 1099, the Venetian fleet’s first armed encounter on its way to Palestine was against a rival Pisan convoy that it defeated and spared on condition it turn back to Italy; Venetians had no inclination to let a business rival set foot in Palestine.

Tax concessions to the business community were lucrative and observers could not fail to notice these came at the expense of pilgrims. William of
Tyre was a contemporary witness of developments in the crusader states who quoted from a Venetian tax treaty with the King of Jerusalem that suggested the only category of Europeans in his kingdom subject to tax was pilgrims—such, at least, is the startling inference from his account:

The Venetians need pay no tax whatever, whether according to custom or for any reason whatsoever, either on entering, staying, buying, selling, either while remaining there or on departing. For no reason whatever need they pay any tax excepting only when they come or go, carrying pilgrims with their own vessels.2

Palestine had become host to offshore trade centers for Italian mercantile republics that used them as a base for trade across denominational barriers. Commercial accords between Muslims and Christians across the Mediterranean had many precedents. In tenth-century Syria, Muslim rulers of Aleppo acknowledged the Byzantine emperor as their sovereign, deputed tax collection to Byzantine officials, and entered into reciprocal commitments protecting merchants traveling in either realm. In Tunisia, Muslim rulers paid an annual levy to Normans to ensure protection of Muslim shippers. In the crusader states, expatriate merchants from Europe likewise nurtured trade links with Muslims, and it became increasingly difficult to discern whether commerce served the interest of crusaders or vice versa. So conspicuous was the reluctance of crusaders to jeopardize commercial flows, Godfrey of Bouillon was suspected of shirking military confrontation to avoid disturbing the flow of commerce.3 Ibn Jubayr, a Muslim traveler crossing from Syria into Palestine, was astonished that commerce went unmolested during a period of intense military conflict between Saladin and crusaders:

One of the astonishing things that is talked of is that though the fires of discord burn between the two parties, Muslim and Christian, two armies of them may meet and dispose themselves in battle array, and yet Muslim and Christian travelers will come and go between them without interference. . . . The caravans passed successively from Egypt to Damascus, going through the lands of the Franks without impediment from them. In the same way the Muslims continuously journeyed from Damascus to Acre (through Frankish territory), and likewise not one of the Christian merchants was hindered (in Muslim territories).4

SHIFTS IN TRADE FLOWS

Muslim trade with Asia was thought to be the fount of immense riches. The Italian pilgrim Giorgio Gucci reported what he heard from other travelers: “Mecca they say is a big city and borders on India, and there collect at the said time merchants from India with great quantities of merchandise, that is,
spices; and they give and take and in three days they are through with every-
thing and start for home. It is an ordinary thing in those three days to sell and
buy merchandise for two million florins.”

Trade from Asia heading toward
the Mediterranean had a choice of two routes: landfall could occur at Basra
and proceed through Syria, alternatively, dock in Egypt’s Red Sea harbor
Aydhab and proceed via Cairo to ports in the Nile delta, Alexandria and
Damietta. By the second half of the eleventh century, imports from Asia
began to bypass the crusader states and reach the Mediterranean via Egypt,
and as a consequence, Italian trade communities in Palestine were losing
market share in trade with Asia. It could not have escaped their notice that
the competitive advantage of routing trade via Egypt was because there the
costs of doing business were lower.

TRADE TARIFFS IN EGYPT

A merchant’s biggest cost component likely was tariffs. Between Egypt’s
Red Sea port Aydhab and Alexandria, few stopovers intervened, fewer, at
any rate, than between Basra and the Levantine coastline. But even so, tariffs
were onerous. An initial 10 percent tariff was charged on disembarkation in
Aydhab, and again at each stage of the journey within Egypt—in Cairo,
Rosetta, and finally on arrival in Alexandria. European merchants in Alex-
andria paid levies at corresponding levels: they paid import taxes ranging up
to 20 percent on arrival, and customs duties on departure, usually 10 per-
cent. The hidden components contained in market prices stunned medieval
travelers; one medieval visitor, Piloti, estimated taxes doubled prices. (He
was probably right.) Military planners in the crusader states must have been
conscious that diverting Egyptian trade tariffs from Muslim into crusader
coffers would drain the former and enrich the latter—the case for mounting
an attack on Egypt became increasingly strong.

Between 1178 and 1183, crusaders launched several naval assaults on
forts in the Red Sea and endeavored to take them over. These bridgeheads
constituted a dual threat, to pilgrim routes to Mecca and to commercial traffic
between Asia and Egypt’s Red Sea harbor Aydhab. Ibn al Athir described
the shock when crusaders mounted attacks that had no conceivable link to the
original crusader objective of securing access to Christian sites in Palestine:
“They took plunder and seized whatever Muslim ships they found and the
merchants on board. They surprised the people in those regions, taking them
quite unawares. They had never any experience of a Frank in that sea, neither
as merchant or soldier.” A Muslim counterattack overwhelmed the expedi-
tionary forces and crusaders taken captive were executed. But hostilities
escalated further when Reginald of Chatillon, master of the crusader fort
Krak, in 1187 ambushed a Muslim caravan, “making goods, animals and
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weapons his booty.” Chatillon’s violation of safe passage for commercial traffic triggered Saladin’s campaign that ended with the Muslim capture of Jerusalem.

BYZANTINES AND SALADIN

Saladin pursued a twin track policy toward his Christian adversaries: he went on the attack in Palestine and in parallel pursued diplomatic initiatives with Byzantium. Saladin’s interests overlapped with those of the emperor Isaac II Angelos: both contended with crusader expansionism and also had to be watchful of internal rivals. Saladin had to be as watchful of Abbasid caliphs in Baghdad as Isaac II of Norman kings in Sicily. Byzantine diplomats suggested a pact: if Saladin would acknowledge Isaac II as his overlord, he in return would acknowledge Saladin as legitimate ruler of Egypt. This accord was never concluded, however, because once Saladin in 1187 conquered Jerusalem he no longer had a need for it. But there were diplomatic understandings between Saladin and Isaac II regarding commercial and religious policies: in Jerusalem, Saladin deputed orthodox clerics to take over responsibility for maintaining Christian religious sites, while in Constantinople, Isaac II afforded Muslims a new mosque and trading privileges.

TAKEOVER OF CONSTANTINOPLE IN 1204

Many years lapsed before Europeans marshaled resources to mount a new campaign in Palestine. In 1203, at last, a crusader strike force issued from Venice with the ostensible aim of restoring Jerusalem to crusader rule. But military planners were divided whether to postpone an attack on Jerusalem in favor of first cutting off Saladin’s supply lines to Palestine through an attack on Egypt. This diversionary plan of attack had much to recommend it from a commercial point of view, because Egypt was the gateway to trade with Asia. No records were kept of what passed during planning sessions, but whatever were the arguments, the outcome was the decision to sail for Egypt rather than Palestine. However, once at sea, the fleet again changed course, and now the new destination was Constantinople. What could explain this new decision was a puzzle. There were rumors to the effect Venetians had been bribed to divert the task force; allegations of duplicity were nourished by alleged sightings of Egyptian envoys in Venice during the crusade’s planning period and further supported when Venetians shortly after landing in Constantinople received confirmation of new trade privileges in Egypt. Venetians, however, gave out a different explanation, which was that they intended only to collect on outstanding debts in Constantinople before continuing the journey; the stay in Constantinople would be short. Whatever the
true reasons—disputed to this day—the crusader fleet that anchored in Constanti
nople never advanced further; instead, the crusader task force in 1204 looted Constan
tinople and there installed a puppet emperor. Venetians never proffered a pretext for the plundering of Constantinople and never concealed the overriding objective of there extracting as much money as possible. The sack of Constantinople—executed in a campaign ostensibly instigated to liberate Jerusalem—was so egregious in enormity the Vatican excommunicated all participants. This humiliation, however, the Venetians shrugged off; the Venetian leader of the invasion, Enrico Dandolo, has a grave in Constanti
nople’s basilica Hagia Sophia.

Venetians enlarged their quarter in the city and henceforth occupied three eigh
ths of Constantinople’s area. (The Venetian quarter was comparable to stakes in cities in Palestine where Venetians customarily occupied a third of any city they had helped conquer.) The ruler of Venice styled his title “domi
nator quartae partis et dimidia totius imperii Romaniae,” that is to say, “ruler of three eighths of the entire Roman Empire,” which had some justifica
tion in fact, because Venice assumed control over the islands in the Aegean and over Crete. Islamic diplomatic correspondence duly addressed the Venetian doge as “gubernator Christianorum,” ruler of Christians. Venetians also acquired a share of three eighths of Byzantium’s tax revenues, a useful measure allowing Venetians to monitor trade activities of competing trade com
munities. It was even considered to relocate the city’s leader, the Doge, to Constanti
nople, but this option Venetians after some deliberation rejected.

Venetians stripped Byzantium of her assets—they pillaged the capital, dismembered her provinces, and enthroned a puppet emperor to govern what was left. Furniture looted from Constantinople palaces was sold to Muslims who used it to decorate their own residences. In 1240, the most spectacular acquisition occurred when Venetians sold to the French King Louis IX what was regarded as one of the most venerable relics of Christendom, the Crown of Thorns, said to have been worn by Jesus at his crucifixion. The sequence of transactions that led to this acquisition was complex: the Byzantine emperor Baldwin II had pledged the relic as a security for borrowings from the Knights Templar and had defaulted on his loan (the exact amount is not recorded, but it must have been a very large sum, since a contemporary French account too discreet to reveal a figure stated it was “immensa pecunie quantitate”); the Templars passed possession of the forfeited security to Venetians; Venetians translated the relic to Venice; and King Louis IX bought out their interest and had the relic brought to Paris where he created for it a church built expressly for that purpose, the Sainte Chapelle (the relic today is in the treasury of the cathedral Notre Dame de Paris). Cities that wished to rival Venice similarly acquired relics as a means to enhance the prestige of their cathedrals. For example, Amalfitans translated from Constan
tinople to Amalfi the remains of St. Andrew; from Palestine, Genoans

Tax Havens in the Holy Land
took the *sacro cantino*, the chalice allegedly used at Jesus’s Last Supper, to dignify Genoa’s cathedral; and in due course the Sicilian admiral George of Antioch would bring to Palermo the remains of Saint Theodore he had robbed from Corinth.

**NOTES**

The conquests of Jerusalem by Saladin and of Constantinople by Venetians and crusaders created two distinct spheres of military dominance in East and West. Trade between these two blocks, consequently, might have dwindled. Indeed, Pope Innocent III following the fall of Jerusalem called for an embargo on trade with Saracens, but Venetians pointed out to the Vatican’s emissaries their own economy would be the first to suffer and refused to comply.\(^1\)

Given prospects of a successful full-scale crusader invasion of Palestine were remote, one might have expected Venetians and their Italian peers to reverse the pattern of Mediterranean seafaring after the collapse of the Roman Empire when Arab pirates raided Italian coastlines, and now lose all compunction against ravaging and plundering the wealthy cities that looked out on the Eastern Mediterranean. Such was not the preferred Venetian policy, however, which must have come as a surprise to King Louis IX when he mooted the prospect of mounting another crusade and asked Venetians to name their terms for supplying ships: Venetians rebuffed his advances on the grounds they would not wish to jeopardize their trade presence in Alexandria and other cities where they maintained funduq. That at this critical moment, when the Mediterranean trade zone could have disintegrated into anarchy, it instead embarked on a new phase of commercial expansion was due to policy decisions taken by the ruler who had taken command of Islamic statecraft, Saladin.

Jerusalem’s conquest had not disposed of military threats; it must have been clear to Saladin crusaders were on the defensive and might counterattack Egypt to compensate for reversals in Palestine. Saladin was never averse to defusing potential conflicts through diplomacy—his negotiations with Byzantium to explore opportunities to contain crusaders in Palestine evinced his
flexibility—and on this occasion lit upon the same policy that Italians once had used to ward off Arab pirates: instead of fighting the enemy, he invited them to trade. Saladin in Egypt introduced reforms that affected every sphere of society, including the judiciary, higher education, and funding of public services. In Cairo, a prison built by the deposed Fatimid regime was torn down and made room for a madrasa teaching law; the educational monopoly of the university founded by Fatimids, Al Azhar, was broken by madrasas teaching diverse jurisprudential traditions. Educational institutions were endowed with farms, shops, and funduqs. Since commercial properties rather than government subsidies funded higher education, citizens enjoyed improved public services without paying higher taxes. The Muslim traveler Ibn Jubayr was impressed by Alexandrians’ wealth and high standard of living: “As for the people in this city, they live in the height of ease and comfort. No tax is exacted from them and no revenues accrue to the Sultan himself save the awqaf, which are tied and devoted by his order to [charitable] purposes, and the tribute of the Jews and Christians.”

The sphere where Saladin’s reforms had their greatest impact, however, was the economy, where his measures had ramifications for domestic and global trade. Saladin actively encouraged Europeans to establish funduqs in Alexandria and elsewhere in Egypt, an approach that generated wealth and had the collateral benefit of weakening the temptation to invade the country. Saladin’s policy of affording Europeans a larger stake in the Egyptian economy was controversial in policy circles, and he had to defend himself against a remonstrating caliph who had difficulty seeing what good would come from opening up business opportunities to enemies. Saladin, however, offered cogent arguments in defense of his approach, specifically, he pointed out trade was beneficial if for no other reason than for giving access to military supplies. In a letter to the caliph, he pointed out his business partners from Europe “without exception supply the very arms they used to fight us, and seek our good-will by offering us riches and choice manufactures. I have established good relations with all of them and even though they were reluctant, signed peace treaties on advantageous terms.”

In Egypt, the presence of foreign merchants was of long standing. Amalfi’s funduq, for example, had been licensed in the tenth century. The Persian traveler Naser-e Khosraw passing through Cairo in the eleventh century noticed there a Christian who was “one of the most propertied men in Egypt, who was said to possess untold ships, wealth, and property,” and a Jew who was “very rich, having been entrusted with buying all the sultan’s jewels.” Saladin continued this tradition of cosmopolitan toleration, and between 1172 and 1177 licensed funduqs in Alexandria for Venetians, Genoese, and Pisans. Venice maintained the largest presence in Alexandria; the Venetians had opened a funduq in Alexandria within a year after their mass arrests in Constantinople and eventually added another. But cities in Italy, France,
Cyprus, and elsewhere also were represented. A visitor from Spain, Rabbi Benjamin of Tudela, counted 28 different foreign communities in Alexandria. The largest cluster of traders may have been in Alexandria, but funduqs also were established in cities including Cairo, Aleppo, Damascus, Tripolis, and along the Black Sea Coast. When the Italian Giorgio Gucci visited Damascus, he was astonished how “many Christians, of almost every tongue, are there in business.”

Saladin’s trade promotion was conspicuously successful. During the winter of 1187–1188, William of Tyre counted thirty-seven Italian ships anchored in Alexandria and during the summer trade season the number is likely to have been several hundred. William noted:

> Whatever our part of the world lacks in the matter of spices, pearls, Oriental treasures, and foreign wares is brought hither from the two Indies, Saba, Arabia, and both the Ethiopias, as well as from Persia and other lands near by. All this merchandise is conveyed to Upper Egypt by way of the Red Sea, which forms the route from those races to us. It is unloaded at the city of Aidab on the shore of that same sea, and thence descends the Nile to Alexandria. Consequently, people from the East and the West flock thither in great numbers, and Alexandria is a public market for both worlds.

Increasing trade volumes promoted funduqs that specialized in particular lines of business, such as linen, leather, candles, sweets, gold, silver, and pearls. Alexandria had a funduq for foreign currency exchange, the dar al-sarf, and the financial funduq in Cairo dazzled Maqrizi, who there saw “chest, large and small, lining the length of the wall, leaving room only for a narrow passage down the middle; containing immense amounts of gold and silver.” Bankers cashed payment orders, a rudimentary form of paper currency used in daily purchases for groceries and bread. Discounting, issuing, and cashing payment orders were a standard financial service, and it was but a small step, from exchanging currencies and discounting payment instructions, to granting loans. Although the ban on paying interest remained in place, the exigencies of market practice outweighed religious reservations. The Jewish jurist Moses Maimonides was asked by his coreligionists to provide a legal opinion whether a transaction involving interest was licit and gave his conditional approval. The multicultural character of Alexandria’s trade community was sustained for centuries. Simon Simeonis, an Irish pilgrim passing through Alexandria in 1323, recorded:

> Thus there are fondacos of Genoa, Venice, Marseille, and of the Catalans, and others. Every merchant is obliged to betake himself, along with whatever merchandise he may have brought, to the fondaco of his respective state or region in accordance with the directions of his consul, the latter being at the head of the establishment and of all those housed in it.
Saladin promoted trade through fiscal incentives. No tax was levied on gold imported into Egypt that could be delivered to the sultan’s mint and cast into coinage; but merchants taking gold out of the country, on the other hand, were liable for tax and thus they had an incentive to spend their money before leaving. Each funduq negotiated its particular tax regime individually, which gave authorities a means to differentiate between expatriate communities (much as Byzantine authorities were wont to do). Methods of tax collection were drastic. The oars and rudders of European ships were requisitioned and only returned after all taxes had been settled in full. Egyptian tax collectors were intrusive, coarse, and insolent. The Italian Lionardo Frescobaldi thus described his entry in Alexandria:

> ... they led us inside the port of Alexandria and presented us to certain officials, who had us registered and numbered like animals, and they committed us to the aforesaid consul, having first searched us carefully, even to the flesh, and having placed our things in the customs; then they cleared them, and they untied them and searched every one of our bundles and bags. And truly I doubted they would not find the six hundred ducats that I had placed in the reglet of the chest, for they would be lost, and we would have been treated worse. They made us pay two per cent on silver and gold money, and on our things, and they made us pay a ducat as tribute. Then we went with this consul to his house, which is very large and well situated.

Customs officials, however disagreeable their manner, did not discriminate on grounds of religion. The Spanish Muslim Ibn Jubayr reported his coreligionist pilgrims hardly fared better:

> The day of our landing, one of the first things we saw was the coming on board of the agents of the Sultan to record all that had been brought on the ship. All the Muslims in it were brought forward one by one. And their names and descriptions, together with the names of their countries, recorded. ... The Muslims were then ordered to take their belongings, and what remained of their provisions, to the shore, where there were attendants responsible for them and for carrying to the Customs all that they had brought ashore. There they were called one by one, and the possessions of each were produced. The Customs was packed to choking. All their goods, great and small, were searched and confusedly thrown together, while hands were thrust into their waistbands in search of what might be within. The owners were then put to oath whether they had aught else not discovered. During all this, because of the confusion of hands and the excessive throng, many possessions disappeared. After this scene of abasement and shame ... [the pilgrims] were allowed to go.
However, once travelers had the ordeal of entrance to Alexandria behind them, the city’s glamour awed them and made them forget the tribulations of border passage. Ibn Jubayr exclaimed: “We have never seen a town with broader streets, or higher structures, or one more ancient and beautiful. Its markets are also magnificent.”

THE KARIMI

Saladin complemented economic liberalization inside Egypt with protectionism abroad: however permissive was his policy to European merchants seeking entry to markets in Egypt, he was unreservedly restrictive in banning anyone not a Muslim from entering markets east of Egypt. Pre-Saladinian records of trade in the Indian Ocean feature Muslims and Jews, Hindus and Christians. Post-Saladin, however, records of trade between Egypt and Asia no longer feature mentions of Jewish or Christian merchants. Trade routes linking Egypt to Asia became the exclusive preserve of a Muslim merchant elite, the karimi. Saladin’s nephew established a funduq al-karim in Cairo; Muslim traders established funduqs all along the Silk Road to China; and sent trade expeditions north of the Black Sea that reached the Baltic (whence came amber, a prized item of Islamic jewelry). Intercontinental trade was lucrative. One Abd ar Rahman (ca. 1300) had starting capital of some 500 dinars, undertook at least three voyages to China, and left an estate valued at 50,000 dinars.

The specter of trade on a global scale now had become a distinct possibility and could capture the imagination of the thirteenth-century Persian author Sadi. In Gulistan, a book describing the author’s encounters with remarkable people, the incredulous author listened to a merchant who explained how he would connect all the markets of the world known at the time through a chain of transactions that had six links: first, to export brimstone from Persia to China; second, to return with Chinese porcelain for sale in Constantinople; third, to buy Byzantine brocade and sell it in India; fourth, to return from India with steel to sell in Syria; fifth, there to buy glassware for delivery to Yemen; and sixth and at last, to close the circle by returning to Persia with Yemeni cloth. Gulistan provided what may have been the first description of global trade arbitrage, and Sadi could not have conceived this story unless he lived in a society where the conception of global trade existed at least as a notion. Saladin’s fame rests on his military and diplomatic achievements; his greatest impact, arguably, was as an economic reformer.

NOTES

13. Quoted in Constable, Housing the Stranger, 112.
18. Goitein, “New light on the beginning of the Karimi merchants,” 183; Labib, Handelsgeschichte Ägyptens im Mittelalter, 62. There may have been exceptions to Saladin’s restrictions of Jewish participation in Asian trade: Ashtor points out some Karimi were Jewish; see “The Karimi Merchants,” 55.
20. Sadi, Gulistan, Chapter 3, Story 22.
Chapter Twenty-Four

Lives of the Merchants

Fortunes in the Mediterranean were won and lost by merchants who were prepared to move to wherever profits beckoned, and merchants who relocated from one trade hub to another were by no means unusual. Marco Polo, who ventured as far as China, did not seem to have thought his journey as such deserved particular notice; he only began committing his memoirs to paper when as prisoner of war in a Genoese prison he had time on his hands. Most trade centers had sizable expatriate communities. Marco Polo remarked Syrians (the generic term for Levantines) were so conspicuous in Italian cities that locals had begun to distinguish them by naming them after their native town. The name for someone from Mosul, for example, was Mosulini. But migration also headed toward the East; in the thirteenth century, the Genoese trading colony on the Crimean contained a family from Corsica named Bonaparte. An immense talent pool from across a broad range of denominations and ethnicities supplied the Mediterranean economy with energetic professionals who moved to wherever their abilities could take them to positions of wealth and influence. But however splendid were rewards, there were matching risks of reversal, and medieval merchants lived on the brink between profit and perdition. The vicissitudes of medieval commercial life included exposure to bandits, pirates, and shipwreck. The immense personal costs borne by the pioneers of Mediterranean trade shine through in the biographies of representative entrepreneurs: the Catholic Romano Mairano of Venice; the Muslim Soleyman of Salerno; the Orthodox George of Antioch, and the Jewish David Maimonides of Cairo.
Chapter 24

ROMANO MAIRANO

The Venetian Romano Mairano around 1190 retired from a business career that spanned forty years, enjoying pensions from shares in ships and property. He began his career as a manager of a trade expedition, made enough money to set up as an entrepreneur, and eventually retired as an investor. But the recitation of what seems a steady career progression conceals pitfalls that threatened financial ruin and even his life. Mairano first appeared in Venetian archives in 1152, shortly after his marriage to his wife Mariota, when he borrowed money to embark on his first ventures to Thessaloniki and Constantinople. Soon he had resources to claim his own equity stakes in ventures; in 1154 his investor Valperto Gausini contributed 158 bezants, Mairano 79 bezants, but Mairano negotiated an attractive profit-sharing agreement—as the venture’s manager, he claimed a 75 percent share in the business. While Mairano was abroad on business, news reached him Mariota had died. Now he made Constantinople his home, buying and letting a house there. Between 1157 and 1163, he traveled between Constantinople, Smyrna, and Acco, and his business prospered. In 1167, he raised funds from a syndicate of eight investors in Venice, who together invested 796 bezants in ventures that earned them 1,106 bezants. Business prospects were excellent, and 1169 would be a year of personal and professional fulfillment—so it seemed. The widower married again, and he and his second wife Matelda would have three children. Relations thawed between Byzantium and Venice, enticing thousands of Venetians to seek their fortunes in the East, and that very year Mairano returned to Constantinople and secured what promised to be his most profitable transaction: he leased an entire street, containing residential properties and taverns, and additionally was granted the monopoly on using weights and measures for Venetian traders. Mairano should have looked forward to steady profits and his future seemed assured; however, political risks sprang disaster—Mairano had embarked on the biggest investment of his career on the very eve of the mass arrests of Venetians in Constantinople and of confiscation of their properties that took place in 1171. In the midst of this emergency, Mairano gathered Venetians aboard a ship, fled the city pursued by the Byzantine navy, and escaped to Akkon. Mairano relocated to Venice, but having lost his income in Constantinople, he unavoidably defaulted on his financial commitments. But soon, he embarked on voyages to restore his commercial position in new markets. In 1173, he sailed to Alexandria, exporting wood and returning with pepper. In 1175, reacting to news the Sicilian King William has reduced tariffs by 50 percent, he set sail for Messina. Another journey to Alexandria took place in 1182. Mairano had overcome the reversals suffered from the loss of his business in Constantinople. When he died, he left his children several properties.
SOLEYMAN OF SALERNO

Romano Mairano had not been born to Venice’s patriciate. Genoa was similarly meritocratic to Venice, offering opportunities to entrepreneurs from out of town, such as Soleyman, who moved to Genoa from Salerno. Soleyman likely was a Muslim (his name and the fact that Muslims frequently appear in his dealings point to this inference). Soleyman ventured to Alexandria and Cairo in 1156, exporting saffron and silver jewelry, returning with pepper and brazil wood. Another of his convoys sailed for Alexandria in 1158, but Soleyman on this occasion appeared as an investor who deputed to others to travel on his behalf. In 1159 Soleyman bought a ship, partnering with a Christian and a Saracen, and in 1160 set out to Alexandria. Soleyman’s career pattern was similar to that of Mairano except that his trade network extended into the Western Mediterranean. Soleyman’s wife Eliador managed his affairs during his prolonged absence from Genoa, and the couple’s finances enabled them to provide their daughter with a handsome dowry for marrying into the patrician Mallone family. In the early 1160s, however, Soleyman seems to have suffered reversals, because by 1163 he is reduced to using his daughter’s substantial dowry to meet his commitments, and he had to pawn accoutrements that evinced a high standard of living, silverware and furs. The nature of his reversals is not clear from archives, however, and no further transactions are recorded after 1164—perhaps Soleyman went bankrupt.

GEORGE OF ANTIOCH

George of Antioch (ca. 1100–1151), born in Syria of either Greek or Armenian parentage, made the whole of the Mediterranean a theater for his career and was famed in Catholic, Islamic, and Byzantine worlds. Ibn Khaldun noted he was “a Christian, an emigrant from the East. He had learned the [Arabic] tongue, and he excelled in accountancy.” George, raised a Christian orthodox, successively worked for Muslim and Catholic masters, neither of whom considered his denomination a barrier to promotion. Indeed, his first patron, sultan Temim of Tunisia, had a son who became a Pisan official. (Amicable relations between Tunisia and Pisa were of long standing; Pisa already from the ninth century may have had a Muslim quarter.) After Temim’s death, George, wary of Temim’s son, left Tunis and offered his services to Sicily’s Norman king Roger, who was only too eager to accept someone with inside knowledge of Arabic government workings. He rose to the highest levels of Sicily’s government by applying Arabic fiscal, administrative, and military expertise. George oversaw tax collection, served as Roger’s envoy to Egypt, and became commander of the Norman fleet. George’s
title *amiratus amiratorum* (whence the term *admiral*) is a Latinized version of the Arabic *emir of emirs*. In Norman service, George raided many Muslim and Byzantine cities. His targets included Tripolis (where he installed a Muslim regent), Athens, Corinth, and even Constantinople. George was keen to import skilled labor to Sicily; from one of his raids on Greece he carried away silk weavers and put them to work in Sicily. George, by denomination a Greek orthodox, had no compunction against raiding Byzantium, but his loyalty to his religion, however, was unequivocal; he endowed one of Palermo’s most splendid churches, Chiesa della Martorana (still today affiliated with orthodox rite), and the inventory of its endowment gives a notion of George’s spectacular wealth: the long list included ten farms and two *funduqs.*

DAVID MAIMONIDES

Moses Maimonides, the philosopher, had a younger brother, David. Moses was one of most prolific scholars of his era; much less is known about his brother David, other than from letters he sent to Moses describing his journey across desert terrain to reach the Red Sea harbor Aydhab. These communications have survived, but were the last tokens of his life because David in Aydhab embarked on a ship and drowned in a storm on the Indian Ocean. We have a sense of David’s personality, however, because it shines by reflection from words his brother Moses penned in remembrance:

> The greatest misfortune that has befallen me during my entire life—worse than anything else—was the demise of the saint (may his) memory be blessed, who drowned in the Indian Sea, carrying much money belonging to me, to him, and to others, and left me with a little daughter and a widow. On the day I received that terrible news I fell ill and remained in bed for about a year, suffering from a sore boil, fever, and depression, and was almost given up. About eight years have since passed, but I am still mourning and unable to accept consolation. And how should I console myself? He grew up on my knees, he was my brother, he was my student; he traded on the markets, and earned, and I could sit safely at home. He was well versed in the Talmud and the Bible, and knew (Hebrew) grammar well, and my joy in life was to look at him. Now, all joy has gone. He has passed away and left me disturbed in my mind in a foreign country. Whenever I see his handwriting or one of his letters, my heart turns upside down and my grief awakens again.

The lament of Moses for his brother David is a testimony how seaborne commerce cut short lives and careers: the rate of attrition must have been harrowing and every departure would have stoked fears of families staying at home whether this might have been the last. One ponders what conceivable allure a life of manifest fatal danger could have held for the likes of Romano
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Mairano and David Maimonides, for Soleyman and George. Yet whatever the odds and again and again, merchants set sail, others were eager to follow, and with every homecoming they gave shape to a new world: the spirit of it was that of enterprise.

NOTES

2. The following section follows Heynen, *Zur Entstehung des Kapitalismus in Venedig*.
7. Amari, *I diplomi Arabi*, XXV.
Chapter Twenty-Five

Early Law and Economics in Christendom

Trade with Islamic societies exposed Europeans to new products but also to new commercial practices and frameworks. In Europe there subsequently emerged two institutional innovations, forerunners of firms and of charitable trusts, which were key to evolving commercial and civil society. The first were venture capital firms, the *commenda*, that emulated the *girâd*; the second was the *universitas*, a new legal concept with roots originating in the Islamic *waqf*, which first was used to constitute institutions of higher learning but then applied to charitable trusts and later more widely to corporations. The evolution of these two institutions crystallized in the biographies of two individuals, Leonardo Fibonacci and St. Francis of Assisi. Fibonacci showed how to apply mathematics to commercial management, which paved the way for applying quantitative approaches in wider settings. Francis, on the other hand, was not a business economist; however, his focus on the nature of ownership and the ethics of distribution of goods stimulated innovations in legal thinking. Fibonacci and Francis between them had seminal influence on advancing the analysis of the two main concerns of law and economics: economic efficiency and fair distribution. In their approaches, Fibonacci and Francis were poles apart, but by background they had much in common; Pisa and Assisi were mercantile cities and their fathers belonged to Italy’s managerial elite. The most important aspect of their background, however, was that both shaped their approach to economics through encounters with Islamic economics and law.
Leonardo Fibonacci (ca. 1170–1240) was a seminal figure in the history of mathematics. One of his many achievements was to write the *Liber abaci*, an instruction manual on how to use arithmetic in everyday commerce that demonstrated through worked examples how numeracy helps improve business performance. Looking back to tenth-century Venice, where very few entrepreneurs were literate, let alone numerate, one can gauge how much progress had been made over the previous two centuries for Fibonacci to be able to find a receptive readership. Islamic mathematical teaching shaped Fibonacci’s approach to mathematics.

Fibonacci was born in Pisa but grew up in Algeria where his father was a financial official in a Pisan *funduq*. Young Leonardo had an Arab tutor—Fibonacci remembered him in his autobiography as *magister mirabilis*—who encouraged him to continue his mathematical studies, and Fibonacci spent time in Egypt, Syria, and Greece, before advancing to an appointment in Palermo at the court of Emperor Frederick II. Fibonacci’s familiarity with Arabic mathematics had immediate practical applications for his European readership. For example, Fibonacci explained why Indian numbering conventions (nine discrete digits and a placeholder called *zephyr*) simplified multiplications, compared to the Roman method of expressing numbers by letters (Romans also had not known how to perform calculations involving zeros). The *Liber abaci* showed how to calculate compound interest and profit shares, convert currencies, and perform a host of other calculations occurring in day-to-day commerce.

The *Liber abaci* was a training manual and investment primer for merchants managing *commendas* from end to end of the Mediterranean trade zone. Only a Mediterranean market that had become truly cosmopolitan could have inspired a case study such as this:

Two men, partners in Constantinople, had together a company; one of the men went to Alexandria on business, and took with him from the common capital as much as he wished; he stayed there five years and 70 days, and his profit was a fifth of his capital each year, and his expense per year was 25 bezants. The other who remained in Constantinople had a profit in each year one seventh of his capital, and he spent 37 bezants per year . . . it is sought how much each had of their common capital.\(^1\)

**FRANCIS OF ASSISI**

In Assisi, one of many cities in Italy with a cosmopolitan merchant class, there worked a silk merchant who had married a wife from France (which is why he liked to call his son Francesco, “little Frenchman”). But his son
Francis (1182–1226) did not follow in the footsteps of his father to pursue a lucrative career in commerce; instead, young Francis gave away everything he owned to live a life unburdened by material possessions. Francis’s radical refusal to acquire or even to own wealth constituted a provocation of established conventions and the lifestyle he advocated was at odds with the prevailing spirit of the times. Many sections of Italy’s elite, including the church, felt no compunction against owning substantial property. But Francis’s assertion that the pursuit of wealth had no place in Christian ethics, in the final analysis, contained an implicit demand that the church divest all property.

Francis’s idealism verged on recklessness. Such became apparent when in 1219 Francis traveled to Egypt, arriving at a time when armies of Christians and Muslims were locked in conflict, and crossed enemy lines and asked for an appointment with Egypt’s ruler Al Kamil whom, he declared, he intended to convert to Christianity. It was a token of Francis’s charisma that he actually succeeded in gaining access to Al Kamil. Francis persuaded Al Kamil to invite Islamic scholars to a debate on the respective merits of Christianity and Islam. There Francis, to underscore his argument of the superior truth of Christianity, volunteered to walk through fire and thus to prove God was on his side, because, he averred, God would protect him from harm, whereas any devout Muslim who dared to follow his example, on the other hand, would be consumed by flames. (According to the Franciscan Friar Bonaventure, Francis’s first biographer, Francis made the following proposal to the sultan: “Our faith is beyond human reason . . . make a fire of wood, and I will go into it together with your wise men. Whichever of us is burnt, his faith is false.”)

Francis’s debating strategy, aiming to let trial by fire be arbiter between Christianity and Islam, was in keeping with best European legal practices, because trial by fire, in medieval Europe, was the ultimate test of a plaintiff’s truthfulness: it was widely held God would never let flames consume someone who spoke the truth. Al Kamil, however, rejected this suggestion, and the inconclusive encounter ended with the sultan arranging for Francis’s safe return to the crusader camp. There, Christians gasped at Francis’s audacity and inferred Al Kamil had ducked the challenge from fear of the outcome. But the encounter between Francis and Al Kamil was less a clash between religions than between cultures of jurisprudence. In Islam, where courts sifted evidence and assessed opposing arguments, law was guided by reasoning rather than by miracles, and trial by fire, as practiced in Europe, was not deemed due process.

Francis, rebuffed but undaunted, left Egypt for Jerusalem. There, he again encountered institutions new to the experience of most Europeans. One such would have been madrasas, educational establishments that trained lawyers; these were affiliated with a particular mosque but funded by vested
endowments. Franciscans also were exposed to philanthropy as practiced in Islam. Bonaventure mentioned how Muslims supported Franciscans:

Some of the brethren went into an infidel country, and a certain Saracen, moved with pity, offered them money to buy necessary food; and when they refused it, the man marvelled greatly, seeing how poor they were. But when he understood that, having become poor for the love of God, they refused to possess anything, he was so moved with admiration that he offered to minister to them, and to provide for all their necessities, so long as he should have anything in his possession.  

Bonaventure was conscious Muslims had devised methods of dispensing philanthropy that were independent of Christian conceptions, and although he did not refer to *waqfs*, his account demonstrated how keenly Franciscans observed Islamic practices and how eager they were to spread information. In due course, Franciscan friars in Europe became leading advocates for the establishment of institutions that replicated *waqfs*, namely charitable trusts. The legal framework of Islamic *waqfs* derived from a subtle differentiation of Islamic property law—the fine distinction between the rights of owners as opposed to users of property. In Europe, the sphere of society where this conception was first applied was in higher education: specifically in the Inns of Court in London; in colleges in Oxford and Cambridge; and in universities in continental Europe.

**FROM COLLEGES TO CORPORATIONS**

Another organization with a presence straddling Europe and the Levant, the Knights Templar, was similarly keen to promote institutional innovation. The London branches of crusader orders sponsored institutions for training lawyers, the Inns of Court. There are Islamic precedents for the way the Inns of Court in London were constituted. Like *madrasas*, they were financially independent, affiliated with churches, and students were apprenticed to a master and trained in adversarial legal argumentation. From the Inns of Court issued a new approach to jurisprudence, Common Law, bringing with it procedural innovations such as trial by jury, which replicated Maliki law even in the detail of the desired number of twelve jurors (Maliki law was the Islamic school of jurisprudence dominant in Sicily, where Norman rulers had long-standing ties to the Islamic legal profession).  

The Franciscan approach to the ethics of ownership caused the Vatican to undertake a radical examination of the legal nature of property. Several decades of deliberation and dispute lapsed until at last, in 1252, Pope Innocent IV cast legal provisions that accommodated the Franciscan demand for a new definition of the nature of property. Innocent IV issued a novel legal
concept, the *universitas*, a legal entity with a defined set of rights and duties, including the right to own property, but one all the same not owned by its individual members. From the conception of the *universitas*, as the American philosopher John Dewey pointed out, in due course evolved the conception of corporations: “the ‘fiction’ theory of the personality of corporate bodies, or *universitates*, was promulgated if not originated, by Pope Innocent IV.”

The concept of the *universitas* was applied to constitute Europe’s first universities. Contemporaneously, in 1264 in Oxford, Walter de Merton, a senior royal official with close ties to the Knights Templar, endowed Merton College, the statutes of which were copied by the oldest college of Cambridge University, Peterhouse. The statutes of Merton College, in all but name, match those of a *waqf*—a legal entity that distinguished between three parties: a donor making an irrevocable gift; a beneficiary; and managers who administered the endowment. The conception of a trust was a legal innovation in English Common Law, and the historian Frederick Maitland has pointed out Franciscan friars were conspicuous during the first half of the thirteenth century as plaintiffs in legal cases that framed precedents for trusts as a legal instrument to vest property for the benefit of third parties. The original impetus that led to the legal formulation of corporations tracks back to Francis’s decision to divest himself of all personal property, and although Francis did not live long enough to see legal frameworks for universities emerge, by instigating a process that led to a new understanding of the nature of property rights his impact on medieval law and economics complemented that of Leonardo Fibonacci.

**GOLD CURRENCIES IN EUROPE**

The gold coins issued by Abd al Malik in the seventh century had helped integrate the Islamic trade zone and also projected his prestige. Centuries later, rulers in Morocco and Spain who established new power centers, took advantage of bullion from African gold mines to mint their own gold coins. The Fatimid dynasty in Egypt that emerged as the chief rival for pre-eminence in the Islamic realm also minted new gold coins which, however, had a reduced gold content, and consequently, once the solidity of Fatimid coins proved doubtful, the pace of commerce began to slow. But another factor undermining trust in currency standards was the launch of gold coinage issuing from the crusader states; there, Venetian merchants had acquired a monopoly to mint gold coins.

Venetians, who prior to the crusades had never minted coins, came into possession of operational mints in Palestine left behind by retreating Muslims. They secured the gold coinage monopoly in the crusader states and paid the King of Jerusalem a 15 percent tax for the privilege (a rare instance
where Venetians were prepared to share profits with a government authority). Venetians and crusaders now were in a position to challenge Constantinople’s traditional preserve as issuer of gold coins. (That Byzantines stopped issuance of the bezant after 1204 may have been the result of collusion by Constantinople’s occupiers.) In Tyre, Venetians for the first three years did not even bother making any changes to Arab dyes (perhaps they did not know how). Venetian mints had diverse sources of supply of bullion, including the gold lamps removed from the Al Aqsa Mosque (weighing some 80 kilograms). Venetians gradually altered the appearance of Islamic coins, making changes so subtle they could easily be confused with the Arab originals. But Venetian coins—and this was critically important—had a lower gold content than their Arab competitors and so were valued less than their Islamic or Byzantine models. Consequently, crusader gold coins never crowded out the bezant or other high-quality coins. Instead, the confusion that debasement of gold coins caused among the business classes caused commerce to slow. The Byzantine historian Pachymeres observed a novel, disquieting phenomenon: prices for goods were increasing. The Egyptian Maqrizi complained, “to get a gold coin was like crossing the gates of paradise.”8 Once Venetians had palpably failed to fill the gap left by loss of the bezant, Western competitors launched rival currencies. The emperor Frederick II in Sicily minted a gold coin in 1231, and Genoa in 1252 launched the genuino. Seen from Rome, promoting a Genoese gold currency was apt to check Sicilian and Venetian pretensions. Vatican backing for Genoa could not be more overt: the Vatican previously had excommunicated the Sicilian king (because of laxity in pursuing crusades) and Venetian moneyers (on the grounds their coins lacked Christian iconography). The Genoese had excellent relations with the highest authorities of the Vatican. Pope Innocent IV, who was born Sinobaldo Fieschi, came from Genoa and his nephew Iacopo Fieschi belonged to a banking syndicate that minted coins.

The arrival of the genuino permanently altered the Mediterranean monetary system. That very year Florence followed suit with a rival gold coin, the florin, as with some delay did monarchs in Northern Europe. An English gold penny appeared in 1257, a French gold ecu in 1266, and the Venetian ducat in 1284. Centuries of monetary stagnation in Western Europe had ended.

NOTES

4. For these and many other correspondences, see George Makdisi and John Makdisi (bibliography refers).
Wealth has been pursued from the beginning of time. The legendary king Midas wished anything he touched be turned to gold; the Roman statesman Crassus was famous for his wealth but notorious for sharp business practices. But while from earliest history there appeared the elements of capitalism, only through the economic dynamic released in early Islam were these constituents combined and converted into a nexus that constituted capitalism. The threads of the plot how capitalism emerged in early Islam and migrated to Europe now can be pulled together.

Capitalism is a term often invoked but rarely defined. It is surprising that Adam Smith and Karl Marx, whose fame rests on their analysis of capitalism, hardly ever used the term. Gradually, the giant economic strides of the nineteenth century in full view, “capitalist” came to be a term applied to societies kept in perpetual motion through the agency of entrepreneurs. Sociologists transformed the analysis of capitalism by drawing a distinction between capitalism as such and its visible manifestations; Max Weber averred that capitalism originated in a frame of mind, fostered by Protestantism, and his assertion that capitalism follows from a particular mentality has remained dominant, although the origins of this frame of mind Werner Sombart backdated to Italy’s Middle Ages.

Definitions of capitalism remain elusive because capitalism by its nature is elastic and variable and it is difficult to distinguish between causes and effects. Where definitions of capitalism agree on is that change in a capitalist society is constant and caused by quests for profit. Hence the cornerstone of a capitalist society is the market. Certain other constituents recur—such as that capital and labor are supplied by different parties; investors may allocate funds to separate ventures; and undertakings are funded through borrowings as well as investments. It follows that capitalism needs certain tools—such as
money, which acts as a common denominator for the value of goods and stores up wealth for future use; agreements how providers of capital and of labor share rewards; and social approbation of wealth acquired through commerce rather than conquest. Finally, capitalism promotes certain skills and institutions—such as literacy and numeracy; freedom of travel; and a judiciary that protects property rights. Conspicuously absent from the list of enabling factors, however, is the presence of a powerful state. Capitalism in Arabia and Europe emerged in cities such as Mecca and Venice that were beyond the grip of central governments. Indeed the reason why ancient empires were of minor consequence to the evolution of markets may have been that market forces in pursuit of profit challenged the authority of a state, and hence governments had no motivation to encourage their evolution.

The seminal impact of Islam economies became clear in stages. Economic systems of Rome, Byzantium, and Islam hardly featured in Edward Gibbon’s *The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire* that set the tone for many subsequent Islamic histories: “Muhammad, with the sword in one hand and the Koran in the other, erected his throne on the ruins of Christianity and of Rome.”

Gibbon’s contemporary Adam Smith in *The Wealth of Nations* pointed out the link between the crusades and the rising prosperity of Venice:

> The cities of Italy seem to have been the first in Europe which were raised by commerce to any considerable degree of opulence. Italy lay in the center of what was at that time the improved and civilized part of the world. The Crusades too, though by the great waste of stock and destruction of inhabitants which they occasioned they must necessarily have retarded the progress of the greater part of Europe, were extremely favorable to that of some Italian cities. The great armies which marched from all parts to the conquest of the Holy Land gave extraordinary encouragement to the shipping of Venice, Genoa, and Pisa, sometimes in transporting them thither, and always in supplying them with provisions. They were the commissaries, if one may say so, of those armies; and the most destructive frenzy that ever befell the European nations, was a source of opulence to those republics.

After Adam Smith pointed out wealth created in Europe derived from Italian commerce, to nineteenth-century historians early Islam’s fruitful economic relations with medieval Europe became commonplace. Jacques de Mas Latrie, Michele Amari, and Wilhelm Heyd (and others) documented these ties in works that in many respects still now are not out dated. In the twentieth century, the consequences of Islam’s rise on Europe’s economy have been a continuing preoccupation particularly of Francophone historians. Notably, Henri Pirenne asserted Islam’s expansion drove a wedge through the Mediterranean and thereby contracted Western Europe’s economic sphere; Marc Bloch exposed how Europe’s economic development was as constrained by lack of gold as that of Islamic realms favored by its abun-
dance; and Maurice Lombard’s encyclopedic surveys of Islam’s material culture would have culminated in a definitive work, *The Golden Age of Islam*, had not his premature demise cut short his career.

That capitalism thrived in Islam was the shared opinion of two historians who by outlook were diametrically opposed, the Jesuit Henri Lammens and the Marxist Maxime Rodinson. Lammens’s works brought to life Arabia’s buoyant commercial culture and showed how the needs of long-distance trade instigated financial innovation. Rodinson in *Islam and Capitalism* showed in early Islam were present capitalist institutions, such as private property and lending money at interest, and in his *Préface* to Pedro Chalmeta’s book on Islamic market regulation *El señor del zoco en España*, went on to trace Islamic market practices back to Babylonian times. Leone Caetani previously had opened to view the roots of Islamic commerce in ancient Mesopotamia, and the work of Karl Polanyi and Elman Service on the genesis of markets and states, while not dealing with Islam directly, supported Rodinson’s intuition that socioeconomic innovation crystallized in early Islam.

Crucial factors already in place in pre-Islamic Arabia’s nascent economy were the use of gold as a means of exchange; rules set by private accord for safe passage of traders; and an appreciation of a trade-off between risk and reward that guided merchants to seek out activities promising the highest profit. The Prophet of Islam, who was descended from a dynasty of entrepreneurs, strengthened this dynamic further. Muhammad established a market in Medina, and through personally appointing a muhtasib made consumer protection and competition policy a religious obligation. These initiatives accorded with the Koran that enjoins putting gold to productive use, endorses fair trade and investment, and supports consumer protection through banning usury and other forms of mis-selling. Muhammad’s deregulation of prices—he proclaimed “prices are in the hand of God”—was a seminal innovation in market regulation.

For the emergence of Islamic law two circumstances of succession to Muhammad were catalysts. Muhammad had left no unequivocal instructions for his succession and had prohibited a priestly hierarchy, and so early Islamic society saw vigorous intellectual competition in how to regulate social life. Lawyers, rather than clerics, determined the pathway for societal evolution. Each of the first three Islamic dynasties accomplished remarkable institutional innovations: the rashidun introduced the world’s first government pension plan; the Omayyads created an Islamic gold standard; and the Abbasids brought into being the world’s first market for government debt. Caliphs supported trade with Asian and Byzantine markets; Basra was founded as a gateway to sea-lanes linking Arabia to India and China, and in Constantinople the city’s Muslim merchants were afforded a mosque already in the eighth century. Saladin combined protectionism of Muslim entrepreneurs in
markets east of Egypt with free trade policies in Egypt, affording European merchants *funduqs*, offshore trade centers where expatriate Europeans through immediate encounter with Islamic institutions, and under the wary eyes and firm hand of Islamic authorities, acquired institutional knowledge and disseminated this knowhow in Europe. Social institutions—in commerce, scholarship, and law—that would supplant Europe’s feudal order began to emerge through cross-pollination from Islamic societies.

**CAPITALISM IN EUROPE**

Governments contributed little to Europe’s economic revival; economic dynamism in European economies had been sedate since collapse of the Roman Empire. Byzantines, Carolingians, and Normans restrained economic activity through government control. However, although the infrastructure for trade and commerce in Europe’s interior regions was incomparably better than on coastlines exposed to piratical incursions, commerce in Europe stirred not in regions becalmed by central political authority but in peripheral townships on the Italian coast frequented by pirates rather than traders. Entrepreneurial innovation germinated on Europe’s periphery, on coasts where nascent stability clashed with rampant anarchy. In the absence of government action, private initiative activated latent economic potential.

Italian port cities, Byzantine subjects but in practice defenseless, fostered trade relations with Muslims. Location on the periphery of great Empires gave them virtual autonomy, and when these communities discovered trade as a means to survive, a familiar economic dynamic emerged, one that replicated a pattern: in Arabia, too, trade had burgeoned once bandits turned into merchants. The process of discovering trade was more rewarding since rapine was arduous, protracted, and in some instances—such as the Arab settlement established on the French coast near St. Tropez around 890—failed utterly. But eventually, from cities such as Venice, which like Mecca lacks natural endowments and proximity to commercial centers, issued convoys traversing seas as caravans had deserts.

Piracy ruled the Mediterranean Sea, and the trusting relationships on which trade is based took generations to evolve—and even then could lapse into robbery in an instant. The Mediterranean Sea was as lawless as Arabia’s deserts, but through trade was transformed into a commercial commonwealth with second round effects rippling inland. The transition from piracy to orderly commerce bestowed riches on merchants in ports on Italy’s coast, and the ascent of inland republics such as Milan and Florence followed from the prosperity rippling outward from mercantile newcomers such as Amalfi and Venice. Meccan plutocrats and Venetian patricians contested markets, alter-
nating between collaboration and conflict, but ever pursuing actions that led in the direction of profit.

Venice evolved a business model in many respects a foil to Mecca’s. Both cities were situated in barren landscapes and owed their ascent to trade; Mecca’s merchants traversed deserts and Venice’s the seas. Venetian patri-cians, like Mecca’s plutocrats, honed their business skills in foreign markets and could not look to authorities to protect their rights. Brigands, shipwreck, and disease imperiled a merchant before he reached his destination where he negotiated contracts in countries with foreign jurisdictions. Arabs described the dangers of desert travel with the word *azar*, Italians the hazard of losing a ship to the waves as *risicum*. Profits, though immense, were won against the odds. Venice and Mecca never became political capitals, but their mercantile elites integrated the realms of Islam and Christianity into single markets.

Markets and the rule of law that underpin them did not emerge from an unswerving linear process; the lesson that markets rely on respect for conventions and law was learned slowly and often again unlearned. In fact, markets were not intrinsically law-abiding or moral. The borders between piracy and trade were blurred and mercantile republics were no less prone to apply violence or force than despots or dynasts. States in Europe failed to foster markets; but markets, on the other hand, failed to build durable political structures. Mercantile communities waged war against each other as well as against the empires that protected them. Venice applied for concurrent trade privileges to Byzantine, Norman, and Saracen governments, fully cognizant that all three were at war against each other; acquired tax havens in Palestine during the crusades; and after Saladin had evicted crusaders from Jerusalem diverted the course of the retaliatory campaign from Palestine to Constantinople. Venice was unable to take Byzantium’s place as issuer of a gold standard and the decline of her protector Byzantium—caused by her own intervention—removed the underpinning of Venetian stability. The apo-gee of Venetian power, when Venetians in 1204 began asset-stripping the Byzantine Empire, was the moment of its passing.

Genoa in the twelfth century generated more tax revenue than France, Palermo more than England. Italian republics were accumulating wealth at a faster rate than empires or kingdoms, and the riches of Italian patricians could begin to stand comparison with European royalty and Arab plutocrats. Italy’s mercantile republics were incubators for institutions that helped capitalism flourish, such as venture capital companies, the *commenda*, and a new gold standard.

The institutional template of medieval European colleges and universities replicated that of Islamic *madrasas*, and parallels extended to how scholarship progressed in Islam and Christendom: medieval scholastics applied a methodology that resembled that of Islamic jurisprudents. Islamic law proceeded by examining a precedent, evaluating supporting testimonies, and
casting judgment; European scholasticism proceeded by positing a hypothesis, advancing arguments for and against, and reaching a conclusion. Where jurisprudents discerned pro and con, scholars weighed arguments in terms of sic et non. Scholasticism reached its apogee in the work of Thomas Aquinas (1225–1274), a professor of the university of Naples (coincidentally founded by Sicily’s king Frederick II, who endowed the university library, corresponded with Arabic scholars, and employed members of the Aquinas family at his court).

The first Europeans who visited Baghdad and observed Islamic academicians in practice seem to have been two ninth-century Byzantine patriarchs, John Grammaticus and Photius, whose embassies to Baghdad are recorded. The latter, in particular, took active interest in Islamic academic life. He corresponded widely with many Islamic rulers, and in Baghdad witnessed interdenominational disputations held in public. Such events were a tradition that continued at least until the tenth century when a Spanish visitor to Baghdad witnessed public debates between representatives of all major religions (including atheists). Photius was one of Europe’s earliest educational reformers; he recommended students should not merely commit lessons to memory but be taught how to think independently, requiring them to evaluate the circumstances that led to a particular statement, consider how reliable were the sources, and evaluate whether alternative interpretations had merit. These recommendations, well ahead of contemporaneous European practice, replicated the methodology applied to the Islamic study of hadiths.

Mathematical skills that could be applied in commerce were disseminated from Italy by academics trained in Islamic institutions. Pope Sylvester II, who imported to Europe the abacus, had studied with Muslims, as did Leonardo Fibonacci. The wider application of numerical skills enabled scientific inquiry, perspectival painting, and building spherical domes. Venice, where the very style and decorations of her cathedral San Marco invited comparisons with the mosque in Damascus, was in the vanguard of importing from Islamic economies new manufacturing approaches, such as making glass and building ships in Europe’s largest shipyard, the arsenal (the term is Arabic).

The crystallization of civil commercial society in Europe marked a milestone in 1252. The Vatican that year backed the launch of the genuino, Genoa’s gold currency, and promulgated the legal conception of the universitas, an autonomous legal entity with a distinct identity that enabled the formation of corporations, civil as well as commercial. Islamic law, on the other hand, which had pioneered the concept of public charities, the waqf, stopped short of evolving the conception of corporations. From this moment, legal and monetary advances in Europe no longer depended on Islamic cues.
Conclusion

ISLAM’S ECONOMIC DECLINE

Islam’s era of fruitful commercial innovation subsided for several reasons; one of these was the Mongol invasion that inflicted inestimable damage (whereas the irruption of crusader states, on the other hand, shifted trade flows from the Levant to Egypt but increased rather than reduced trade). But the decisive blow to Islamic prosperity was the discovery of new trade routes. The Portuguese by sailing around the Cape of Good Hope to reach India rendered obsolete Islamic trade routes between Asia and Europe, and finally, after Genoa’s son Christopher Columbus had discovered America, Genoa became financier for the Spanish Empire as once Venice had been for Byzantium. The entire Eastern Mediterranean went into decline; Islamic economies, Venice, and Byzantium withered.

Fatal damages to Islamic economies, however, were of their own making. One in particular was government interference in markets; Egyptian rulers entered long-distance trade on their own account, distorted prices, and confiscated entrepreneurial wealth. Ibn Khaldun’s warnings against government interventionism went unheeded:

Amirs and other men in power in a country who engage in commerce and agriculture, reach a point where they undertake to buy agricultural products and goods from their owners who come to them, at prices fixed by themselves as they see fit. Then, they resell these things to the subjects under their control, at the proper times, at prices fixed by themselves. This is even more dangerous, harmful, and ruinous for the subjects.4

Ibn Khaldun was not alone among Islamic economists to warn against government interference in markets. Previously, Al Dimashqi had asserted, “when a regent starts trading, his subjects are lost.”5

The expanding and rapidly prospering Islamic Empire had a voracious appetite for information and education. Caliphs and other members of the elite endowed madrasas that commingled Arab and foreign ways of thinking, and the benefits of assimilating expertise from other cultures showed up in improved standards of living. However, a feeling had gained ground that modernizers had led Islam astray. How could it be, it was whispered, that caliphs condoned alien ways of thought, often incompatible with revelations received from Allah? The dispute inevitably revolved around the correct approach to interpreting the Koran. The manifest contrast between the pace of cultural and institutional innovation in early Islam, and stagnation in later eras may also originate in opposing approaches to interpretation of the Koran of two antagonist schools of thought, the Mutazilites and Ashari.

The Asharis argued that God’s revelation occurred outside time and place; the Mutazilites, on the other hand, that the Koran was revealed in specific circumstances of a particular moment. What on first sight appeared
an arcane issue relevant only to theologians in fact had momentous implications for the way the empire would be governed. For if the Koran enunciated an eternal and therefore immutable message, then the overriding requirement on a ruler would be to adhere in perpetuity as closely as possible to Koranic precepts, however minute. But if, on the other hand, the Koran was an historical document, then its injunctions admitted adjustment as times change.

Partisans of the view that man could never claim to improve on Allah’s revelation found an eloquent and resolute spokesman in Ahmad ibn Hanbal (died 863). Hanbal suffered persecution, wrote Ibn Khallikan, and was pressured “to declare that the Koran was created, but would not, and although beaten and imprisoned, persisted in his refusal.”

“The passing of Ibn Hanbal,” wrote Masudi, spread shadows over the earth as thick as those which marked the Prophet’s end.” No jurist’s funeral had ever gathered so many mourners. The political ramifications of Hanbal’s view were obvious to the caliph; in the final analysis, Hanbalism removed his authority to impose reforms.

Masudi in the Meadows of Gold provided an analogy for the debate between the Ashari and Mutazilites by comparing their outlook to that bred by two board games, backgammon and chess. In backgammon, any roll of the dice can overturn the best-laid strategy; in chess, reasoning skills map the winning game plan—fatalist Asharis excel at the former, rationalist Mutazilites at the latter game. The Asharis revived a strand of thought that traced its roots to the era of the rashidun when materialist excess was deemed repugnant to Islam’s core values, and their victory had ramifications for the development of Islamic economics; fatalism eroded entrepreneurship as a core value of Islam.

SILK AND SLAVES

A word on what goods passed between East and West. Exports to Europe included silk, spices, incense, cotton, and textiles. European exports included timber, brass, cloth, olive oil, amber, furs, and falcons. Trade inevitably gravitated to those activities that promised the highest profit margins; the most lucrative lines of business were Islamic exports of luxury goods against European exports of slaves.

Long before the advent of Islam, luxury goods commanding the highest prices in Europe were silk from China and pepper from India. These goods had to cross an immense distance until they reached their destination; their passage was grueling and perilous, profits correspondingly large, and many interested parties would have liked to bring the silk trade under control. Trade in silk attracted attention from the highest levels of Roman government. Marcus Aurelius sent a trade delegation to China that bypassed hostile
Persian territory by choosing a route along the Caspian Sea, one of repeated European efforts to gain a foothold in the silk trade, which however never met with success, until at last, some four centuries later, Chinese princesses secretly carried mulberry beetles out of the country and passed the secret of silk production to Byzantine authorities. So lucrative was the trade in silk in China, its manufacture there was an imperial monopoly; the Byzantine emperor claimed a monopoly not only on production but also on distribution. The Byzantine Civil Code specified entry points for Chinese silk (one each on the banks of the Tigris, of the Euphrates, and a third in Armenia) where trade inspectors imposed Byzantine tariffs. Consequently, anyone who avoided land routes and traveled to China by sea was in a position to undercut prices regulated by governments. Arab merchants, who already exported frankincense from Yemen and pepper from India, were quick to spot the profit potential in trade with China.

Europe’s chief exports were slaves who were needed to work in farming, mining, construction, and the army; the rising standard of living in cities created demand also for female slaves in households. Exporting slaves became a flourishing business in Europe, where authorities countenanced the keeping of slaves—England’s *Domesday Book* records 10 percent of the population as slaves—but considered their export reprehensible. Charlemagne confronted Pope Hadrian about the slave trade in Rome but the pope protested his innocence: "Never have we fallen into such wickedness, nor has any such deed been done with our permission."

However adamant were official authorities in castigating slave traders, profits were too attractive to let go of the business. The annual export of slaves from the Black Sea to a dedicated *funduq* in Alexandria has been estimated at 2,000. The figure is plausible, because in Venice, where slavery was made legal, fifteenth-century fiscal returns show annual imports running at 1,000. Other markets in Italy were likely to have been of similar magnitude. The slave trade brutalized its profiteers, as can be seen from the reaction of a slave’s former owner to an allegation of rape where he lets the Italian trader know "you may throw her into the sea, with what she has in her belly, for it is no creature of his."

Italian slave imports never came to a halt until after the fall of Constantinople access to the Black Sea was blocked.

The Islamic Empire’s slave population already must have been immense within decades of Muhammad’s death. Substantial manpower was required for Umar to have had built a canal linking the Nile to the Red Sea; Muawiyah, only one of many substantial estate owners in Arabia, there on a single irrigation project deployed 3,000 slaves. The Omayyad caliph Abd ar Rahman III (912–961) undertook a census of his slave population in Spain, which over a fifty-year period had grown by 10,000. Fatimid army recruits were imported from areas bounding the Black Sea where families were known to sell their children to Venetian and Genoese traders established on
the Crimea. Judging by the size of the Fatimid armed forces—some 50,000 in Saladin’s era—the Islamic Empire’s demand for slaves was insatiable. The fate of slaves deserves remark.

SLAVE REBELLIONS

Slaves traded and owned in East and West came from all levels of society—the Persian author Sadi and the Spanish author Miguel de Cervantes both endured slavery and left accounts of how they suffered. The fate of slaves differed widely. The attrition rate must have been extreme for slaves working in extreme heat on farms, in mines, and in construction. But some slaves who found employment in households or as personal valets of high-ranking members of the elite sometimes enjoyed glittering careers. Several of Islam’s most distinguished political leaders began their careers in bondage; the Egyptian caliph Baibars, who held to ransom King Louis IX, once had been a Mongol slave, and Roxelana, wife of Suleyman the Magnificent, was born in Bosnia.

But these were exceptions; there were many slaves who were driven to self-destruction. The slave who assassinated Umar must have known he would not survive his act of defiance; the Arabian Nights tell the tale of a tutor who drops his charges from a roof to their death in sight of their father before jumping after them. Conditions in Europe were no better; transport insurance policies in Italy contained exclusion clauses for suicide. But individual acts of desperation did not challenge established rule, which, however, would ensue when slaves rebelled in multitude. Fear of slave revolts must have been constant and countermeasures accordingly severe; Byzantine prisoners of war rebelling on the estates of Abd al Malik were summarily executed.

The most dramatic slave uprising occurred in the late ninth century when in southern Iraq a certain Ali ibn Muhammad urged the slave population to take up arms. Ali’s followers worked the inhospitable fields surrounding Basra and were named Zanj after their origin on Zanzibar. To these disenfranchised, homeless, and overworked deportees Ali promised betterment, or at the very least revenge, and with nothing to lose, the Zanj followed his call. Ali took control of Basra, Mesopotamia’s second largest city, and those Basrans who survived the assault now in turn had a taste of slavery. By 879, territory under Zanj control extended within seventy miles south of Baghdad. But ultimately, the imbalance between the resources of the Caliph and of Ali made for an inevitable outcome, and in 883 some 50,000 troops overran Ali’s positions. Ali eluded capture, but the insurrection of the Zanj, the most successful slave rebellion since Spartacus, was over.
Before closing, a final word on the uneasy relationship between religion and capitalism from the Middle Ages to the present. Although capitalism incubated within Islam and Christendom, once economic rationalism permeated the social sphere more widely, theologians alleged capitalism had lost its moorings in religion and ethics. Max Weber pointed out such animadversions were to be expected: any clerical hierarchy—irrespective of denomination—would distrust social forces unconstrained by religious ethics. A remarkable convergence of religiously inspired critiques of capitalism appeared in the work of the twentieth-century Catholic and Muslim economists Amintore Fanfani and Muhammad Baqir al Sadr.

Amintore Fanfani (1908–1999), an Italian prime minister, wrote in *Catholicism, Capitalism and Protestantism*, that capitalism “is essentially a human phenomenon which came about in man, and then transformed the life of man and the structure of society.” For Fanfani, “the evil lies not in the possession of wealth but in making it the end of life.” Fanfani then concluded the Catholic ethos in the final analysis is anti-capitalist. His views match those of the Grand Ayatollah Muhammad Baqir al-Sadr (1935–1980), an Islamic economist who was executed in an Iraqi prison. In *Our Economics* he confirmed early Islam endorsed but later disavowed capitalism:

I neither deny that the individuals of the society in the age of prophethood carried on pursuing free activity and possessed economic freedom to a considerable extent. Nor do I deny that it reflected a capitalist face of Islamic economy. . . . It is true that the individual who lived in the age of prophethood seems to us to be enjoying a great deal of freedom, which [to the followers of *ijtihad* is indistinguishable from] the freedoms of the capitalism, but this imaginary fancy is dissipated and fritters away when we turn practice to . . . the legislative texts.

Thus the Italian and Iraqi economists Fanfani and al Sadr were in agreement that capitalism at its origin was compatible with religion, but that that accord subsequently sundered.

This very theme engaged already the fourteenth-century Italian author Giovanni Boccaccio in a book whose very title *Decamerone* (“Greek for ten days”) seems to respond to the Arabian *One Thousand and One Nights*, the alternative title for the Arabian Nights. Both the Arab and the Italian book feature the financial market of Alexandria where different denominations mix in trade. In one of Boccaccio’s stories, Saladin approaches a Jewish banker, Melchisedek, to borrow money; both need tact and savvy if negotiations are to progress. Saladin, after an exchange of politeness, tries to throw Melchisedek off balance by asking him which of the three religions claiming to be Abraham’s heir—Judaism, Christianity, or Islam—he considered true
and which false. Melchisedek is wary of upsetting his potential client and instead of answering direct, responds with a story: once upon a time there was a family where a father from generation to generation would bequeath a ring to his sole heir. Of a generation where a father had three sons, two copies of this ring were made; each son in the fullness of time came to possess a ring but disputes between them were forestalled as none could tell whose ring was true. With this story, Melchisedek wins over Saladin and they become friends and they do business; while Boccaccio lets readers infer that religious convictions need never be at odds with flourishing markets.
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